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PREFACE
The Vernacular Architecture Society of SA is 40 years old. It was founded in 1964 with the express
purpose to record and understand folk buildings of South Africa. Throughout 2004 we celebrated the
contributions of past and current vernackers and revisited some of the most significant places - and
memories.
It was also an opportunity to reflect on the progress that has been made in vernacular architecture
appreciation, recording and research in the Western Cape and to consider what the future holds. Today
the Society flourishes, but serious threats to our regional architecture remain and losses of unique
settlements and buildings occur daily. Why?
We opened the year with a talk at Iziko Museums' Summer School in February 2004. It was a
reflection on the successes and failures of the Society in fulfilling its purpose, and the broader political,
institutional and academic contexts in which these cultural resources were, and are, perceived and valued.
An exhibit on the work of the Society ran from 4 to 30 October 2004 at the Irma Stern Museum at the
University of Cape Town, and is currently on loan to regional museums. We also believe that the future
of the Society and vernacular studies would benefit from some vigorous discussion and debate. A
Workshop took place on 20 November 2004, in Durbanville.
Some issues that arose included the definition of 'vernacular' architecture, and the role of the Society
in sticking to its original purpose - recording. Is there such a thing as a 'vernacular landscape'? What are
the major contributions to our understanding of the regional architecture of the Cape and elsewhere, and
the people who made it? How do we capture and pass on traditional knowledge of builders and
conservation architects? How has half a century of changing political and academic contexts affected
architectural history teaching and practice? What impact have the media and tourism had on our
perceptions of vernacular architecture? Who is interested in and capable of doing systematic research?
What's happening in the country and in our ‘dorps’? Does vernacular architecture have a place in
tomorrow's heritage?
In his welcome to the workshop, André van Graan (VASSA chairman) said: “It is encouraging to see
the number of people who have shown an interest in the workshop and in the activities around it. Some
debates in architectural studies are not sufficiently aired, particularly those dealing with issues around
vernacular architecture and architectural history. Much is happening today without people asking what is
going on, and without a suitable forum where people can pose questions and generate discussion. We’d
like to ensure that the debates and problems are clearly articulated and understood so that we can find a
way of dealing with them in the future. Today we are examining a series of related issues ranging from
broad views of vernacular architecture to specifics of particular problems. There are wider environmental
perspectives and case studies, for example, a need to review the way that we examine our historical fabric
and suggestions for ways of dealing with legislative problems.”
Acknowledgements
We would particularly like to thank those who presented papers for their patience and resilience
during the preparations for the workshop and publication of the proceedings. Thulani Nxumalo from the
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SESSION ONE:
VIEWS OF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE & LANDSCAPES
The Cape house rules! Palladian principles in Cape architecture
Andrew Berman
Introduction
From Roman times a villa was a working farm. So too was the sixteenth century Venetian
villa (Fig. 1). It was also an impressive status symbol - just like our Cape farmhouses today.

Figure 1. Book cover.
A number of authors have noted the classical (in general) and Palladian (in particular)
influences on Cape architecture, from the academic - notably Barrie Biermann and Hans
Fransen - to the popular - such as a House & Garden article by Roderica van der Byl. Her piece,
entitled ‘Imported Palladian Pleasures of the Dutch Cape Farmhouses’, is illustrated with
examples such as Morgenster, Stellenberg, Libertas and Groot Constantia.
In this paper I investigate the connections between the principles underlying classical
architecture and those of the Cape Farmhouse complex. These principles are clearly stated in
Palladio’s Quatro Libri, the definitive sixteenth century architectural pattern book. Principles
governing the architecture of the villa are quoted from this book and compared to local
examples. In this way it can be shown that the Cape Farmhouse complex should not be
considered as being folk or vernacular architecture, but as part of the classical western
architectural tradition. These principles include the use of rules, visual dominance, the use of
avenues as an architectural device, planning conventions, bi-lateral symmetry, central axis, and
appropriate decoration.
Classical art emphasises the ideal, exhibits the power of reason, and shows restraint and
moderation in its clarity and simplicity. It respects tradition. It is stately, ordered, stable,
solemn, dignified, frugal, and refined. It is also conservative, authoritarian and is a show of
power.
Palladio (1508 to 1580), the famous Renaissance architect, is probably the only architect to
have a style named after him (Fig. 2). Witold Rybczynski in his recent book on Palladio, The
Perfect House (2002), claims that he was the first architect in history to be interested in
domestic architecture, and that the language that had been confined to palaces and temples was
extended to residential buildings. Domestic architecture, he claims, begins with Palladio. His
work provided models for the Palladian Style which had a massive effect on western
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architecture, and spread from Italy to the rest of Europe, England, the Americas, Asia and here
at the Cape.
Palladio
Palladio interpreted the text of Vitruvius, the only early architectural theorist whose work
has survived. He also studied the ruins in Rome. He explored the potential of symmetry, the use
of classical forms and harmonic proportions. He was influenced by earlier Italian architects such
as Bramante, Raphael, Serlio, Romano and Sanmicheli.
He was born Andrea di Pietro della Gondola in Padua,
beginning his career as a stonemason. His patron Count
Trissino of Vicenza gave him the opportunity to study the
surviving architecture in Rome and encouraged him to
appreciate classical literature, the arts and sciences. He named
him Palladio from Pallas Athena, the Greek Goddess of
Wisdom.
Besides being a prolific architect, Palladio was also a
successful author and publicist. His Four Books of
Architecture, first published in Venice in 1570, is a building
and architectural textbook with illustrated examples of
important buildings, as well as his own work (Fig. 3). This
juxtaposition of canonic buildings and his own served to
enhance his reputation and influence. The Quattro Libri is a
pattern book which was more accurate than previous treatises
such as those of Serlio and Vignola. A large number of
translations and other pattern books were published in the
eighteenth century up to the middle of the nineteenth century.
Figure 2. Palladio.
Quattro Libri is written with practicality in mind, is not
overly theoretical, is straightforward and is illustrated with clear engravings in plan, elevation
and section, with measurements (including a full size scale bar) and descriptions.
The first book is concerned with building materials, techniques and the five Orders of
Architecture (Tuscan, Doric,
Ionic,
Corinthian
and
Composite). He has a chapter
on shapes of rooms, floors,
ceilings,
doors,
windows,
chimneys, stairs and mouldings.
The second book focuses on
private houses, the third on
roads, streets, bridges, and
basilicas (law courts) and the
fourth book is confined to
Roman temples.
The translation used in this
paper is the 1965 Dover
edition, an unabridged and
unaltered republication of Isaac
Ware’s book of 1738 which
was originally commissioned
by Lord Burlington, the great
Figure 3. Pages from Palladio’s Quattro Libri.
neoclassicist dilettante.
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Principles
Palladio’s books on architecture listed principles and rules under various headings. It was
taken for granted that if you followed these simple coherent, practical and straightforward rules,
you would end up with useful, durable and beautiful buildings. Armed with a pattern book such
as the Four Books of Architecture, an ordinary person could produce architecture.
These architectural treatises or pattern books, of which Palladio’s was the most famous,
advocated design principles such as bilateral symmetry about a central axis, clearly articulated
entrances, doors, windows and edges, proportional relationship amongst the parts of the
building and classical mouldings and ornamentation.
Palladio even refers to general mistakes in the first book and calls them abuses. He lists them
so that they may be avoided by the reader. He also mentions an exception to the rules, as when
the client insists on something untoward:
“But an architect is very often obliged to conform more to the will of those who are at
the expense, than to that which ought to be observed”.
Cape architecture too relies on a rigid set of rules consisting of a classical grammar, while
using a limited vocabulary of forms, such as the T and H shaped plans, central shaped gables,
stoeps and so on. The adherence to strict conventions or rules is a distinctive characteristic of
Cape architecture. Individuality is waived, and buildings conform to a strict local language.
“In the choice of the situation for the building a villa, all those considerations ought to
be had which are necessary in a city house; since the city is as it were but a great
house, and, on the contrary a country house is a little city.”
Hans Fransen’s phrase, “an introspective world within a world in the created intimate
environment”, is another metaphor to describe the position of the farmhouse complex in the
landscape and the place that it makes within the werf boundaries.
The villa was to be centrally located on the farm and have easy access:
“Let a place be chosen as convenient as possible, and in the middle of the estate, that
the owner, without much trouble, may view and improve on it every side, and that the
fruits thereof may be the more conveniently carried by the labourers to his house.”
There is a prominent positioning of the house in the landscape. The views to and from the
main house over the fields are unimpeded by the low werf walls of the Cape (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. … may view and improve on it every side …

Views are directed and channelled along avenues. In the third book Palladio states:
“The ways without the city ought to be made ample, commodious, having trees on
either side, by which travellers may be defended from the scorching heat of the sun, and
the eyes receive some recreation from the verdure.’”
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Roads and trees are treated as architectural
elements linking the house with the distant
landscape (Fig. 5). Landscape and villa and
landscape and homestead are joined together
in a single architectural structure. Fransen
refers to this “in the desire to extend the little
controlled world of the farm complex across
the surrounding countryside, to imprint the
civilizing presence of the landowners onto the
landscape”.
The axis aligns with the centre of the villa:
“All the well contrived houses have in the
middle, and in their most beautiful part, some
places by which all the others have a
communication ...”.
This is the central hall from which access is
gained to the private rooms (Fig. 6).
Figure 5. … having trees on either side …
“The halls serve for feasts, entertainments
and decoration, for comedies, weddings, and
such like recreations, and there for these places ought to be much larger than the
others ...”.

Figure 7. … standing at one end of the house
one may see to the other …

Figure 6. The hall in the middle, rooms on the
right correspond to those on the left.

The central hall is the more public space, with the private rooms leading off to the sides.
“The rooms ought to be distributed on each side of the entry and hall; and it is to be
observed that those on the right correspond with those on the left, that so the fabrick
may be the same on one place as in the other, and that the walls may equally bear the
burden of the roof; because if the rooms are made large in one part, and small in the
other, the latter will be more fit to resist the weight, by reason of the nearness of the
walls and the former more weak, which will produce in time many inconveniences, and
ruin the whole work.”
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The notion that symmetry is a result of structural requirements is interesting as it is generally
regarded as an aesthetic choice rather than a practical decision. Of course in practice it is a
difficult design problem to fit a domestic arrangement of rooms into a symmetrical form.
“The windows on the right hand ought to correspond with these on the left, and these
indirectly above them that are below, and that the doors all face one another, so that
standing at one end of the house one may see to the other, which affords both beauty
and cool air in summer, besides other conveniences.”
Thus the bilateral symmetry and axiality is taken from the landscape right through the house
as an enfilade. Elements are arranged on this axis - trees, gate posts, walls, buildings and rooms
(Figs 7 and 8). All are integrated by this powerful structuring device.

Figure 8. Axiality and symmetry.

In his section on town houses Palladio discusses what buildings are appropriate according to
status:
“That the habitation for the master ought to be made with just regard to his family and
condition and such ornaments are to be applied that shall seem most proper.”
These ornaments are principally in:
“the frontispiece (principal façades) in the fore-front in all the facebricks for villas,
because such frontispieces shows the entrance to the house, and add very much to the
grandeur and magnificence of the work. Besides, the fore-part being thus made more
eminent than the rest, is very convenient for placing the ensigns or arms of the owners,
which are commonly put in the middle of the front.”
This brings us inevitably to our gable, which is similar in being central, more decorated and
ornamenting the entrance to an extent resembling the four columned temple front in the virtual
structure of its trabeated arrangement (see arrows in Fig. 9). It was a relatively simple matter for
a neo-classical architect such as Thibault, for example, to articulate the virtual structure by
means of plaster-moulded pilasters to make the ‘temple front’ explicit.
The gable has always been a potent architectural symbol in classical architecture. It was
Cicero who wrote:
“It is not for pleasure but out of necessity that our temples have gables. The need for
discharging rainwater has suggested their form. And yet such is the beauty of their form
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... that if one were to build a temple on Mount Olympus - where I am told it never rains
- one would still feel obligated to crown it with a pediment”.
Rudolf Wittkower, in his Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism, writes of
Palladio’s use of harmonic proportion in his requirement that:
“parts should correspond to the whole and to each other”.
In the case of the Cape house, the rigid six metre module used in the various plan forms
inevitably results in parts relating to each other and to the whole (Fig. 10). I have not
investigated classical proportioning systems in this paper. Rooms in Cape houses do generally
conform to Palladian rules governing room shapes, though the ceilings in Cape houses are
proportionally lower than in Palladian ones.
The Cape house has a limited vocabulary of elements compared to those of Palladio. Cape
houses have no loggias, only stoeps. Neither are there pianos nobile, nor the orders.
Nevertheless you can still have classical building without the orders. Classical vocabularies may
vary, but their rules of grammar are strikingly similar. Our local vocabulary of motifs may be
restricted due to poor materials, simple building techniques, a relatively low skills base and
isolation, but our buildings aspire to the condition of classicism (Fig. 11).

Figure 9. … frontispieces shows the entrance to
the house …

Figure 10. … parts should correspond to the
whole and each other.

Conclusion
The image of the Cape house rests on a fiction of power, strength and solidity by means of a
thin layer of whitewash. The loss of that fragile skin would result in the building of mud brick
walls melting away in the rain. The roof too is delicate because of the threat of fire. Its
monumental quality of stasis was achieved by the simplest classical forms, geometries and
proportions.
It is in the contemplation of its struggle for the classical style within the severest constraints,
and of its fictive strength and real fragility, that much of its poetry lies.
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Authenticity, imitation and the popularization of heritage and its impact on
vernacular architecture
Melanie Attwell
Introduction
In this paper I will discuss in broad terms some of the debates around authenticity,
particularly insofar as they affect vernacular architecture, the general trend towards heritage as
entertainment, imitation or pastiche; and the resulting popularization of heritage and its impact
on vernacular architecture.
My first question asks, at what point does architecture become no longer authentic – or no
longer vernacular? I assume there is a link between authenticity and the vernacular, so the real
question is, what is the nature of these. My next thoughts concern the proliferation of cultural
villages, theme park shopping malls and casinos with heritage themes. The question is about
what this tendency means for heritage in general and vernacular architecture in particular. What
is the relationship between authenticity, imitation and the popularization of heritage?
Authenticity
Discussions around the nature of authenticity - the evolution of the concept, the application
of such a complex and many layered concept into the realm of heritage practice - has been at the
heart of the heritage conservation debate for nearly two centuries. One of the most valuable
documents to grapple with authenticity emerged from the international heritage conservation
community as a result of the ICOMOS Nara Conference on Authenticity (1994). It has played a
fundamental role in the broadening and redefining of the concepts around heritage and
conservation. It illustrates how heritage and professionals and academics attempt to come to
terms with the dynamic and illusive concept of authenticity. It is difficult to grasp, but is
nevertheless vital to the way we view, analyse, contextualise and conserve our heritage.
The Nara Document provides a useable framework for examining the concept of
authenticity. The following thoughts have been largely drawn from this document.
The Nara Document is careful not to define authenticity because it is a very illusive concept.
It discusses the nature of authenticity. In his paper Dr Jukka Jokilehto (1994) ties the idea and
nature of authenticity back to its etymological origins. Authenticity is based on the Greek word
authentikos which means ‘myself’ and ‘the same’. It is derived from the same root as words
such as authority, author, authenticate and authorize. It can refer to the real as opposed to the
imitation, the real as opposed to the pretended, and the genuine as opposed to the counterfeit.
Authenticity is a cultural construct and therefore culture-specific. While that which is real,
original and authoritative may command general respect, the nature and understanding of such
values may differ from place to place and culture to culture. For example, in a culture where
building material may be stronger and more durable, authenticity may be tied to fabric and age.
In a culture which builds with less durable materials, like mud, authenticity may be strongly tied
to traditions and the crafts and patterns of buildings.
Furthermore, authenticity does not exist on its own, but in relation to the specific qualities of
a building, or, as Domecelj (1994) said, its ‘cultural significance’. As a result, authenticity
cannot be added cosmetically to a building or site, but “it can only be revealed in so far as it
exists” already. Therefore, one cannot restore a building to a more authentic state, but one could
reveal the existing authenticity through a variety of mechanisms.
Criteria for defining authenticity have changed over the centuries. There is the authenticity
of faith, which characterised religious cultures and still does. David Lowenthal (1995) refers to
the 300 pieces of the ‘one true cross’ which are all authentic because the Church says they are
authentic. The faith, in a sense, makes them authentic. Definitions moved from the authenticity
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of faith to the authenticity of fabric. For example, the Gothic Revival studies of 19 th century
Europe and the ‘scrape and anti-scrape’ movements, where an attempt was made to improve
upon the original to make it more authentic than the authentic.
Current approaches towards authenticity have moved away from the idea of the authentic
object as fixed and immutable to the recognition of the dynamic nature of heritage and the
importance of historical layering in the recognition of authenticity.
Essentially what I have been saying is that the nature of authenticity is value driven and
differs from culture to culture. It is diverse, and there are many approaches to authenticity.
Those too are culture-specific and even place-specific. They are very complex - there are a
range of overlying meanings and values. They are dynamic - they change over time. We are, in
fact, still exploring this new approach to authenticity. The multilayered, multi-meaning,
multifaceted approach is in a sense something very difficult and ephemeral to grasp and the
debate is still very much in its infancy.
Authenticity, then, refers to something that is what it claims to be, and has deep identity in
form and substance. Authenticity lies at the heart of the debate around landscape memory and
meaning, yet as we move further and further into a media-dominated age, authenticity in all its
guises and meanings is becoming a casualty.
Authenticity and vernacular architecture
How do we recognise authenticity in vernacular architecture and how do we protect it? Does
authenticity matter in vernacular architecture and if so how much authenticity do we need? Is
vernacular authenticity largely about the materials and form or do we need to tie it in far more
deeply into a socio cultural context to have any meaning? Authenticity lies at the heart of the
debates around landscape memory and meaning, yet as we move further and further into a
media dominated age, authenticity in all its guises and in all its meanings is becoming a major
casualty.
We have referred to debates about authenticity and clarified that authenticity in heritage
including vernacular heritage is tied to the cultural significance of the resource. It has value
because it is itself and cannot be replicated without loss. It also needs to be viewed within its
social/cultural and environmental context. It is therefore not only the study of the physical fabric
as a document and a body of evidence but part of a wider search for meaning in a social context.
The relationship between materials, form, the environment and cultural influences are
significant in most debates about architectural history and conservation, but where more so than
in the study of vernacular architecture?
At the heart of vernacular architecture lies the premise that people responding to a variety of
social cultural imperatives create spaces and buildings using the available technology and
materials. In so doing they created vernacular spaces and architecture that served as a unique
illustration to the cultural and social dynamics of their times.
A photograph of Kalk Bay (Fig. 1) shows the relationship between economic activity
(fishing) and the houses on the beach, the Phillipino fishermen’s houses and the spread of
houses along the Main Road. People used available technology and materials. In so doing they
created vernacular spaces in architecture that served as a unique illustration of the cultural and
social dynamics of their times. Simplicity and form and its fit to the environment created
architectural expressions that charm us today.
The true test of authenticity of an object or a site, wrote Domicelj (1994) lies in the
definition of its significance. When a place, its context, its use and its fabric is expertly
described with affection and precision, and when that definition is carefully evaluated for its
historic aesthetic, social, scientific or other values, some ideas of authenticity begin to emerge.
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Figure 1. Fishing village of Kalk Bay, mid 19 th
century.

Figure 2. Semi-nomadic stockman’s matjieshuis
in Namaqualand.

Figure 2 is a picture of a matjieshuis where those qualities of vernacular architecture start
emerging. There is a strong relationship between those who built the houses and those who live
in the houses. The form and design are continuous over a very long period of time – they date
back to pre-colonial times - the materials are derived from the area around them, and they are
suited to the environment, traditions and technology. The matjieshuis is built in such a way that
it can be folded up and put onto carts to be taken off to winter or summer grazing, so there is a
strong link between the environment and economic activity of nomadic stockmen. The location
and setting is uniquely located in the Western Cape and Namaqualand, and it has a spirit and a
feeling. Those are all qualities of authenticity, as defined in the Nara Charter. This link between
fit, environment and authenticity is an important one.
So in answer to the question first posed, does authenticity matter in vernacular architecture,
the fact is that it does, but it depends on the nature of authenticity and it should be viewed in the
context of the whole. This should be analyzed in terms of the related environment, its
socio/cultural context and its value as an expression of diversity (Fig. 3). The study of
vernacular architecture and other forms of material culture, if cut adrift from its socio/cultural
origins, is in danger of becoming all form and no substance

Figure 3. Gentrification in Newlands village.
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Imitation and the popularization of heritage
We tend to be able to recognize fake very quickly, possibly because we can describe fake as
the ‘absence of fit’. Lucien Steil (1988) once famously described pastiche as a partial or
imperfect copy – a simplified reproduction of dominant stylistic and composition elements. It is,
he states, “used to create impressions, sometimes even false ones”. Steyl refers to pastiche and
imitation as being slightly different. Imitation, he feels, is based on a thorough understanding of
the original. Imitation is a well-researched reconstruction of the original which fully engages the
creative processes and is based on true inventiveness and scholarship. To tie this back to
authenticity we can say that both contain elements of deception, but the creation of imitation
may well be a creative process in its own right. This cannot be said for pastiche, and certainly
not for anything fake.
There are elements of imitation in the Grand West Casino, Goodwood, although I think it
contains pastiche as well (Fig. 4). The replication of the historic buildings were carefully
researched and based on the original, however it is in the presentation that pastiche and fake
begins to emerge. For instance, if one walks through the area called District Six, with little
District Six street nameplates, you will find fake washing, fake balconies and stuff like that. The
visitor knows that the Grand Hotel, the first Standard Bank and the old Fort did not exist at the
same time or in the same street. The walls of the fort look like papier maché. A sense of
incongruity becomes apparent, in the same way that alarm bells ring when someone in period
costume is seem among ordinary tourists, as in Charlotteville Virginia (Fig. 6).
Fake is the absence of authenticity. It is the absence of fit, absence of appropriate and
textured materials, absence or fundamental change of contexts and character, beyond the
capacity of the architecture to contain without a fundamental loss in meaning. Such traits have
become evident in the growth of heritage in theme park shopping centres, craft villages and
casinos (Fig. 5).

Figure 4. Grand West Casino: fake Cape
streets.

Figure 5. Monte Casino: fake Tuscan streets.

Heritage and the manufacture of heritage has become a growth industry. Theme park
shopping malls and theme park casinos are springing up all over South Africa. Most have a
heritage theme to them. This form of heritage may have a local theme like Shaka Village
Waterfront, a theme park in Natal, or closer to home we have Grand West Casino where there
are replica façades of some of the important historical buildings of Cape Town. Themes can
range from the fantastical heritage, like Sol Kerzner’s reinterpretation of the Lost City from
Rider Haggard’s King Solomon’s Mines, to Monte Casino, a fake Tuscan hillside on a Transvaal
koppie (Fig. 5).
The impulse to manipulate heritage to sell products and the impulse to develop theme parks
and shopping malls with heritage themes seems to be a global culture dynamic of our time.
We’ve never had quite so much heritage developed around us and it has never been quite so
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fake. The origins of heritage as entertainment and the manipulation of heritage which often sets
the scene for consumer spending and entertainment, have their origins in the mass media of film
and television.

Figure 6. Charlotteville, Virginia.

Figure 7. Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia.

At Colonial Williamsburg in Virginia (Fig. 7), any person with an ounce of savvy will realise
that people don’t wear those sorts of clothes any more, so there is this kind of incongruity. Even
documentaries these days contain reenactment scenes showing actors in period costumes which
stretch the boundaries of plausibility – as this does. The boundary between authenticity, in
whatever guise it is, and fake is becoming ever more blurred and pervasive.

Figure 8. Signage at the V&A Waterfront.

Figure 9. Stereotypical images and narratives.

The way culture and heritage is represented is strongly influenced by media and commercial
representations. In tourist destinations it is also influenced by the requirements and sensitivities
of tourists. Many tourists require prepackaged predigested allusions and images. These images
should be neither too robust nor too complex to affect a tourist experience. This is an insidious
dynamic because representations eventually are affected by what the market, in this case the
tourist market, requires. Heritage is no different and we find that popular representations veer
increasingly towards the manufacture of heritage values that owe more to stereotypes than
anything else.
The V&A Waterfront illustrates the idea of heritage as a commercial activity and the
incentive to spend (Fig. 8). The signage paints a picture of sailing boats laden with gold and
spices coming from the east – a very romantic picture - and then it exhorts you, as the
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consumer, to spend, because you will be engaging in this fantasy. You too, if you spend money,
will be part of this romantic ideal.
Heritage, therefore, has become a commodity in a commodity culture, and is often packaged
into stereotypical images and narratives (Fig. 9). Perhaps there is a place for it. The mass
production of heritage can be regarded as a form of entertainment. The experience of theme
parks provides an experience that is fun, safe, tells a story and is generally an escape from the
harsh realities of the real world. The danger is that it is fake and may devalue the original.
Worse still, it may be used to replace real (authentic) heritage with all its conflicts, ambiguities
and shifting realities. ‘Real’ heritage is harder to assimilate than manufactured heritage. History
may become sanitized and rewritten to conform to popular images and preconceptions about our
heritage. South Africans have a complex, conflict riddled and painful history which does not
always fit into popular conceptions about heritage, not only in the narration but in the
presentation.
Imitation and vernacular architecture
What does this mean for vernacular architecture? Vernacular architecture, because of its
form, simplicity and charm fits easily into the realm of the picturesque (Fig. 10). It is something
that can be replicated and admired for its own sake. It may even become stereotypical.
However, vernacular architecture, if it is studied in its socio-cultural context, is far more than
that. That’s the point I really want to get across to you. Vernacular architecture is part of a
complex relationship between culture, the environment and the economic and social activities
that both form and inform architecture and its context. The search for and appreciation of
authenticity, however, requires that we view vernacular architecture as dynamic and changing.
This does not necessarily devalue the vernacular. Current approaches towards authenticity
have moved away from the idea of if as fixed and immutable; to the recognition of the dynamic
nature of heritage and the importance of historical layering in the recognition of authenticity.
This is an approach that is full of contradictions and conflicts which have yet to be fully
resolved. While giving value to layering in historical documents and places, one also has to
recognise that not all layers are equally significant. However the notion of authenticity as being
tied to the dynamic nature of change and changing perceptions allows for accommodations of
diversity, diverse views, and flux across cultures.
Authenticity then, refers to something that is what it claims to be, and “has deep identity in
form and substance”. It is dynamic and changes from culture to culture, place to place. It cannot
be created but is a condition of a heritage resource and needs to be analyzed and valued within
the historical and cultural dimensions of the rescue (Jokilehto 1994).

Figure 10. Picturesque vernacular architecture.
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Conclusion
Much of our local vernacular architecture is threatened by changes in economic activity and
urban and global trends. Vernacular architecture is also threatened because of the non-durable
nature of its fabric. Therefore it is sometimes not the original structure or object that survives,
but a restored, rebuilt structure or even just the idea of that structure. This challenges our
conventional notions of authenticity and vernacular architecture.
Some forms of vernacular architecture, like the matjieshuis in Namaqualand, have almost
disappeared. If we agree that authenticity is not only about fabric, but also about use, continuity
and the acknowledgment of history, then we must assume that processes like modernization and
gentrification alter the meaning of a place to the extent that it affects its authenticity. This is
because they change the authentic nature and use of the architecture, and all the processes and
relationships that resulted in the development of a particular vernacular architectural form.
We need to interrogate our notions of authenticity in relation to vernacular architecture,
particularly the presentation of vernacular architecture, in light of the growing global trend
towards the prevalence the fake, the pastiche. Closer to home, I believe that we need to examine
our approach towards vernacular architecture in the light of our past history, in particular the
history of land dispossession and its impact on vernacular architecture. We need to move away
from an emphatic focus on fabric and recognize that vernacular architecture is dynamic and
derives strong meaning from its landscape and socio-cultural context. This, at least for now, is
what we might call authentic.
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CAPE TOWN | BO-KAAP
the architecture of identity
Tariq Toffa
In a society under transformation, two of the most critical issues we are beginning to come to
terms with are those of power and identity. Both were and continue to be revealed in the built
environment. This paper explores the relationship between the built environment and its makers
and inhabitants, or, between architecture and identity. For over two centuries this has played out
expressively in the people, place and architecture of Bo-Kaap, Cape Town. The paper will
describe notions of architecture and identity through the condition of Bo-Kaap, one of the last
relatively intact original urban communities of South Africa. It makes a conscious attempt to
present the narrative of Bo-Kaap from Bo-Kaap, bringing private narratives into a public
discourse. More than acknowledging difference, with this approach we may also begin to
understand how it difference is constructed and possibly also new ways of engaging it.
Early Cape Town: ritual + representation
Theorizing where we are today means at the same time deconstructing where we have come
from: “history therefore includes the present,” as Eric Auerbach has commented (Dunton 2005).
The paper therefore begins in 1652 when Europeans, beginning with the Dutch, began to settle
on a more permanent basis at the Cape, the tip of Africa. On a continent populated for some
300,000 years by modern humans, this was to become one of the most significant turning points
in South African history. The paper traces a line of history from that date into the present day
and the ‘contemporary condition’1 of transformation.
In Dutch Cape Town, public buildings were the key landmarks throughout the period from
the Dutch occupation in 1652 to its military defeat at the hands British in 1795. All of these
buildings were owned by the Dutch East India Company (VOC). In an alien landscape they
were strategically located in prominent sites, to aid in establishing the presence and authority of
the VOC.

Figure 1. Cape Town 1767 (Algemeen Rijksarchief VEL 838, from Worden et al. 1998).

1

The term ‘contemporary’ in this paper refers to an understanding of the present condition in light of an
understanding of the past, with informed speculation on future possibilities. It is the condensing of all three
conditions. In other words, it is the theorizing of a present condition in time and space.
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The Castle, bastion of European rule at the Cape, was the first permanent public building of
the VOC (built from 1666 to 1674) and was originally envisaged as a defensive fort against
indigenous inhabitants and against other European rivals to the Cape. It was situated
strategically at the entry point of the town from both land (it controlled the first road into the
town from Salt River) and sea (Fig. 1), where it dominated the landscape from both approaches
and vantage points. This dominance could be attributed to the functional necessities of the fort,
but there is little doubt that such a colossal stone structure also physically demarcated
differences between ‘us and them’ (Europeans and indigenous Khoekoen), and was a statement
and symbol of power. It was certainly a more permanent colonial presence than the earlier mud
and wood fort built in 1652. The space around the Castle, the Grand Parade, was declared a
public open space in 1710. In this it set a precedent for the Company’s later public buildings
and spaces.

Figure 2: Old Dutch Reformed Church from
Church Square, by John Comfield in 1824
(William Fehr C76, from Worden et al. 1998).

Figure 3: Heerengracht showing church spire,
photographed by Kirkman c1864
(from CPIA 1978).

The next major public building of the VOC was the Groote Kerk, begun in 1678, completed
in 1704, and rebuilt in 1836. Although a church, it followed the same typological model as the
Castle. Like the Castle, it commanded a public space, Church Square (Fig. 2). The spire of the
church was the only form of verticality in the town, towering higher than any other building,
and making it the most prominent public building along the Heerengracht, the town’s main
street (Fig. 3). While most other streets were open-ended, the aptly named Church Street
culminated in the church spire (Fig. 4). The church was also
strategically situated at the important north-south junction in
the town, between the Heerengracht and the Company’s
Gardens (the source of fresh food for passing ships), and also
an east-west junction, between Church Street and Church
Square. With these devices, and with no other church or any
public form of worship allowed under VOC rule at the time
other than that of the Dutch Reformed Church, the Groote
Kerk like the Castle became an assertion of authority and
status.
The Old Town House, rebuilt in 1755 from the structure
built earlier in the century, was the next major VOC public
building (Fig. 5). It was the focus of local government and
overlooked the town’s market place (Greenmarket Square).
However, it offered little competition to the established
status of the Company’s public buildings and spaces. Later
Figure 4. Church Street
on the new British Town Hall on the Grand Parade, opened
(CA
Elliott Collection, from
in 1905, replaced the administrative function of the Old
Fransen 2000).
Town House, and was again predicated on the same
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typological model (Fig. 6).
Through these examples, it is clear that public buildings that dominated associated public
space was a primary vehicle through which power and status could be asserted through the use
of visual symbols. This built legacy remains to this day.

Figure 5: Old Town House, drawn by Johannes
Rach in 1762 (CA M166, from Worden et al.
1998).

Figure 6: City Hall (CA E795, from CPIA
1978).

Still, possibly the greatest act of power by the Dutch was the location of the Dutch settlement
itself, for it was set in the very middle of a valley where the mountain streams converged and
where the most fertile land could be found (Fig. 7). This land they claimed for gardens for
themselves (the ‘Company’s Gardens’). In so doing the Dutch robbed the Khoekhoen, an
indigenous pastoralist society, of their seasonal grazing lands in the bay, which was integral to
their transhumant pasturage routes and a source of marine shoreline subsistence. The notion of
‘occupying’ sites permanently was foreign to the Khoekhoen (Worden et al. 1998).
Power was represented not only in architecture and space, in buildings and monuments, but
also in the life of the city. State-related greetings,
farewells and funerals were publicly and ritualistically
used as opportunities to assert the power, status, and
authority of the VOC and its representatives.
Similarly, judicial punishment such as floggings,
hangings and executions took place in public places.
The need to publicly assert status was enforced right
down to clothing regulations for differing social ranks
in order to maintain visible social hierarchy. Cape
Town, like the Dutch homeland at the time, was a
deeply entrenched hierarchical society (Worden et al.
1998).
The architectures of power, authority and status by
Fig 7: Table valley (CA M3/9, from
the ruling Dutch were clearly a means of establishing
Worden et al. 1998).
themselves and their presence in an alien landscape.
Yet, as we will see, it then became a consistent
disposition that affected all aspects of society, from the early years of the Dutch outpost to its
growth by the mid-18th century into what was later to become known as Cape Town.
Lived reality: the other Cape Town
The 1731 Census, the most complete surviving record we have of early Dutch Cape Town,
reveals that the lower classes (i.e. those in Cape Town against their will in one form or another
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such as slaves and prisoners) probably amounted to over half of the population (Worden et al.
1998). This is remarkable because it means that the upper class and authorities constituted a
minority of the population.
The dangers that the authorities believed that the large population of slaves posed to the
security of the town and its hierarchical structures were reflected in a barrage of regulations
passed in an attempt to control them, and brought together in a major ‘slave code’ in 1754.
Probably one of the more socially debilitating restrictions of the slave code was that a group of
slaves belonging to more than three masters were not permitted to gather together, for fear of
conspiring against them. Neither were slaves permitted in the streets of the town after 9 p.m., an
hour earlier than other inhabitants. Slaves found in the town or on the mountain were required to
show ‘passes’ signed by their owners (Worden et al. 1998).
The slave code, with its restrictions imposed primarily along class lines, had implications far
beyond its immediate scope. For instance, large gatherings of the slave classes were probably
pushed outward, to the periphery of the town, and out of sight of the centres of power.
Opportunities for ‘collectivity’ that were restricted under the slave code often occurred through
everyday activities. These included domestic chores that took place outside the home such as
collecting firewood on the mountain slopes and washing clothes in the streams flowing from
Devil’s Peak and Table Mountain. Platteklip Gorge was a favoured place for washing laundry
throughout the 18th and 19th centuries (Fig. 8) and one commentator remarked that “you will see
almost daily… more than a hundred slaves busy with the family washing” (Otto Mentzel quoted
in Worden et al. 1998.) Since houses had no source of water supply like taps, water was
collected in the town’s canals and at communal water pumps by slaves, and hours were
probably spent collecting this vital commodity. In many drawings and paintings of early Cape
Town the water carriers are ubiquitous, coming from or going to the pumps and canals. Charles
D’Oyly’s drawing in 1833 of the water pump at the top of the Heerengracht reveals how integral
it was in the social life of Cape Town’s poor (Fig. 9).

Figure 8: Platteklip stream, drawn by D’Oyly in
1832 (from Gordon-Brown 1968).

Figure 9: Heerengracht water pump, drawn by
D’Oyly in 1833 (William Fehr B72, from
Worden et al. 1998).

But divisions in the town extended further than those along class lines, for Cape Town was
increasingly becoming a more religious society. Cultural assimilation, more along the lines of
Christian and Heathen rather than black and white, played an integral part in ethnic identity
(Worden et al. 1998). The only form of worship allowed in the colony until the late 18th century
was that of the Dutch Reformed Church, with a far-reaching ‘plakaat’ issued to restrict other
religious activities (Townsend 1977). Muslim slaves (numbering about 1000 towards the end of
VOC rule (Worden et al. 1998)) therefore faced the double burden of class and
religious/cultural divisions in Cape Town, if not race as well. Their group-prayers took place
privately in homes in the town, but there was no space that accommodated larger group-prayers,
such as the weekly Friday prayer (Juma’ah). Larger gatherings were therefore held in peripheral
areas, taking place in the stone quarry above the town to the west, now the Chiappini Street
quarry (Townsend 1977).
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Like public worship, burials were sometimes also divided along class and cultural lines. The
Muslim community of Cape Town as well as members of the smaller Chinese community were
buried in the Tana Baru (Malayu for ‘new ground’), unofficially in the 18th century and
officially throughout the 19th century (Davids 1985). Although the ritual of burial is an
important collective event in Islamic life and one embedded in social custom at the Cape,
particularly where the body of the deceased is carried to its last resting place (Davids 1980), the
Tana Baru was located some distance above the town to the west, on the then uninhabited slopes
of Signal Hill above the stone quarries. While it is not unusual for cemeteries to be peripheral,
what is perhaps more significant was how far removed it was from the cemeteries of Christian
denominations along Somerset Road, which were more easily accessible from the town (Fig.
10).

Figure 10. Cape Town, drawn by George Thompson in 1826 (from Worden et al, 1998),
with dotted circles marking the Christian cemeteries (bottom right)
and the Muslim cemetery on the steep slopes above the town (middle right).

The values, beliefs and culture of the minority authority-class that took material form
(representations of power) and those that played out in the life of the town (rituals of power)
were so pervasive because despite being a minority they had the power to assert them both
through law and through architecture. The majority under-class thus had to find another means
of expression. This played out more in shared lived reality than in material culture 2. Where the
lived realities of the slave and labouring classes did take material form, either in ‘event’ such as
the ‘karamats’3 that pepper the landscape on Signal Hill and Table Mountain (and in Macasser),
or in the ‘everyday’ such as the pools for the washer women on the mountain slopes, they
remained few and peripheral. Even the old Somerset Hospital in Green Point, the first civilian
hospital in Cape Town which was built in 1818 and intended for the outcasts of society –
merchant seamen, slaves, paupers and ‘lunatics’ – was relegated to the outskirts of the town
alongside the cemeteries (Worden et al. 1998). It was replaced by the present Somerset Hospital
in 1859. Close by, a Merchant Seamen’s Hospital was also built
By the early 19th century, despite the suppression of collectivity and marginalization of the
activities of the slave and working classes, social life in the town did exist in the lived realities
of the everyday. D’Oyly’s drawing of the water-collectors, and another entitled ‘Discussing the
news of the day’ (Fig. 11), also suggest less of a racial and social divide among the working
2

The term ‘material culture’ refers to the materialization of the cultural (social, political and economical) norms of
society through visible symbols (i.e. buildings).
3
In Arabic there are two distinct words to refer to the person who is buried and the structure that is built to
commemorate the person. In the Cape the word ‘karamat’ has come to refer to both the structure and the person.
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class than within the upper class. He depicts working-class white and black Capetonians talking
together and engaged in the same occupations (fishermen, seamstresses, and laundresses).
However, there appears to have been little formal space that accommodated all their different
needs. The institution of the market appears to have been the only space that accommodated the
class, racial and gender divides of Cape Town. This is evident in the drawings by Charles
D’Oyly in the early 1830s of the Grand Parade (Fig. 12), the old Fish Market (Fig. 13) and
Greenmarket Square (Fig. 14), all of which reflect the diversity of the population of Cape Town.

Figure 11. ‘Discussing the news of the day’,
drawn by D’Oyly in 1833 (MuseumAfrica
74/2539/62, from Worden et al. 1998).

Figure 12. ‘Sunday evening on the Grand
Parade’, drawn by D’Oyly (MuseumAfrica
74/2539/48, from Worden et al. 1998).

Figure 13. Old fish market, drawn by D’Oyly in
1832 (CA A3131, from Worden et al, 1998).

Figure 14. Greenmarket Square, drawn by
D’Oyly in 1832 (from Gordon-Brown 1968).

Suppression and elevation: the two realities of material culture
Charles D’Oyly’s market scenes of the 1830s contrasted strikingly with the paintings of
Thomas Bowler of the 1840s. D’Oyly’s sketch of Greenmarket Square in 1832 was primarily a
recording of the people of Cape Town - their costumes, behaviour, activities and occupations. It
effectively reflects the atmosphere of a bustling market place. Bowler’s picture of the same
scene in 1845 was primarily a landscape painting, like most of his work. Painted in the early
morning in an empty market place, people (and therefore lived reality) are absent, creating a
somewhat contrived impression of the place (Fig. 15). In D’Oyly’s sketch lived reality took
centre stage while the buildings formed merely a backdrop and a point of reference. In Bowler’s
depiction of the scene the roles were reversed, with preference given to the colony’s built
landscape over real life.
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Figure 15. Town House, painted by Bowler in
1845 (MuseumAfrica 64/776, from Worden et
al. 1998).

Figure 16. Wale Street, painted by Bowler
(Bowler & Thomson 1984).

Figure 17. Botanical Gardens, painted by
Bowler (Bowler & Thomson 1984).

Figure 18. Greenmarket Square, an engraving
in the Illustrated London News, 19th May 1860
(CA, from Picard 1969).

Like that of Greenmarket Square, Bowler’s other paintings such as those of lower Wale
Street (Fig. 16), the Heerengracht and the Public Library in the Botanical Gardens (Fig. 17),
reveal as much about the message their author wished to convey as they do about the place. In
these pictures the buildings of the colony seem to resonate with the beauty of the surrounding
natural landscape. ‘Look at the beauty of the town we’ve made, look at the prosperity and
industry of our culture’, they seem to say – a sort of early version of the modern postcard.
Bowler, identifying closely with the colonials, has depicted scenes of calmness, harmony and
respectability, which seem incongruous with D’Oyly’s almost cartoon-like, gritty and lively
depictions of social life and the everyday.
The significance of the contrast between the works of these two artists in the early 19 th
century is that they epitomize the gap that had grown since the early days of the Dutch
settlement between the flourishing material culture of the upper classes and lived reality of the
lower classes where material culture was suppressed to be almost non-existent. This suppression
of one for the elevation of another was reflected in the making of architecture and space. It is
most apparent in public buildings on public spaces. The Groote Kerk and the old Company
Slave Lodge on Church Square is one such example (Fig. 2). The Groote Kerk was the centre of
Dutch religious life and the focus of Church Square, occupying a central location on the public
space to reflect this. The contrast between the centrality, embellishment and spire of the church
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with the introverted and windowless Slave Lodge on the periphery of the square would have
been unmistakable in the past. (The present windows were added during an early 19th century
conversion into Government offices.) The buildings erected for the lesser people of the town,
like the people themselves, were suppressed so that others could be elevated. Slaves who
transported their owners to the Groote Kerk had to wait outside in the cemetery while the ‘born
Christians’ worshipped (Loff 1983).
Greenmarket Square provides further indications of suppression and elevation in material
culture. Adjacent to the Town House was a less glamorous building, the Thatched Tavern.
Taverns were centres of popular culture since drink played a central part in social life in the
town, but to be seen drinking was a marker of low social status so the taverns catered mostly for
the working classes (Worden et al, 1998). D’Oyly’s sketch of Greenmarket Square, and an
engraving of the same scene in 1860 (Fig. 18), show the Town House and the Thatched Tavern,
its neighbour on the left, behind lively bustling scenes in the foreground, suggesting that both
buildings were integral to social activities. Where the buildings differed were in function and
architecture. Architecturally, the Town House reflected its importance not only as the focus of
municipal government under the VOC but also as a centre of its upper social ranks. Baroque in
style, it was one of the finest buildings in the town. Its arched entrance is surmounted by an
ornamental balustrade above which the upper story is “broken by pilasters topped with Grecian
Urns” (Cape Journal 1998). In contrast the Tavern, a place of the lower social ranks, was a
humble thatched building and, according to both pictures, the only single-storey building in
sight. Embellishment of buildings was based not on function but on the status and class of its
users.
The seeds of the elevation of one form of material culture at the expense of another were
already planted in the very beginning of the Dutch settlement. Already in 1762 Johannes Rach’s
picture of Greenmarket Square (Fig. 5) is revealing. The architecture and scale of the Town
House is in deliberate contrast to the surrounding houses, and its central location on the square
(and in the picture) was quite obviously a symbol of power of the Dutch rulers of the town. In
the foreground, engaged in various activities, were depicted the slave classes over whom they
ruled, their lives playing out in lived realities taking place in the spaces between things, but
never assuming a built form of their own.
Into Bo-Kaap: immaterialising material culture
Through these examples we have seen the pervasiveness of the colonial disposition, from
law to art to architecture to lived everyday reality, where one entity was suppressed in order that
another may be elevated. But towards the end of the 18th century, the social fabric of Cape
Town constructed by the Dutch began to undergo certain significant shifts. A spiritual and
educational revolution began among the oppressed that broke from the imposed construct laid
down by the Dutch. This process was rooted in the teachings of Islam4, initiated and headed by
the now legendary Tuan Guru.
Tuan Guru, meaning ‘Esteemed Master’, was the title given to Prince Abdullah Ibn Qadi
Abdus Salaam, a scion of the ruling family of Tidore, an island in what is today eastern
Indonesia. Born in 1712, he was a descendent of the Holy Prophet of Islam (pbuh) and acquired
a prodigious Islamic education. In the 1770s he was engaged in a struggle with the Dutch
invaders of Indonesia, whereby he was exiled to the Dutch outpost at the Cape in 1780. While
incarcerated on Robben Island, where he spent thirteen years, he completed a major
compendium of Islamic knowledge and jurisprudence which was to form the basis of Islamic
practices at the Cape. These writings were the product of centuries of vibrant discussion
between Muslim theologians and their interaction with Greek philosophy (Rafudeen, 2004). No
other book had a more seminal influence on Cape Muslim society than this one, and it remained
the subject of the later madaris (plural for madressa, meaning Islamic school) in Cape Town
4

Islam, or Al-Islam as the Qur’an describes it, means ‘The Submission (to God)’.
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until well into the mid 20th century (Davids, 1985). Tuan Guru practiced and taught the Shafee5
doctrine of Islam and his strong and continued influence on Cape Town communities is evident
in that 90% of the Muslims in Bo-Kaap today remain Shafee (Davids 1980).
Upon his release from Robben Island in 1793, the first concern of Tuan Guru was the
organisation and education of the then still relatively small and scattered Muslim community. In
the 1790s he built South Africa’s first mosque and madressa, the Auwal Mosque (meaning first
mosque), located in Dorp Street in Bo-Kaap (Rafudeen 2004). The teachings of Tuan Guru
provided Cape Muslims with an epistemology – a way of rationally understanding reality. In
this understanding, God was unique, independent, and all that was necessary to exist. All else
(i.e. creation) was but the manifestation of His acts. Things also only acquired any value in so
far as they were in acknowledgement of this.
This understanding was not only cause for spiritual reflection, but had clear implications for
the way Muslims related to society at the Cape. First, since the world in itself had no value in
the sight of God and given that its workings were but the manifestations of His acts, the worldly
authority and dominance of the Dutch became, in terms of what really mattered, irrelevant. This
understanding of reality unambiguously contested the value system laid down by the Dutch, and
devalued the material culture so integral to it and to Dutch rule. Second, being cut off from
knowing God as He really is, the ruling class’s view of reality became a false reality, an illusory
power (Rafudeen 2004).
Thus Tuan Guru provided his community with a theological and/or philosophical base that
not only contested and devalued the significance of Dutch material culture, it also subverted the
class and race divide, seeing this as irrelevant. More intangible qualities, like piety for instance,
were regarded as greater judges of character. Considering that the Muslim community was
composed largely of slaves, but included exiled notables and convicts as well, it also provided
Muslims with greater social benefits and a sense of empowerment, despite their oppression
(Rafudeen 2004).
The revolution that Tuan Guru initiated at the Cape was reflected in the number of students
that registered at his madressa in Bo-Kaap, even after his death. From an enrolment of 372
slave and free-black6 students in 1807, the year of his death, the number tripled to 1069
registered students by mid century (Cape Journal 1998). The increase in the number of students
ran parallel with the growth of the Muslim community itself, from fewer than 1,000 Muslims in
1800 to over 6,000 by 1840, one third of the population of Cape Town (Worden et al. 1998).
These numbers are remarkable, particularly when compared to the number of slaves that were
baptised between 1810 and 1825 – only 86 out of a total of 35,689 slaves, at approximately six
baptisms per year (Cape Journal 1998).
Mosques played a key role in this revolution among the oppressed and in the consolidation
of Islam at the Cape, for they were the centres of community activity. They were also the most
important educational institutions of the Muslim community in Bo-Kaap, providing both secular
and religious training. They also had a social function for the mosque provided a space for
collectivity, in this sense playing a similar role to that of taverns as centres for collectivity
among the lower classes. To this day the mosques in Bo-Kaap remain one of the few spaces that
accommodate large gatherings. Thus the mosque acted as a base and an important agency for
community organization and development (Davids 1980).
Given the integral importance of the mosque in Muslim society at the Cape, and given the
shift from a more hidden form of worship to a more open and public one, presided over by Tuan
5

The study of Islamic Jurisprudence resulted in 18 schools of thought in Islam. Four of these Great Imams (leaders)
of Islam have been the most followed, each of whom devoted their lives to the research of the Qur’an and of the Holy
Prophet of Islam. It is after these four leaders that each school of thought was named. Thus the Sha’fa’ie (or Shafee)
school of thought was named after Imam Sha’fa’ie.
6
The term ‘free black’ comes from the Dutch term vrijzwarten, which referred to ex-slaves and their descendents,
though the category also included occasional free immigrants. Names of free blacks recorded in census returns
suggest that most were born in South Asia, Indonesia and at the Cape, with a small number of Malagasy names
(Worden et al. 1998).
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Guru (Worden etal. 1998), it is not surprising that the worldview and values of the Muslims was
embodied in architecture that they produced during this period, particularly in their places of
worship. Recognizing the integral role of the mosque Achmat Davids, in his book The Mosques
of Bo-Kaap (1980), told the story of Cape Muslims through the places of worship that they
built: their mosques. Similarly, David Goldblatt in his book South Africa: The structure of
things then (1998) deconstructed Afrikaner identity in South Africa, narrating its construction
through the places of worship that they built: their churches.
Goldblatt described his photographs of churches as follows:
“The particular importance I attach to places of worship as repositories and expressions of
communally held beliefs and values is evident in the large proportion of these structures among the
photographs. [They] tell much and plainly and with extraordinary clarity, not only of qualities of
existence and of the needs, conceits, longings, and fears of those who built and used them, but often
too, of vital beliefs and ideologies upon which lives here were contingent…. Our structures often
declare quite nakedly, yet eloquently, what manner of people built them, and what they stood for.”

It was therefore through the mosques built by the Cape Muslims that their values were at
their most visibly apparent, primarily the elevation of intangible qualities (piety/righteousness
etc.) through inner reflection, and the devaluing of the material. This concentration on the
interior and subsequent disregard for outside appearance directly informed the architecture of
the country’s first and oldest mosque, the Auwal Mosque, established in 1798 (Fig. 19).
The Auwal mosque was one of two
adjacent properties purchased by
Coridon of Ceylon, a manumitted slave
(Davids 1980). The properties were
located on a corner site but the mosque
did not follow the precedent of the main
religious building in the town, the Groote
Kerk, which was a freestanding building
on a corner site. Rather, the corner
property was developed as a house with
the mosque sandwiched inconspicuously
between it and an existing house. The
façade of the Auwal Mosque gives little
Figure 19. Auwal Mosque (from Davids 1980).
indication of the inner organization or
purpose of the building. Neither does the
portal over the entrance, which differs little from that of the adjacent house. It fact it is rare that
any early Islamic building could be understood, or even its principle features identified, by its
exterior. The minaret of the Auwal Mosque was set back from the street and resembled little
more than a covered balcony, without any form of verticality like the towering spire of the
Groote Kerk. The tower-like feature that later developed in mosque architecture out of
functional necessity (so that the call to prayer from a greater height may be heard from a greater
distance) has, however, since taken on symbolic significance in mosque architecture as well as
providing a point of public orientation.
The insignificance in the treatment of the formal devices of the Auwal Mosque (façade,
portal and minaret) and its inconspicuous siting, were indicative of the principles and values of
the Muslim community, embodied in Tuan Guru’s writings and teachings. But it must also be
stated that the Auwal Mosque was built during a time of religious intolerance (the period
spanning from the beginning of Dutch rule up until 1804), which probably played a factor in the
understated and unobtrusive architectural response. In this sense it is striking to compare the
similarities between the country’s first mosque and the first non-Dutch Reformed church built
during the same period of religious intolerance, the Lutheran Church in Strand Street. Although
officially established in 1780 and since then much altered, work originally began from around
1774. It is this original building that is most revealing. Like the Auwal Mosque, the Lutheran
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congregation owned corner sites, but it too built a house (the parsonage) on the corner site with
the church occupying the site between it and Martin Melck’s house. Originally it too had no
tower that played a part functionally or symbolically. Likewise its original appearance
resembled not a church, but rather a conspicuously inconspicuous barn7, a clear attempt to fool
(or placate) the authorities. The interior of the church today still reveals its original barn-like
qualities (Fig. 20).

Figure 20. Lutheran Church interior (photograph T. Toffa 2004.
Figure 21. Palm Tree mosque, drawing by N. Gertse, 1840 (from Davids 1985).

It seems reasonably clear, then, that both these formative religious buildings, mosque and
church, displayed some sensitivity toward political prejudices. The Auwal Mosque was most
probably a combination of beliefs of the Cape Muslim community and recognition of prevailing
racial/cultural prejudice. Following religious freedom, churches began to resemble more closely
the architectural principles of the oldest church, the Groote Kerk. In contrast, the next two
mosques, although built during the time of religious freedom, demonstrate the same
architectural principles as the Auwal Mosque, built during religious intolerance. Built after the
death of Tuan Guru, they reflect the impact that he had on the growing Muslim community.
The second oldest extant mosque in Cape Town is the Palm Tree mosque (Fig. 21). It was
used as both a residence and a mosque, with juma’ah (Friday congregational prayer) performed
there from the time of its inception in 1807 and throughout the 19th century (Davids 1980). It
was built three years after religious freedom was granted, but significantly no architectural
device was used to identify it as distinct from any other house in the vicinity, suggesting that the
immaterial value placed on outside appearances was indeed a more conscious private reality
than sensitivities around pervading prejudices.
Established in 1820, sixteen years after religious freedom was granted, the Nurul Islam
mosque is the third oldest existing mosque in South Africa. The early details of the building are
scarce. The site is only a few metres away from the existing Auwal Mosque, which may have
been for reasons of close proximity to the stream that once flowed along Buitengracht Street,
which provided water for ablutions. Nevertheless, deeply-embedded in a city block and with a
lengthy setback from the street and partially obscured by existing structures, it was even more
inconspicuous than its two predecessors (Fig. 22). In 2003 the mosque constructed a mixed-use
building in front that nearly hides it altogether (Fig. 23), once again demonstrating the little
value placed on material culture and outward appearance.8
7

In his Deed of Gift to the Cape Lutherans in 1774, Martin Melck calls the building a “barn”. The congregation of
the Dutch Reformed Church in Cape Town subsequently voiced their opposition to the Lutheran Church in a letter to
the Consistory in Amsterdam, saying that “they are now building a house which they do not call a Church but which,
from the structure is quite evident that it is a Church” (The Council of Strand Street Lutheran Church, 1980).
8
The formative footsteps of mosque architecture in South Africa with the growth of the Muslim community
continued in a similar vein to the formative architecture of Islam with the growth of the Islamic State in 622 AD. “All
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Figure 22. Nurul Islam Mosque (from Davids 1980).
Figure 23. Nurul Islam Mosque (Markaz Nurul Isla, 2004).

The establishment of the Dutch settlement, and the Cape Muslim identity that emerged from
within this context, was also the establishment of value systems that were in contest with each
other. Thus we see two dispositions, two epistemologies, constructing two different realities.
We also realise just how all-encompassing such systems can be: how a disposition or an
epistemology can filter through into other mediums such as those of architecture and space.
Towards a public identity
Status was integral to Dutch society, and to upper and middle class European society at the
Cape in general. Status was probably most evident in dress before being enshrined in labourintensive architecture. In a detail of a 1762 drawing by Johannes Rach, for instance, we can see
hierarchy and status made visible through dress, where a shoeless slave holding an umbrella
stands beside a wealthy burgher9 couple (Fig. 24). Such visible social hierarchy was enforced in
1755 through clothing regulations, to reflect rank and class of person (Worden et al. 1998).
Fashion, naturally, evolved over time and by mid-19th century the distinctive top hat had
become a marker of male status of upper and middle class Capetonians (Ross cited in Worden et
al. 1998). In the early 19th century Islam in the Cape too started developing its own public
markers of identity. Similarly this first played out publicly in dress, for Islam was not yet
apparent in the architecture or spatial layout of the town. Mosques still looked like ordinary
houses, but what was becoming distinctive was a Muslim style of dress, which almost all
visitors remarked on and many artists depicted. The conical straw hat worn by Muslim men
(toedang) over the red headscarf (kopdoek), and the kaparring (wooden sandals), originated in
South-East Asia, but by the 1820s they were becoming broader marks of Islam, being also
adopted by African converts (Mann cited in Worden et al. 1998). Thus, whereas the top hat

available evidence suggests that for the first few decades after the establishment of the Islamic State… the Muslims
did not build anything other than the very basic and functional buildings devoid of any unnecessary or superfluous
elements and lacking significant decorative features often used today (geometric patterns, calligraphy etc.). Even
structural and functional elements such as arches, domes and the minaret, generally associated with the religion and
its followers”, were formatively not of priority (Saleh, 1999). The reasons are similar and probably quite simple:
religious teachings and values were still very strong in the minds of the early 19 th century Cape Muslims as they were
with 7th century Muslims on the Arabian Peninsula. The condition of faith struggled for and faith lived, it seems,
always preceded the condition of faith celebrated (through architecture).
9
In 1657, with a shortage of manpower for VOC farming, some VOC employees were released from their contracts
to farm privately, so that produce may be sold back to the VOC at fixed prices. These private agriculturalists and
service-providers were known as free burghers (Worden et al. 1998).
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spoke of European society and its structures, the toedang began to speak of a growing Islamic
identity in the Cape (Fig. 25).

Figure 24. Detail of a drawing by Johannes Rach in 1762 from Worden et al. 1998).
Figure 25. Detail of a photograph taken in 1863 by Popperfoto Photographic Agency, London (from
Picard 1969).

The shifting from a private identity of the Cape Muslims to a more public one was prompted
by several critical events of the first half of the 19th century. These saw the Muslim community
of Cape Town begin to consolidate itself, becoming much larger and self-sufficient. The first of
these shifts was that of religious freedom (to Muslims the most important of all freedoms)
which was granted in 1804 by the British. Second, the emancipation of slaves in 1834 resulted
in many Muslim free blacks beginning to concentrate in the area later known as Bo-Kaap (many
Muslim slaves were scattered across the town before emancipation). Third, the continued steady
growth of Islam in the Cape required the construction of many more mosques, mostly built in
Bo-Kaap to meet demand there. (Bo-Kaap alone would eventually have up to eleven mosques,
the majority of the whole city bowl’s total of thirteen). Thus the Cape Muslims not only began
to construct a distinctive identity in the town, but also one that became more representative in
the physical landscape
Architecturally though, probably the most significant of these shifts occurred in 1850, when
public land was specially set aside as a mosque site for the first time (previous mosques were all
built on privately purchased land). Islam was becoming an officially recognized religion in the
town, although Muslims already made up a third of the population. This was the beginning of an
altogether new condition for Islam in the Cape and was reflected in many mosques built from
this time onward: No longer hidden, mosques began to reflect their newfound status, as truly
public buildings, as urban markers in the growing town. This was despite Muslims themselves
still being socially looked down upon or despised.
This new condition for the architecture of Islam had no precedent in the Cape except the
existing public buildings, some of the most prominent of which remained the churches. Thus the
new public architecture of the mosques began to appropriate the public language of the
churches. The first mosque built after emancipation in 1834, the Jamia Mosque, was the fourth
mosque built in Bo-Kaap and was erected on land granted by the government. Its original name,
the Queen Victoria Mosque, already gives a revealing indication of the colonial influence over
this building, influence that was carried into its architecture. It displayed three devices, none of
which had ever appeared in mosque architecture in the Cape before.
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Figure 26. Jamia Mosque
(CA J9935, from David, 1980).

Figure 27. Groote Kerk
(photograph T. Toffa 2004.)

The first architectural device appropriated in the Jamia Mosque was the façade and the gable.
A comparison between the façade of the Jamia Mosque (Fig. 26) and the Groote Kerk (Fig. 27)
reveal their similarities. The Groote Kerk had been rebuilt a few years earlier much larger than
the original building. In both cases the façade has a strong presence on the street and one that
makes a very direct relationship with the public realm, stating unambiguously its public
function. The subtleties of the early mosques have all but disappeared. Stylistically, like the
church façade, the mosque was now articulated in the popular Gothic style, with tall pointed
gothic windows and gables crowned with urns.
The second architectural device appropriated from the church was the freestanding building
and corner site location, as this further highlighted the building’s prominence and public
presence (Fig. 28).

Figure 28. Jamia Mosque (CA AG13494, from Davids 1980).
Figure 29. Mosque Shafee (CA E3225, from Davids 1980).

The third architectural device was not appropriated from the architecture of the church,
however, and this is where mosque architecture truly came into its own. The architecture of the
minaret, a uniquely Islamic feature, gave the mosque its distinctive appearance. It was no longer
omitted or hidden, but crafted and articulated, and brought to the front of the building, the verge
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of the street, for maximum effect. After 1914 a more prominent minaret was added to the Jamia
Mosque (Fig. 28) and later also to the Auwal Mosque, with both structures also brought to the
front of the building.
The next mosque to be built after the Jamia Mosque and the fifth mosque built in Bo-kaaap,
Mosque Shafee, was established 1859. Once again we see evidence of the new architectural
language that had emerged: the façade and gable, the freestanding building, the corner site, and
the minaret on the street verge (also freestanding in this building) (Fig. 29). In fact the public
language, either wholly or in part, could be seen in just about every mosque built in Cape Town
from this point onward.
These devices constituted the new public language of mosque architecture, finally giving
public form to the transformation from sub-culture and private identity to public identity that
was part of the revolution sixty years earlier initiated by Tuan Guru, and from lived reality to
emergent material culture. Mosques were now not only for the everyday, for religious and
community activity, but were now celebrated so as to rival the public presence and urban
markers that had for so long been the exclusive terrain of the town’s churches.
A new architectural language of places of worship was, of course, not unique to mosques.
The prolificacy of churches in the 19th century, particularly of denominations previously
prohibited under Dutch rule, all displayed elements of the new public language. Other religious
buildings, such as synagogues, only appeared much later, the first completed in 186310).
Conclusions
The history of South Africa consists of four overlapping but distinct periods: the period of
pre-history (pre-colonization), colonization, Apartheid, and now post-Apartheid / democracy.
Essentially the paper has focused on the second condition, colonization, but its legacy is such
that it still holds relevance today. Thus, while the paper has explored specific histories of people
and places in Cape Town during this time, it does so out of the belief that without understanding
specificities, broader understandings are reduced to generalizations. Understanding present
conditions is incomplete without an understanding of how they came to exist in the first place.
In other words, it is like a puzzle where the picture, as well as the individual pieces themselves,
is understood only through the process of putting the pieces together. This paper is by no means
a completed puzzle, but begins to explore the connections some pieces have with others. The
histories discussed above are some of these ‘pieces’; the points that follow offer glimpses of a
‘picture.’ They are highlighted only in so far as they may hold relevance for engaging
contemporary conditions today of South African society and the condition of transformation.
Describing identity
“Be proud of who we are. Be confident in our past and our future. But we are African: we make sense
only together with the other Africans in this land: black, white and brown”
(Dr Alan Boesak, quoted in Hill 2005).

In this appeal to South Africans Alan Boesak touched on a fundamental condition of (South
African) identity, that it is relative. There is no good without bad, no rich without poor, or no
black without a white. For it is only through encountering the things we are not that we can
begin define the things that we are. We exist never in isolation, but always all in relation to each
other and other things.
Dr Boesak goes on to complete his appeal to South Africans as follows: “We are not the
rainbow on our own: we are the rainbow in the rainbow. If this joyful, hopeful metaphor is to
10

The numbers of Jews in Cape Town remained small until the end of the 19th century when immigration escalated
their numbers. Unlike Islam though, which grew in the Cape, the early Jews were English immigrants, already
thoroughly assimilated into British society, forming an integral part of the local elite of Cape Town. Also unlike the
Cape Muslims, influence and status ensued that anti-Semitism, where it existed, was low-key (Worden et al. 1998).
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have any meaning, the rainbow in the rainbow must take their rightful place.” The ‘rainbow
within the rainbow’ that Boesak referred to was not only one nation of many peoples, but also
peoples of many origins (ethnic or otherwise). Identity is therefore also composite.
A third condition of identity today, partly as a result of the second, is its hybridity, for
identities and cultures often adjust to accommodate changing environments, producing hybrid
conditions.11 To a certain extant this is always the case, but is particularly true of cities in which
difference is condensed into a single spatial identity and boundary.
The attributes of identity - relativity, compositeness and hybridity – describe only the nature
of the condition without defining the condition itself, for urban identities and cultures are many
layered and richly textured. To be understood they require an unpacking, and, like a huge old
suitcase, every compartment that is unpacked reveals yet another.
Defining identity
Collective identity is defined by common language, or common history, or a common place
for living, and all of these exist in the collective identity of Bo-Kaap. Yet it seems that what
binds people together more than anything else is a shared value system. 12 This value system,
and the constancy thereof, binds together the people of Bo-Kaap who, contrary to popular
opinion, are of many different origins. In Bo-Kaap this common value system is increasingly
their faith, Islam. This does not suggest that Bo-Kaap is exclusively Islamic, for this has never
been the case. However, the seeds of Islam were planted and nurtured in Bo-Kaap, and ever
since slave emancipation in 1834 Muslims have increasingly concentrated in the area. Bo-Kaap
and the Cape Muslims were slowly to become synonymous with each other.
The constancy of this value system in Bo-Kaap, underpinned in Islam, is evident in the work
of many influential and respected personalities since the time of Tuan Guru and his sons. More
recently these included Imam Bassier13 and the academic and social worker Dr Achmat
Davids14, both of whom made enormous contributions at the Cape, both to Islam in its
propagation and in the re-awakening and re-valuing of its history in the Cape, but also in the
improvement of the life of their communities. Further evidence of this constancy is the founding
of an Islamic Centre by Sheigh Serag Johaar in Bo-Kaap in 2003, which besides providing
Islamic education creates a forum for the youth and gives alms to the poor. The establishment of
a new Bo-Kaap Civic Association in 2004, headed by Osman Shaboodien, is similarly
orientated toward laying foundations for the future of Bo-Kaap.
The work of each of these personalities, albeit with different skills, could be viewed as the
continuation of the efforts of those before them. Similarly a number of public events in recent
years in Bo-Kaap have been intended to commemorate events that shaped the community, to re11

In Bo-Kaap, Islam has adjusted to accommodate its adherents to a changing environment and a non-Islamic culture.
Islam was not simply transported to the Cape from Dutch colonies in the East, nor from any traditional centre of
Islam, but arose from within the Cape. Islamic culture was therefore a hybrid one, based in Islam, but interwoven
with the colonial context of the Cape out of which it grew. This hybrid culture can still be seen today in Cape Town,
even after two centuries of Islamic influence, a blend of Europe and Cape, and of East and West, wherein orthodox
Islam may find many faults (Davids 1980). Hybrid Islamic culture in fact is common and exists throughout the world.
Its typicality originates probably in the initial spread of the Islamic empire from the 7 th century onward, where it
never eradicated but integrated with existing cultures of conquered lands, in so far as they did not compromise
intrinsic Islamic principles.
12
The death of the Pope in 2005 was followed by millions throughout the world, and is not unlike the recent death of
Imam Bassier in Bo-Kaap that brought together the Muslim community of Cape Town. Above gender, class, race,
ethnicity, or nationality, it may be a collective value system that can bring people together most.
13
The late Abdurraghman Bassier, referred to as Imam meaning a leader, was involved in many pioneering spheres,
including the establishment of the cultural and educational organization of Boorhaanul Islam in Bo-Kaap. His work in
prisons and his counsel to those awaiting detention is legendary. He also took part in issues of intra-Muslim politics
in the country, and toward the latter part of his life played a key role towards saving the Tana Baru burial ground in
Bo-Kaap from imminent destruction and ensuring its preservation.
14
The late Achmat Davids will probably be most remembered for his three major books: Pages of Cape Muslim
History, The History of the Tana Baru, and The Mosques of Bo-Kaap.
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awaken its values, and to encourage dialogue with the broader public. The most notable were
the ‘Tana Baru Exhibition’ in 2000, the ‘Ten years of Democracy’ exhibition in 2004, and the
‘Bicentennial in Bo-Kaap’ (commemorating 200 hundred years of religious freedom) later the
same year.
More than just the condition of constancy within the Cape Muslim value system, Shaboodien
has referred to “steadfastness” - meaning continuity through struggle.15 Cape Muslim identity,
like many ‘minority group’ identities that survived through or emerged from the era of white
supremacy in South Africa16, for approximately 340 years suffered continued dispossession and
disempowerment but is probably stronger today as a result.
Identity in change, flux, and transformation
Wherever there exist constancy and certainty in collective identity, there also exist change
and uncertainty in equal measure, in particular within the constant socio-political state of flux of
South African society. In this there is an ever-present dichotomy, because as we act we also
react, as we elevate we also suppress:
Act | React
“I am disgusted by the futility that leads every generation to contradict the preceding one”
(Rem Koolhaas (Koolhaas et al. 1995).

The disgust Koolhaas expressed is the constant disregard for constancy. But this line
between constancy and change, between acting and reacting, is not clear-cut. For instance, to
what extent was the hidden and everyday condition of the early mosques in Cape Town simply
acts in faith, or sensitive responses to prejudicial rule? Or, to what extent was the celebratory
nature of later mosques a celebration of important things, or in response to newfound freedoms?
Or even, to what extent is South African democracy today based on equality and freedom, or
responsive to inequalities in preceding governments? The answers to all of the above questions
are ambiguous because we are all at once in reaction and in continuation with things 17. It is in
fact an inescapable condition, an eternal present. Identity it seems is forever in this space:
constant and changing, acting and reacting. It is simply the nature of things.
Within this inconstancy all one can do it would seem is to take a position. Peter Eisenman
(Jencks 2002) has put it as follows: “Architecture first means to have an idea about something –
that is, to theorize something in space and time. Second, it means not just to formalize the idea
but rather to have a position about it – that is, to put it in a critical context. Architecture has
always done this.” Osman Shaboodien, chairman of the Bo-Kaap Civic Association, has put it
somewhat more passionately: “It’s not what you fall for, it’s what you stand for”.18
Elevate | Suppress
Consider two paintings. First the contemporary British artist Ben Johnson’s Jerusalem, The
Eternal City, completed in 2000 (Fig. 30). This painting of Jerusalem was made for a collector
who has a peace foundation and a large collection of Islamic art. It was commissioned as a
means of showing people how three faiths could live alongside each other within one city. To
do this, Johnson had to show their holy sites - the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the Dome of
the Rock and the Western Wall - in almost equal proportions. A computer model was built that
compressed the entire city so that it could be viewed from one specific viewpoint, physically
15

From a General Public Meeting, Bo-Kaap, December 2003.
The era between 1652 and 1990 was essentially an era of white supremacy in South Africa – from the beginning of
Dutch occupation at the Cape until the year that South African President F. W. de Klerk, on behalf of the white
minority, abdicated from that dream and substance.
17
The recent controversy over the change of name from Pretoria to Tshwane is an example of how acting and
reacting occur simultaneously. While acting to re-value overwritten history, the government is reacting to inequalities
in governments of past and recent history.
18
From a General Public Meeting, Bo-Kaap, December 2003.
16
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and metaphorically. It also enabled Johnson to move the sun around so that all the shadows
went to the vanishing point, which is at the Dead Sea. This, rather than sky, is at the very top of
the painting. Such distortion of the physical reality of the city, with no light and dark, no near
and far, nor any people in it, allowed him to make it all ‘equal’. Without any divisions people
became all ‘symbolically equal.’ In his desire for complete neutrality and objectivity, every
brush stroke was completely eliminated so that the viewer may not read the hand of the artist in
the work (Castle & Margolias 2003).

Figure 30. ‘Jerusalem, The Eternal City’ by Ben Johnson (Castle & Margolias 2003).
Figure 31. ‘The death of Ophelia’ by John Everett Millais (http://www.artchive.com/artchive/M/millais.html)

On the face of it such a reality is one that many would agree with, but it is a reality achieved
only through distortion. The condition embodied in the work of another British artist, John
Everett Millais’ The Death of Ophelia, seems closer to the truth of lived reality.
Millais’ painting (Fig. 31), completed in 1852, was inspired by Ophelia’s death in Hamlet,
Act IV. Ophelia, driven insane by the murder of her father and by her lover, Hamlet, sings in her
madness as she drowns. Yet despite the tragic drama of the scene, and unlike most
contemporary paintings based on Shakespearian themes, there was nothing particularly dramatic
about this work. Everything was relegated to the scintillating natural details of the scene. They
form the real indent of the painting, its true subject (whereas Ophelia is half-submerged in
water, sinking, motionless, and expressionless). In the context of much work of the time and
earlier, that placed the human figure as its subject, Millais suppressed the historical subject
(man) to elevate another (nature). For this reason the painting drew harsh criticism from most
reviewers at the time.
In Johnson’s painting, in which neutrality is elevated above all else, the very physical reality
of the city has been suppressed. In Millais’ painting nothing is completely neutral or objective,
for in order for one thing to be elevated, another must be suppressed. Millais’ picture reflects the
nature of lived reality while Johnson’s presents a particular ideal of it. It is this understanding
that human beings naturally elevate certain things above others that casts further light upon our
understanding of identity. For identity suggests that a particular group of people hold more in
common with each other than with another particular group, and that those things they hold in
common have been elevated above things they may have in common with others outside to this
group.
What is also relevant about Millais’ picture for the contemporary condition of Bo-Kaap, of a
Muslim community facing modern-day challenges yet still emerging from the formal and
ideological constructs of colonization and apartheid, is that nothing has been discarded (Millais’
did not eliminate the historical subject from the picture, he merely subverted it). In Millais’
picture popular and personal perspectives, and past and present histories, all existed in a
dialogue with each other. It is therefore possible for the picture to generate new and different
readings, narratives, and understandings without the eradication of others.
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In a pluralizing world and a democratizing country, we face a similar challenge. Thus,
perhaps the challenge of ‘living vernacular’ in Bo-Kaap is not the continuation of a past as a
sort of colonial leftover, or its replacement with present or future conditions, but the continuing
emergence of one form of expression from within another, opening discourse and dialogue
between them. This has always been the case.
Identity between public and private
It seems that identities need to embody a degree of constancy, the things that essentially
define them, yet remain open enough to adapt to and accommodate shifts and fluctuations of
time and contexts. If the goal is to guard against identities being overwritten, then a key is
needed to negotiate the two conditions, of constancy and change. Constancy itself should act as
this key, as a critical filter. And it is through this filter that inevitable changes, shifts, and flux
may be filtered to conserve that which is essential. In such a condition the private is always in
dialogue with the public, and with itself. In such a condition identity is always defining and redefining itself. Always looking in and looking out19, simultaneously.
Architecture between public and private
We have seen that identity is relative, that it both acts and reacts, elevates and suppresses. In
other words, it does not exist in a vacuum. The private realities of identity have consistently
located themselves in the space and time of broader socio-political contexts. In our modern
understanding of identities we have ignored historical contexts and broader connections, and
how the private met the public. There is in reality a continuing natural process taking place, and
this requires architecture to give identity expression in its contemporary condition, by creating
(new) relevant building forms but also (new) relevant building programmes. The challenge then
is that architecture should be responsive aesthetically, but also socially and contextually –
architecture more as facilitator than creator.
Similarly the role of the architect also appears to be caught between these two conditions, of
coming from a private reality to a public place (the architecture of identity) and coming from a
public place to private realities (the identity of architecture). They are however of equal
importance, for we are all either on the inside or the outside, private or public, specific or
generic, here or there. A critical job of the architect is simply to make the connections, for this
may be our greatest skill.
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The harmonius vernacular: the beauty of standardization
Hans Fransen
My original title for this presentation was ‘The symphonic vernacular’. My personal
responses to my physical environment - including the built - are akin to fully enveloping
musical experiences. But the word ‘symphonic’ is perhaps not entirely appropriate to describe
what I experience while enveloped by the Cape thatch-roof vernacular. In a symphony, different
elements work together to form an entity that is greater than the sum of its component parts. A
German Baroque church, with the sculptural quality of its architecture, its vaulted ceilings full
of illusionistic painting, its carved pulpits, the organ playing Bach fugue, aspired to the quality
of a symphony - 'n sameklank - long before Beethoven fully consummated the concept as a
musical form. The thatched Cape vernacular can perhaps best be compared with a string quartet,
in which the sounds of different instruments all belonging to the same family blend together or, perhaps even better, with an a-capella choir.
Please forgive me this musical detour. Today I want to take a closer look at a quality of our
‘Cape Dutch’ thatch-roof vernacular with which we are all familiar but that has not yet been
adequately assessed or explained. That our vernacular shares a strong quality of consistency, of
materials, details and scale, with vernacular building styles in other parts of the world, is to state
the obvious. The word ‘vernacular’ seems to suggest this quality almost by definition. If in a
given environment this in essence ‘egalitarian’ uniformity is sometimes overlaid with decorative
layering indicating a certain individuality or even status, it can do so without upsetting the
underlying unity.
Of the Western domestic vernaculars, and of those established in their colonies, there can be
few that display quite the same degree of uniformity as that of the Cape of Good Hope. In
helping to set up our recent Folk Architecture exhibition at the Irma Stern Museum, where one
of my topics was ‘Roots and Parallels’, this struck me once again. Yes, plenty of parallels can
be found, of longhouses elsewhere in the world, of wing-type development (though not too
many!), of gable enrichments and other decorative overlays. But quite the same configuration of
all of these, and quite the same degree of adherence to the basic locally developed type, are hard
to find elsewhere - if at all. Even in other former Dutch colonies, of which some developed a
vernacular of their own differing considerably from that of the Cape, it is not found to anywhere
near the same extent.
To put it very simply, the Cape thatched vernacular is standardised to the extreme. It is a
standardisation based on a transverse longhouse that must have served most early free burghers
as homestead but also, from the beginning, was used as ‘town house’ in the streets of Cape
Town, Stellenbosch and other towns, It is important to note that the Cape co1ony never had real
‘cities’, with a confined area protected by an enceinte of fortifications, in which space was at a
premium and houses were therefore erected end-on on narrow plots. Even Cape Town was not
initially intended as a city, but tolerated as a largely agrarian settlement, and long retained its
cottage-type houses, long side to the street, much like most later towns in the Cape with their
street-hugging houses with unbroken agricultural space behind.
It is when such transverse longhouses, always one room deep, initially seldom more
than three such cells in a row, had to be extended, that this unique concept of standardisation
became manifest. For it was almost invariably done by extending it lengthwise and/or by way of
back wings of uniform dimensions - the letter-of-the-alphabet or dominoes principle with which
all of us here are familiar (Fig. 1.).
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Figure 1. The ‘letter
of the alphabet’
plan: Suurfontein
near Aurora. A ‘pi’shaped homesetead
adjoined by a Tshaped outbuilding,
all with uniform
wing widths and
heights (photo Hans
Fransen).

Despite that familiarity, a few notes on some of the shapes and their significance might be of
interest. Among the first wing extensions towards the back were those recorded on a very
accurate plan of the fledgling vlek of the Cape in which an L-plan dominates: a back wing hardup against the boundary - and not in the centre, where it would have cut up the back yard. Any
further extension would then have to be up against the other side and producing a U-shape - the
second wing often slightly narrower than the other. This townhouse plan undoubtedly explains
the predominance of U-shaped homesteads in the Peninsula.
Elsewhere the T-shape is by far the most numerous, often as intermediate stage towards the
celebrated H in which the homestead, here not lined up along roads but in the open landscape,
could be given two ‘fronts’, all achieved with the same one-room wide building elements.
Outside the Peninsula, interestingly, the only dwellings that were almost always U-shaped were
parsonages, presumably because they appeared more sophisticated, ‘finished’ and block-like,
without the gaps at the sides of the H or the untidy kitchen backs of the T, and looking as if
covered by one full-span roof. Auxiliary structures on the farmyard followed the same principle:
stables, jonkershuise, sheds, wagon-houses. Always one-room-width configurations.
Why this striking standardisation in dimension? It was not limited, by the way, to
dimensions. Details like windows (whether casements or sashes, both based on a fairly uniform
glass-pane size) and doors (inside and out), ironware, ceilings, etc. were seldom varied much.
There are suggestions that this strict standardisation took several decades to develop. The
1710 Stade drawings seem to show slightly more individuality among the still very modest
dwellings. And we know that at least for outbuildings, the ‘hall’ type, with three adjoining
‘aisles’ was in use at Meerlust and Vergelegen but possibly elsewhere, too.
Gwen Fagan has suggested that the fairly rapid shift towards standardisation of dimensions
around 1700 was prompted by one of the detailed instructions issued to Van der Stel and others
by visiting commissioner Van Reede in 1684. He apparently referred inter alia to the length of
beams spanning a row of rooms, and the construction of the roof frames of which they formed
the basis. I have yet to find these instructions in Boeseken's records and would like to know
exactly where they appear. Such standardisation would indeed have simplified the erection of
buildings, although it was certainly not unknown at the Cape and may well already have been
the prevailing custom anyway.
So if Van Reede did lay down these instructions, we still cannot be entirely sure how
ground-breaking or indeed how binding they were. Whatever the case may have been, this way
of building thatch-roof houses was continued for almost two centuries, by builders who had
probably never heard of the name Van Reede. If anything it became more general as a century
and a half went by, instead of - as one would expect in an increasingly sophisticated community
- gradually displaying more freedom in its application,
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From the mid-18th century, of course, it lived side by side with the flat-roof vernacular of
one or two storeys, where roof-span is no limiting factor and which was less of a fire-hazard in
contiguous city tissue. But in the towns and rural areas the unfailing consistency of the singlestorey one-room wide thatch-roof wing-type vernacular never ceases to amaze me. Its
appearance became so dominating that right throughout the Dutch period it even became
obligatory for the few public buildings that were erected, namely the drostdye and churches
(Figures 2 to 4).
Figure 2. This panorama of
Stellenbosch in about 1880
illustrates better than most early
records the uniformity, in an
urban setting, of the Cape
whitewash-and-thatch-wing style
punctuated by its gable edges, as
yet largely unaffected by the
shallower and gableless
corrugated iron roofs (a few are
visible in the foreground)
(Naudé, Stellenbosch Museum).

Figure 3.
The style became so universal
that it was also used in remote
early Karoo dorpe like
Colesberg, as recorded here by
Thomas Baines in 1850, the town
presided over by the (gabled!)
church (CA M 546).

Figure 4.
While for most of the first Dutch Reformed churches a
cruciform, X-shaped version of the letter-of-the-alphabet
plan was used, tailor-made for the centralized Protestant
‘pulpit church’ concept (see Colesberg), in Graaff-Reinet a
rectangular’ hallen’ church was created by placing two
conventional gabled Cape Dutch ‘sheds’ alongside each
other. We have been unable to establish whether, as one
would expect, the building was seriously affected by leakage
– a consideration which led to the development of the H-plan
for homesteads, where the two roofs were set apart (CA AG
10742).

That wider roof-spans were entirely possible is seen in the numerous traditional churches
where considerations of space dictated wing widths of eight to ten or more metres, with
correspondingly higher walls, producing buildings which modestly rose above the surrounding
dwellings like mother hen among its chicks. And around 1790 Cloete at Groot Constantia broke
the mould for dwellings, when he devised a two-rooms-deep plan under a wide roof of over
twelve metres’ span, made possible by raising the ‘spine-wall’ to the height of the roof ridge.
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Westfalen (188 Main Street), Paarl of c.1810 is another early example - twelve metres or two
rooms deep - one of the first with a narrow entrance passage. But if anything, these few
exceptions serve to show the stubbornness of the one-room-wide roofs.
Double-deep houses started to come into more general use only around the middle of the
19th century, mostly as a town model and linked to the town-founding boom of that time
producing towns like Robertson, Montagu and Prince Albert. It may have met the need in towns
for a slightly bigger house with more loft space, and leaving a more unbroken space at the back
for agricultural cultivation. This model lacks the delicate proportions of the one-room type,
slightly top-heavy with the roof and corresponding gable much taller than that of the lateral
walls. But visually their texture still fits in well with the older, lower model with which it is
often interspersed, its fenestration subtly different with larger panes, the half-width windows
absent because of the entrance passage replacing the former full-width voorhuis. The one-roomwide house continued to be used side by side with the double-deep.
In the mission towns, where Governor Caledon had urged the clerics to insist on the use of
the colonial rectangular house type instead of the villagers’ own more makeshift traditions, this
was to remain the prevailing building style until after the 1900s. WupperthaI now presents the
best unspoilt environment of ‘the harmonious environment’ (Figures 5 and 6).
Few of our Western Cape towns were masterpieces of the town-planners’ art (unless Fabio
[Todeschini] can convince me otherwise later today). They were usually little more than
constructs by surveyors using their rulers and set-squares to divide a piece of farm into large
wet erven and smaller dry erven. It is the purpose of this brief presentation to illustrate the
beauty that the harmonious vernacular of the Cape brought to often unremarkable town layouts.
How the long mellow-brown roofs, punctuated by the thin white lines of end-gables and ridges
and here and there broken by centre gables, their back wings and wagon-houses forming
fascinating configurations with the fronts neatly aligned along the building line. How the quiet
rhythm of their white facades, subtly balancing the expanses of thatch above, form pleasing
compositions with their boundary walls and the ends of outbuildings. Let me give you an eyeful
of what I am trying to describe.
Even in towns that we would hardly describe as ‘Cape Dutch’ today, the thatch-and-wing
vernacular was initially much in evidence: Uitenhage before its Georgianisation, Mossel Bay
before it became a stone town. Yes, even both Grahamstown and Port Elizabeth started off with
long thatch roofs in Dutch style, not to mention, of course, most Voortrekker towns up-country.
That this sort of built environment can be highly attractive to many of us, I do not have to say.
But did the people inhabiting these perhaps somewhat elementary environments, and the people
who built them, experience them as aesthetically pleasing? There is nothing particularly clever
or artful about our ‘Cape Dutch’ vernacular, except perhaps some well-executed fanlights or
gable scrolls. Nor can I recall any rapturous descriptions of the unspoilt Cape townscapes from
the pens of the many dozens of travellers of a century and a half, two centuries ago. Where they
do describe the beauty of a locality, like that of George, they usually refer to its natural beauty,
its trees, gardens or setting.
The potential beauty of a largely standardised urban environment must have been well
realised by the ancestors of the Cape settlers in exquisite cities like Amsterdam or Delft. Were
our villagers out here aware that their highly standardised small-town vernacular, too, was
capable of producing townscapes of serenity and harmony? Perhaps the centre-gables that
enriched the occasional house in these streets - otherwise models of architectural democracy
with their great consistency of scale and details - provide the answer to my question.
One last observation, on the near-complete make-over of our traditional thatch-roof
vernacular towards the end of the 19th century. Corrugated iron caused the end of gables and of
the purity of wall-to-roof proportions (not everywhere incidentally: it did not touch Montagu
and McGregor). But here and there some of the harmony of townscape survived nevertheless, at
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least for a decade or two until the advent of different idioms disturbed even that harmony.
Figure 5.
In the Cape mission towns, the
insistence of the missionaries on rows
of near-uniform cottages lent an
‘egalitarian’ (and to us highly
attractive) quality of uniformity to its
contour streets – a quality of which
very little is now left. Two well-known
early Vernackers (Sue Henderson and
Matthew Marsh) are walking down
the main street of Wupperthal during
a visit in 1971 (photo Hans Fransen).

Figure 6.
Few officially laid-out towns had
parts of their grid set aside for their
working-class, mostly ‘Coloured’
population. If they could not afford a
property in the main grid (which until
the time of apartheid was quite
possible, if unusual), they either lived
in their masters’ back yards or in
informal abodes in the veld on the
outskirts of the town proper.
Worcester and Clanwilliam are
among the very few exception. The
original houses of the Clanwilliam
‘Onderdorp’ behind the gaol/museum,
were still intact until not so long ago
(photo Hans Fransen).
Figure 7.
The Cape ‘English’ vernacular
assumed a character of its own during
the mid-19th century, with hipped
roofs without gables and with lots of
chimneys, but it retained its
uniformity with its configurations of
long thatched roofs. This grou,p
somewhere in Newlands or
Claremont, no longer exists (CA
E8198).
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Vernacular settlement formation, predominantly in the Western and Southern
Cape, 1813-1912
Fabio Todeschini
Introduction
The century 1813-1912 saw very substantial development of settlements of many kinds in
the increasingly colonially dominated landscape of Southern Africa. The indigenous peoples of
the sub-continent continued to maintain, manage and construct pre-colonial villages and larger
settlements in terms of their cultural traditions, but colonists from many different countries of
origin were instrumental in the expansion of previously existing colonial villages and towns,
such as Cape Town, Stellenbosch, Genadendal and Graaff-Reinet,20 on the one hand, and in the
founding of thousands of new settlements in the disparate regions of Southern Africa, as these
were ‘opened-up’ to settlers emanating principally from Europe. Overall, the colonial urban
environments were the product of a rich and complex history, and they raise many of the
general issues confronting studies of the colonial city.21
Particularly in the early years of this period, some of the dependents of the colonists were
truly in marginalized socio-economic positions, such as the many slaves of disparate origins and
others whose labour was fundamental to the transformation of the countryside and then existing
towns. Throughout the period, the reality is that indigenous peoples and their settlements and
cultures increasingly had to contend with the effects of the amplified British Imperial colonial
presence in all its forms.
One of characteristics of this presence was that thousands of mission stations were
established by myriad Christian missionaries in many parts of the country, particularly where
there were concentrations of indigenous people.22 Some of these missions were integrated and
relatively small settlements from their early years, but these were in the minority. Many others
were, and have tended to remain, small ‘urban’ or ‘semi-urban’ nuclei in rural districts
intensively inhabited by indigenous peoples. A few were the origins of later large towns.23 This
paper will not focus on this settlement enterprise.
Many colonial defensive outposts also came into being and, with the opening-up of farmland
by the colonial power and later Voortrekker states in the northern areas of the country, many
other villages and towns were founded, performing a range of functions.24 The discovery of
mineral riches such as diamonds and gold led to the founding of many further towns, while the
Anglo-Boer wars saw the destruction of many farmsteads and some villages and parts of towns
as well as very significant developments in infrastructure, like the expansion of railway
networks and ports.
We do not seek here to explore the origins of the thousands of settlements that were founded
during the period under review: this is a matter that has received some attention (Floyd 1960,
Japha 1992). Rather, the paper seeks to render some of the major features of the development of
this landscape and townscape transformation and allude to the significant part that the then
burgeoning land survey profession played in the process of providing specific plans for many
villages and towns. Given the limited space, there is no attempt here to be comprehensive;
rather, the aim is to sketch, and to flesh-out by example, the most important features and
qualities of the townscapes that evolved during the hundred year period under review.
20

By the early 1800s Genadendal, the earliest mission settlement at the Cape, was second in population size to Cape
Town, having surpassed even Stellenbosch in this respect.
21
See for example King (1985). For the diffusion of ideas about the city to colonial settings see King (1980),
Alexander (1983) and Foglesong (1986). The latter is confined to considerations relating to North America.
22
In the order of 600 main mission settlements and over 4,000 outstations were founded in Southern Africa. For some
discussion of mission settlements in South Africa see Japha, le Grange & Todeschini (1993).
23
Such as Port Elizabeth and Kingwilliams Town.
24
For an interesting and relatively recently suggested typology, see Frescura (2003).
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Research centered on the historical development of Cape Town may be useful here. It has
been suggested that three broad planning paradigms have featured in the historical development
of settlement, besides any that may have obtained in pre-colonial times under the Khoekhoensan
(Todeschini 1994: 31-39 and 1995: 145-189). The first two periods and respective settlementmaking paradigms—earlier colonial, operative until about the 1840s, and later colonial,
spanning from approximately the 1840s to the 1920s-1930s—were the products of Dutch and
English colonial occupation. They share a number of features but are also different in important
respects. In combination, they shaped the form of settlement right up to the first decades of the
20th century.25 The third paradigm is that of modernist town planning. Despite some claims and
pleadings to the contrary, this last remains the current driver to the structure and form of towns
sub-continentally. This broad three-partite periodisation does appear to distinguish the most
important town-building ruling ideas and practices operative in our part of the world, all
predominantly derived from mainstream western practices of city building,26 even if there
appears to be some divergence about when one period ended and another began.27
Because the brief relating to the century of townscape here reviewed overlaps two of the
periods indicated above, it is appropriate to begin the discussion with the essence of the
townscape practices that correspond to the respective periods. The flowering of the early
colonial period, as exemplified by the mother city, Cape Town, is reflected in discussion, as are
then two town extensions to Cape Town of the early 1800s: the Newmarket to the east and
Green Point and Sea Point to the west.
Characteristic early colonial settlement features
With a population of only about 14,000 as the 1800s approached, the overall physical plan
structure of Cape Town was illustrated on a great number of maps: for our purposes, one dating
from 1786 is particularly useful (Fig. 1).28 A number of characteristics of the settlement as a
whole are noteworthy to begin with, as follows:
 settlement was compact and the outer edges were clearly defined;29
 the plan form was that of a grid of public routes defining private building lots and central
public spaces, main axes in the grid relating to major features of the surrounding setting,
as well as some internal elements such as the Company Gardens;30
 main public elements, such as the Castle and Grand Parade, the Company Gardens,
Greenmarket Square, Church Square, Boeren Plein (Van Riebeek Square of today), and
25

The Dutch occupation of the Cape spanned from 1652 to 1806, interrupted only by a brief intervening first British
occupation (1795-1803). Formally approved by the House of Orange in 1814, the second English colonial occupation
endured until 1909, when South Africa received National independence. The periods during which the suggested
paradigms appear to have been operative were somewhat longer than the actual respective colonial occupations. This
is because entrenched practices of town building tended to be continued for some time even under the changed
authority.
26
Other influences, such as Muslim, have played a minor role, evident in buildings such as Mosques, tombs, Kramats
and Madrasse. Little African influence is apparent, although numerous slaves from Madagascar and other parts of
Africa laboured in the construction of Cape material culture. There are some obvious similarities between this
periodisation and that proposed by Haswell (1990: 171-185) in his discussion of Pietermaritzburg, namely; Dutch
Voortrekker dorp, British Colonial Capital, and Afrikaner apartheid city.
27
For example, T B Floyd (1960) gives 1826 as a ‘hinge’ date for a shift in town planning practice, when it could be
argued that sometime in the 1830s or 1840s would be a more appropriate dating.
28
Plan of Cape Town, 1786, Van der Graaf, Barbier and Thibault (Cape Archives: M1/339). Others by Thibault are
also notable (for example Cape Archives, M1/997).
29
Not surprisingly, the names of a number of the routes at the edge of the settlement included the term Buiten - as in
Buitengraght, Buitenkant, Buitensingle.
30
This form was in widespread colonial use (Stanislawski 1962). The form was widespread even in the Puritan
villages of North America (Chapter 2 in Foglesong 1986). It is notable that the layout of farmsteads often replicated
the checkerboard pattern characteristic of Cape Town. Carefully squared-off fields for cultivation and pasture
mimicked the general plan of the town, and avenues on the axes of homesteads provided the base lines and focal
points for humanized and tamed landscapes, in a setting where nature predominated.
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a variety of other spaces and buildings, were strategically located and they helped to
organize the overall public space structure of the town. They were built as part of
conscious acts of place-making. Public buildings were the foreground structures (the
pivotal and unique buildings) of the settlement;
essential utilities, such as fountains for drinking water, were provided for in the major
public spaces and squares;
with few exceptions, the town 'blocks' were approximately square,31 and were occupied
by the dwellings of the majority of the inhabitants, which constituted the 'infill'. The
dwellings were therefore the background structures (the ordinary buildings) on the
streets and squares which they spatially defined. With few exceptions they remained
modest in their size and the way they presented themselves, in contrast to the foreground
structures already mentioned;
the spatial structure of activities was determined by the Governor in Council and the
strictures of the monopolistic DEIC, which attempted to exert control over all economic
activity;32

Figure 1. Plan of Cape Town, 1786, Van der
Graaf, Barbier and Thibault (CA M1/339).

Figure 2. Plan of Cape Town, 1818, T.G.
Elemans (CA)

As may be ascertained from a variety of illustrations of the settlement at the time, some
characteristics of individual buildings were also noteworthy:

31

They were the equivalent of the ‘Insulae’ in classical Roman colonial town planning, Harappan town blocks in the
Indus basin, and featured in the ‘Bastides’ established in England, Wales, and France during the first half of the
thirteenth century, Spanish ‘Pobliaciones’ and ‘Zahringer’ towns in the vicinity of the Rhine, and ‘Terre Murate’
founded by the Florentine Republic at strategic positions at the outer extremities of its dominions in the last decades
of the 1300s. Colonial towns in the Americas were extensively ordered on the basis of such city blocks.
32
As a consequence, no shop was permitted in the settlement, though informal exchange was commonplace. With the
demise of the DEIC, private merchants flourished and taverns and a range of establishments catering to the
recreational needs of large numbers of sailors were accommodated in the town (Ross 1986: 111).
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in addition to some DEIC structures, such as the hospital and barracks, buildings for
institutional and public functions were the buildings with the largest mass, and included
most of the prominent and unique buildings in town;33
the house was generally of a standard type which abutted the street directly and was
often modulated by means of an intervening stoep. Though individually elaborated and
occasionally distinctive - particularly when prominently situated on corner or other
significant sites in town - dwellings were generally more ordinary than company or
public buildings;34
because of problems with fire, and the need to allow for independent construction on
each site, dwellings were separated on plan by an intervening minimum space (though
they remained close enough together for them not to be read as pavilion structures).
With time and the shift from thatched to parapeted roofs, buildings were set closer
together and in many instances were erected contiguous to each other.35

Both the physical layout of the settlement and the processes of development which put it in
place were informed by a clear underlying conception which allowed for relatively natural
evolution. The plan was not concerned with every aspect of physical layout. The primary
purpose of the planning undertaken was the spatial organization of an overall framework in
terms of which the most important elements were located. At best, the framework suggested a
generic pattern for the most common buildings, such as dwellings, as a consequence of the
specific dimensions of the town blocks and the way in which they could be subdivided into
individual properties.36
The monopoly trading interests of the Dutch East India Company had been paramount
considerations in the spatial patterning of uses until its demise in the 1790s. Consequently,
buildings accommodating company institutions and operations featured prominently in these
plans, but so did a system of regular streets and squares for public use.
The limitations imposed by the plans worked in tandem with other material constraints—
such as the particularities of the site and the local climate, the restricted range and quality of
building materials available and the mother country practices in undertaking communal
provision for basic services like water supply and refuse disposal. Collectively, these constraints
tended to result in a settlement which was formally coherent because of the clarity of the plan
and the repetition of building forms.37
The historical record suggests that the geometry of settlement was sensibly related to the
terrain, and helped to define a wide range of public and private places and sites. Though
services such as the provision of drinking water, the removal of waste and the maintenance of
public thoroughfares were primitive, the benefits of agglomeration were potentially accessible
to many of the inhabitants, since Cape Town was little more than about 600 meters square. The
town could be traversed on foot easily, and the disposition of activities and the physical fabric
that housed them was relatively integrated.38

33

The Barracks near the Castle, with façades designed by Thibault, was the most palatial structure at the Cape in the
early 1800s.
34
Initially most dwellings were single storey with a solder—the roof space was sometimes separate from the living
spaces below and was used for storage.
35
Flammability of thatched roofs was a problem, and a relatively flat roof of trampled clay mixed with whale oil,
supported by planks and timber rafters, was later developed. This mono-pitch roof form did not require the ridge-line
and gable ends of thatched roof structures. It was commonly built sloping away from the front of the building, and a
parapet thus became a feature on the street front.
36
It was a very clear place-making and settlement-building paradigm that owed much to then international colonial
practice, such as that codified by Philip the Second of Spain in his Laws of the Indies (Benevolo 1980).
37
The historical record suggests that repetition did not mean that innovation was prevented.
38
The poorer inhabitants tended to be spatially marginalized on the edges of town (near the waterfront, on the lower
slopes of Signal Hill, and on the town-ward fringe of what was to become District Six), where the level of service
provision was lower (Ross 1986: 110).
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Because most people were poor, many activities occurred out-of-doors in appropriately
demarcated public spaces rather than in the private dwellings: the street and the square were
shared outside 'rooms'. Ordinary functions were carried out there, as were more occasional
celebrations, protests, and other significant and symbolic manifestations of collective life.
The layout of sites for private use, and the minimal building development control to which
they were subject, allowed for building and re-building over time, in progressively more durable
and less hazardous materials, as well as in forms that tended to accentuate urban space
continuity and the definition of public and private domains.39
The architectural vernacular reached very fine levels of resolution both in individual
buildings and entire ensembles, as well as in the larger landscape components and site-making
elements which became a feature of settlement at the Cape: avenues and baroque gardens;
gateways, terraces and platforms, encircling walls and belts of trees; furrows and hedgerows;
and public squares.

Figure 3. New Market area, by D’Oyly 1834.

Figure 4. Later colonial development, Snow’s
survey of 1862.

When the pressure for growth beyond the limits of the then existing bounds of the town was
experienced in the early 1800s, it is not surprising that the planned Newmarket extension was
configured entirely in the terms of the prior model: street, square (in this case the extensive New
Market) and regimented town blocks, each scaled virtually exactly to those then existing in the
old town. Moreover, the entire extension was organized on the axis of the principal route
connecting the town and the interior, just past the imposing presence of the Castle.
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Typically, the front rooms of an urban dwelling addressed the front stoep and the street. Narrow site frontages led
to the development of U shaped house plans. Their internal yard was for the conduct of more private household and
kitchen activities, while the front stoep, raised above the level of the street, was a form of living space from which
town life and activities were observed. The Koopmans de Wet House on Strand Street is an extant example.
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The earliest depiction of this extension to town that I am aware of dates from 1818, when the
surveyor T.G. Elemans prepared a plan on the instructions of the Burgher Senate (Fig. 2).40
Many decades were to pass before the Newmarket town extension was filled-out by
development, as evidenced by a number of D'Oyly illustrations from the 1830s, which show
very few buildings in this area (see Fig. 3, for example), and Snow's Survey of Cape Town of
1862 (Fig. 4). Close inspection of the latter shows that many of the town extension blocks
defined on the Elemans plan were still to be built upon about 50 years later. In addition, Snow's
survey reveals the presence of development just up-slope of the Newmarket town extension into
Kanaladorp (the later District Six), in a layout not in conformity with the pattern of the regular
square town block which was so characteristic of the earlier colonial settlement practice. This
suggests that between 1818 and 1862 there was something of shift in the way that the overall
organizing framework for town extensions was formulated.
Armed with these few insights flowing from an examination of townscape construction
practices still operative in the early 1800s at the Cape, we should look at features of the record
of settlement establishment post 1820-30s: a period that became characterized by so-called
Laissez-faire dominance.
Characteristic later colonial settlement features: laissez-faire
During the 1840s, under the influence of expanding colonisation and increased population,
the Colonial economy enjoyed some renewed energy and liquidity.41 An integral part of the
British Empire, essentially regional characteristics of the built-form began to give way to the
more ‘universal’ Imperial mass product uniformity of other industrializing colonial settlements.
A process of 19th century Anglicisation took firm hold over institutions, economic practice and
built-form. A number of significant factors contributed to processes of change that were to
transform the scale and character of settled environments in the latter half of the century, when
laissez-faire, rather than central planning, became dominant. The most important appear to be
the following:
 revolutionary change in transport technology on land and at sea;
 the establishment of municipal governments;
 the establishment of a range of commercial, semi-industrial, financial, administrative,
educational, religious, recreational, and cultural institutions and functions;
 the 'modernised' practice of land subdivision and the provision of essential services;
 the discovery of diamonds and of gold in the interior;
 the introduction of more industrialized building components and technology generally.
With the emancipation of slaves in 1834, large tracts of land belonging to insolvent owners
came onto the market and were sold in parallel with Crown Lands. Since Colonial expenditure,
especially capital expenditure for necessary infrastructure, was not forthcoming from the ‘
home’ country in anything like the necessary amounts, the sale of locally realisable assets—land
in particular—was inevitable. A phase of speculative development and growth followed,
accelerating greatly up until a relative depression in the 1850s and 1860s. For example, by 1856
the population of Cape Town had reached a little over 25,000.
The rediscovery of copper in the north-west Cape in the 1860s, the finding of diamonds near
Hopetown in 1867 and in Griqualand West in 1870, and gold discoveries in the Transvaal from
40

The plan is in the Cape Archives and redrawn copies are in the City Planner's Department, City of Cape Town.
Immigration was not encouraged actively, at first, as part of explicit policy after the ratification of Britain's
jurisdiction over the Cape in 1814. Yet, to many in the 'home-country' the post-Napoleonic economic depression and
the hope of a better future in a distant Colony were important considerations. By 1820 several thousand immigrants
had arrived. Moreover, this was a period of expansion for the British Empire in Asia (particularly in India), with
attendant significance for developments at the Cape, since it still served its original colonial role as ‘Half-way House’
to the East.
41
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1875, were followed by the South African War, which ended in the first years of the 1900s.
These events were naturally to have profound effects on the growth and change of settlement in
the Colony and to the north. Hostilities between the Boer Republics and Queen Victoria's
Empire occasioned another instance of war as a ‘city builder’, previously experienced at the
Cape a century earlier.
The period also saw the institution of a Colonial Parliament in the mother town and of
municipal governments in a number of localities. With the latter the idea of so-called By-law
planning, which had had it's origins in humanitarian moves to redress the results of laissez-faire
policy on the urban working class of industrial Britain, was imported and applied. Essentially
these By-laws were concerned with the promotion of health through the application of standards
for road widths, night-soil removal, water supply and the provision of natural light and
ventilation to habitable rooms. The By-laws applied at the Cape were derived from British
practice, as was much else that affected daily life and material culture.

Figure 5. The development of Green & Sea
Point, 1770 to 1930.

Figure 6. Sea Point area in 1902.

An instructive development is that of Green and Sea Point, particularly when it is reviewed
diagrammatically. The development of roads and streets in the area over the years 1770 to 1930
is reflected in figure 5. Figure 6 shows a portion of the area in greater detail, as surveyed in
1902.
We have seen that in the Newmarket the plan geometry of major and minor public
thoroughfares and of the large public market arose from a clear pre-existing tradition and was
imposed. Private housing developments occurred within these ‘site-making’ constraints, as the
need arose and as owners sought opportunities. There was a clear plan for the ‘public realm’,
conceived of in the terms of the earlier colonial town-building model, even if with the shifting
exigencies of the day, new dwelling types—such as row houses and terraces—were then made
to fit into this spatial framework.
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In the case of Green and Sea Point there was no a-priori plan. Rather, the plan evolved as a
product of a process of transformation of the site from ‘woeste’ and pre-colonial veldt, through
farmland, to commuter and recreational suburb during the 1800s, as proposed and constructed
by private developers and land owners. The morphology evolved as a result of the subdivision
of estates in relation to the strong local topography and the major movement routes, along
which line-haul public transport was developed, as may be seen in figure 5. In contrast to the
Newmarket town extension where the standard town block was pre-defined and repeated, here a
great variety of blocks resulted, as shown in figure 6.42
In a nutshell, in the case of town extensions and perhaps more generally, the later colonial
practices related to townscape-building were dominated by the subdivision of the land lying
between major routes by a grid of roads, the depth and length of resulting suburban ‘blocks’
being organised on the basis of a range of possible building lots, which in turn were informed
by a variety of housing types that were developed during the period: detached villas or manor
houses, row and terraced houses, and special and hybrid buildings.43
Beyond Cape Town: the elaborations of the townscape model
First we need to appreciate the sheer extent of activity that was expended on new settlement
formation during the century under review, to at least some degree. To my knowledge, no
systematic and comprehensive schedule of settlements and dates of their founding is to hand for
the Cape or the country as a whole, although T. B. Floyd (1960: 20-6) was the first to make
such an attempt.44 He suggested that in the order of 142 towns were established during the
period spanning the years 1791 to 1900 in what has become South Africa. For the purpose of
this paper, the author undertook some limited research at the office of the Surveyor General in
Cape Town, insofar as the relative settlements in the Western and Southern Cape are concerned
(see Table 1). 45
The contents of table are fascinating and, inter alia, show that:
 Many towns only received official recognition many years after they had been
practically established. For example, see: Adelaide, Bathurst, Burgersdorp, Caledon,
Ceres and Durbanville, to name but a few.
 120 towns were declared during the period under review in those areas of the Colony
that are currently the Provinces of the Western Cape and Southern Cape. Thus, despite
the difference in date between founding and declaration of towns, it seems more than
likely that very, very many more than the 142 towns listed by Floyd were established
during the period in the whole of what is currently South Africa, even leaving aside the
many thousands of mission settlements.
Therefore, quantitatively, land surveyors and others appear to have been very active indeed
in the founding and expansion of settlements during the period.

42

See various unpublished reports by Todeschini & Japha, associated architects and town planners, as follows:
(1989) “Green and Sea Point Conservation Study”, illustrated 2 Volume Report to the Cape Town City Council;
(1989) “Green and Sea Point Policy Plan: Phase 1 Report”, illustrated report to the Cape Town City Council; (1991)
“The Green and Sea Point Local Area Draft Town Planning Policy Plan Phase 3 Final Report”, for the City Planner's
Department, Cape Town City Council, unpublished.
43
The developments of many other urban areas at the Cape at that time conform to this pattern. See the series of plans
contained in the following report for corroboration relative to a working-class area (Todeschini & Japha 1986).
44
Floyd does present several appropriate schedules. However, close examination has revealed very many omissions,
including most of the many thousands of mission settlements, so his compilation cannot be taken as definitive, even
for the historic period under discussion.
45
I want to thank the Surveyor General, Mr. John Obree, as well as Messrs. Jonathan Penfold, Marius de Beer and
Chris Eerstenhuizen for their help.
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Table 1: Town establishment in the current Provinces of the Western and Southern Cape.
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Date of
Founding
1856
1859?
1858

1873
1820
1818
1854

1844

1846
1811

1858
1854
1808
1816

1825

1822
1811
1822?
1820
1854

Date of
Declaration
1857
1896
1878
1902
1886
1909
1854
1902
1881
1884
1881
1837
1884
1884
1883
1891
1883
1897
1891
1884
1899
1881
1883
1908
1900
1883
1901
1905
1883
1897
1836
1895
1883
1881
1837
1908
1880
1861
1862
1887
1881
1858
1893
1891
1883
1902
1907
1896
1896

Town

Date of
Founding

Aberdeen
Adelaide
Adendorp
Albertinia
Alexandria
Alicedale
Aliwal North
Amalinda
Barkly East
Barrydale
Bathurst
Beaufort West
Bedford
Berlin
Blinkwater
Bredasdorp
Breidbach
Buffelsfontein
Burgersdorp
Caledon
Calizdorp
Cambridge EL
Cathcart
Ceres
Clanwilliam
Cradock
Darling VMB
De Rust VMB
Dordrecht
Durbanville
East London
Elliott
Fort Beaufort
Franschhoek
George
Gordon’s Bay
Graaff-Reinet
Grahamstown
Greyton
Haarlem
Hankey
Heidelberg VMB
Herbertsdale VMB
Hermanus VMB
Hofmeyr
Hopefield VMB
Huguenot VMB
Humansdorp VMB
Indwe

1854
1835
1871

1852

1861
1852
1856
1882

1838
1857

1840
1812
1842
1853

1838
1853

1825
1856
1875
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Date of
Declaration
1882
1880
1864
1881
1903
1884
1862
1893
1897
1894
1903
1860
1892
1907
1856
1883
1895
1898
1852
1860
1896
1881
1863
1898
1886
1903
1903
1894
1901
1889
1847
1894
1881
1874
1879
1883
1896
1911
1900
1895
1864
1857
1886?
1883
1837
1903
1891
1836?
1898

Town
Jamestown VMB
Jansenville
King William’s Town
Knysna
Komgha VMB
Kruisfontein VMB
Ladismith
Lady Grey
Laingsburg
Macleartown VMB
Maclear VMB
Malmesbury
McGregor VMB
Merweville VMB
Middleburg
Molteno
Montagu
Morreesburg VMB
Mossel Bay
Murrayburg
Napier VMB
New Bethesda
Oudtshoorn
Paarl
Pacaltsdorp VMB
Parow VMB
Paterson VMB
Pearston
Piketberg VMB
Port Alfred
Port Elizabeth
Porterville
Prince Albert VMB
Prince Alfred Hamlet
Queenstown
Rawsonville VMB
Rhodes VMB
Riebeek East VMB
Riebeek Kasteel VMB
Riebeek West VMB
Riversdale
Robertson
Seymour
Simonstown
Somerset-East
Somerset-West
Stanford VMB
Stellenbosch
Sterkstroom

As reflected in the Schedule of Municipal Proclamations in the Surveyor General’s Office, Cape Town. This is a
significantly truncated version of a data base compiled by the author. Note that the column headed ‘Date of
Founding’ refers to data from: T.B. Floyd (1960). The information here reflected relates only to towns in those
portions of the Cape Colony that are currently in the Western or Southern Cape Provinces. Note also that the column
headed ‘Date of Declaration’ refers to The SG Schedule that reflects the towns as Village Management Boards
(VMB), Local Authorities or Municipalities.
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Date of
Founding

1804

Date of
Declaration
1875
1891
1896
1879
1904?
1864
1899?
1911
1836
1890
1884

Town

Date of
Founding

Steynsburg
Steytlerville
Strand
Stutterheim
Swellendam
Tarkastad
Tulbach
Tylden VMB
Uitenhage
Umnxesha VMB
Uniondale

1841

1840?

1819

Date of
Declaration
1904
1897
1895
1901
1905
1883
1873
1874
1897
1881
1882

Town
Van Rhynsdorp VMB
Van Wyksdorp VMB
Venterstad
Villiersdorp
Vredenburg VMB
Walmer VMB
Wellington
Willowmore VMB
Wolseley VMB
Worcester
Zuurbraak

What of the qualitative dimensions? How were settlements laid out? A number of examples
are briefly examined in what follows, starting with two mission settlements and proceeding to a
variety of towns, so as to reflect the accomplishments of land surveyors of the time: it was
mostly they who provided the expertise in these matters.
Figure 7 shows a portion of Genadendal, a fascinating settlement predating the 1800s, which
grew significantly after slavery was abolished. The notable features of the settlement are that it
nestles in a splendid valley, where the alluvial plain is given over to communal agriculture,
excepting for the mission core itself, with the rows of individual dwellings and related small
gardens on the lower slopes of the hillsides. The tenure system was complex and reflected
communal and rural values.

Figure 7. Genadendal mission settlement,
Western Cape.

Figure 8. Healdtown mission, Eastern Cape.
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Figure 9. Healdtown mission core.

Figure 10. Part of general plan of Fort Beaufort, near Healdtown.

Figures 8 and 9 relate to an even more fascinating mission settlement case, particularly when
seen from the perspective of land tenure: Healdtown, in the Eastern Cape. Here, on a splendid
site approached from the plateau below via a steeply winding road scarping a cliffside, is a
complex settlement made up of several parts. Near a perennial spring is located the settlement
core, comprising many buildings, courts, avenues and other site making features. There are also
compact freehold ‘town’ residential sites, common lands with rights to livestock pasture, as well
as other village settlements and land for agriculture, some with furrow irrigation, others that are
more extensive for dry field crops. In both the Genadendal and the Healdtown cases it is
obvious that the settlements were adaptations to well chosen sites and that they possessed
qualities that spanned town and country. Although the grid as a geometric device does feature in
the Healdtown case, the structure and form of these two settlements is significantly different
from that which we have observed in and about Cape Town in the foregoing discussion. Here
the street and town ‘block’ do not feature, meandering country roads and extensive
commonages being the norm. However, the village or town square does feature and there is
much evidence that supports the contention that it was there that community events and
occasions of note took place. Indeed, in both cases there is evidence of sophisticated
architectural resolution of such urban places.
Yet, when we look at a plan of Fort Beaufort (Fig. 10), located adjacent to the relatively rural
complex and common land of Healdtown, we see a town plan which is the interplay of site
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constraints, such as rivers, on the one hand, and the streets, squares and town blocks which we
have encountered before, on the other. The particular configuration is beautifully resolved and
presented on a well-used map replete with tea or coffee stains!
Figure 11 shows an even clearer and stronger plan for the town of Barkly in its context. Note
the farm Rocky Park which became the site for the town, well defined by rocky outcrops, the
Langekloof River and the many regional tracks that converge on the town.
Figure 12 shows some of the plan detail of the town layout around the central Market
Square. Note the name of some of the principal streets, derived from significant people of the
day, such as Molteno, Cole and De Smidt. Here, one may well imagine the life in such early
towns, as described so ably by Pauline Smith.
Figure 13 is very interesting, because it reveals some of the technical details entailed in the
preparation of these plans and surveys at a time predating the existence of tracing paper,
photocopiers and computers: note the pin-holes that allowed the to-scale transfer of information
from one drawing to another.
I want to conclude with a lovely General Plan of Beaufort West (Fig. 14) and two splendid
details of this beautiful colour drawing (as Figs 15 and 16). Figure 15 shows the nucleus of the
town, with a civic square and monument on axis with the principal street, and the variously
sized town blocks and individual sites, including some few with significant frontages on the
main thoroughfare. Figure 16 is here included more for reasons that have to do with the
accomplished drawing techniques that appear to have been endemic amongst Land Surveyors of
the time.

Figure 11. Key plan to a general plan of Barkly.

Figure 12. Market Square, Barkly.

Figure 13. Pin holes from copying the plan.
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Figure 14. General plan of Beaufort West.

Figure 15. Nucleus of Beaufort West.

Figure 16. Accomplished drawing techniques of land surveyors.

Conclusion
The paper has shown glimpses of the varied interpretation and application of a coherent, old, yet
evolving colonial model of settlement formation in our part of the world.
This relatively clear and simple model comprised but a few major elements that gave it spatial,
developmental and experiential order: astute site selection relative to fundamental needs such as
potable water and purpose of settlement (military, agricultural, religious, market service centre,
port, etc.); the application of a grid layout for the subdivision of land into private and public
domains; the definition of road and street networks for access between and within settlements,
respectively; the disposition of important public places, such as market squares and uitspans; the
further disposition of notable social, cultural, judicial, government and administrative institutions,
such as churches, as landmark pivots in the townscape; peri-urban elements such as ubiquitous
encompassing ‘commonages’ and significant other elements such as graveyards and the like.
The model was applied in many contexts and sites, each with relatively unique specific site
constraints and features. Yet, as the record shows, the model allowed the application of
considerable ingenuity in providing village and town plans which utilized the geometric interplay
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of a number of the mentioned elements so as to set-up significant axes, vistas and the like,
sometimes occasioning quite distinctive spatial results for both the public life of the community
and the private life of individuals and households.
Moreover, with the benefit of hindsight, we must note that the model dealt with uncertainty and
a range of settlement developmental processes generally well, in that a core inherent characteristic
was that it provided a minimalist two-dimensional plan order of geometry as the springboard from
which individual projects and buildings could be undertaken. In turn, many actors could and did
activate this geometry and its generic possibilities in ways that tended not to be utterly prescriptive
to the final three-dimensional development of material culture.
Also, the model tended to facilitate the integration of urban functions and, in the guise of
specific physical plans; it did not necessarily promote racial, ethnic or cultural exclusivity and
spatial or economic separation. Rather, although the plans were largely formulated in a colonial and
authoritarian milieu, there were many features that were facilitative of accommodating and at times
even blending diverse cultures.
The historical record of town expansion and founding of new settlements during the 1813-1912
century in South Africa compares very favourably with more recent modernist town planning
conceptions and practices. Indeed, with the benefit of hindsight, we have to conclude that it was a
great pity that the settlement planning culture inherent in what land surveyors practiced in South
Africa during this period was supplanted by a quite different model championed by the emerging
town planning profession from the 1920s in South Africa.
It needs to be pointed out that there are strong coincidences between central components of
these earlier town-building models and a number of seminal observations by some few city
planning and architectural scholars and practitioners during the 1960s: in particular the ideas of the
Dynamic City and of the Partial Vision, proposed by David Crane (1960, 964) and Romaldo
Giurgola (1965) respectively; and observations about the 'semi-lattice' and open morphology of
‘natural cities’, as opposed to the ‘tree-like’ and closed structure of ‘artificial ones’, advanced by
Christopher Alexander (1966).
A recurring theme that runs through these ideas is that liveable and well performing
environments evolve and mature around a primary informing skeletal framework of public space
and institutions: the secondary actions of many people are thereby channelled to provide the urban
'infill'. A corollary is that whilst the physical requirements of the smaller scale 'infill' generated by
many need to be accommodated in the larger framework, it is the larger framework which should
be the focus of public obligation and physical planning and design.
These ideas are in sharp contrast to the 'orderly', finite, sterile, pre-ordained, and end-state
physical plans of townships and neighbourhoods which exemplify most of South African city
planning for decades past. These have generally been predicated on the elements of individual
shelter on the one hand, and mechanistic conceptions of community as coincident with a specific
aggregation of dwellings in space, on the other.
It seems that, like everyone else, land surveyors have perhaps lost the plot of how to make
livable townscape in contemporary times. In contrast, they appear to have been masters at it till just
past the close of the first decade of the twentieth century!
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SESSION TWO:
APPROACHES AND APPLICATIONS: RESOURCES AND RECORDING
The (forgotten?) stories and questions revealed by spatial explorations of the
subdivisions of two estates in 19th century Claremont
Sally Titlestad
Introduction
Between 1800 and 1900 communities across the globe were transformed physically and socially
and in the ways in which people considered life (philosophically). There was global consolidation
of power in the hands of a few nations. The century was marked by expansion. Slums and suburbs
appeared across the world. Philosophies and their practices were transformed by new scientific
discoveries and the development of new worldviews informed by the expansion of empires.
At the Cape, the century rendered the colony British rather than Dutch or French, heralding a
change in rulers and therefore rules, influences and emphases. The ruling culture was changing,
and in the course of the 19th century the specific nature of the lives of the underclasses was
transformed from slavery to freedom and frequently to extreme poverty. Changes were so
fundamental that a restructuring of society followed with ramifications for every aspect of life in
the colony.
Figure 1.
Photographs of
cottages and
streets in the study
area (2002).

Figure 2 (above
and right).
Demolition of
20th century
cottages for new
townhouse
development.

Massive changes would not have been experienced in this way on the ground. Change may have
accrued incrementally but slowly across lifetimes. It is easy when looking back to identify
expansive motions and movements in hindsight, and it is very much more difficult to explore the
mundane when it is couched in the massive.
In the South African historical record information has been actively erased in the name of social
engineering, which creates a need for its restoration. It is important to be able to locate areas with
rich histories, and the loss of written and built record is of great concern47. This paper deals with
the possible contribution of one study to the changes in thinking required to restore lost knowledge
47

I am referring here to those philosophies practiced and operationalised by legislation under the Nationalist Government
(from 1948 to 1994) as well as to the kinds of class and racial segregation (Bickford-Smith 1995) that were forerunners to
the legislative developments of the Nationalist Government.
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of the built environment. Socio-spatial histories can reveal complex evidence concerning the social
and the spatial arrangements of a locality within a particular time.
Background to the research project
Architecture focuses on spatial arrangements and their built form and includes both designed
and vernacular forms. A research project exploring early histories of a section of upper Claremont
was undertaken. The study began with architectural observation and explored the spatial history of
one pocket of mixed race living (now obliterated) in upper Claremont, Cape Town. The method
was to explore the transformations of this ‘pocket’ of land from rural estate to ‘pocket-in-suburb’
using documentary evidence, in the form of surveyors’ diagrams and maps of land distribution and
ownership. I sought coherent understandings of the influences on land dealings and how they
coalesced to create the spatial arrangement and form observed.
This paper focuses on one aspect of the questions that arose from the study of Felhausen and
Sans Souci. Both estates were elite and were worked by a labour force of whose physical
occupation of space it is difficult to find evidence. There were remarkable similarities between the
subdivisions into suburb on some levels, but the significant differences probably exist in other
places as well. The research project has opened up the need for a much broader study aimed at the
development of a full socio-spatial history and its temporal parallels.

Figure 3. Aerial photograph of the Bishoplea
Pocket (2001).

Figure 4. Detail of 1936 land use map.

Antonia Malan, in a draft preparation of a paper for oral presentation (1994: 2) and rewritten for
this Workshop, discusses ideas about space and spatial organisation and how the ways in which we
arrange our built environment reflect the relationships between ourselves and others. Malan
addresses the need for developing a trans-disciplinary research approach and method as the most
fruitful way to begin to formulate understandings of material culture. She proposes that the lack of
an approach able to traverse disciplinary differences without suffering blows to each sector’s
credibility in this process makes it necessary to focus on the development of a set of methods with
this capacity.
The research study was interdisciplinary. The approach was architectural in that it referred to
surveyor’s diagrams (as the architectural markers of spatial arrangements and planning) to read the
formulations of spatial arrangements at their points of transformation. The study was intended to
disclose the palimpsest. It tried to see that which is between the lines, both the inscribed and the
shadow of the inscriptions, to reveal the history of those who were not considered worthy of their
own recorded history. It set out to explore the layers of historical evidence that could provide clues
to the original pattern and its spatial application, architectural notations and the transformations of
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these. It sought the layers of the ordinary - the people who only took up a little space – those who
did not have the villas. The project looked between the grand histories and architectures, even the
grand histories of the underclasses, in search of clues to the possible understandings of this
particular case.
Sources
Both archival and contemporary documents and information were collected. Three forms of
primary evidence have been used throughout: Surveyor General’s diagrams (Figs 6 and 7), maps
(Fig. 5) and Deeds Office records. As a fourth form of primary evidence I have used
autobiographical work from people who lived in the area between 1806 and 191048. Visual records
in the form of photographs have been used with caution as the camera was at this time a distinctly
elite item of individual ownership.

Figure 5. Smart map of lands at the Cape depicting
Dutch designation of land by owner (1796).

Figure 6 (above). Thibault survey drawing of land above
the road to Simonstown, showing estate boundaries,
built elements, and access routes (1812/3).

Figure 7 (left). Compilation of Surveyors' Diagrams
reconstructing planned subdivisions of the two estates,
and their border with the Vineyard and Quistenburg.

48

Autobiographical work as primary evidence is contentious. It records the particular memories of individuals or self
identified groups, but despite its contentiousness in scientific terms is considered a reliable source of oral historiography
where critique of the biases of the individual stories is contained within the metaphor and understood as ‘one voice’
rather than ‘the voice’ in discursive undertakings.
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Secondary sources have been used as contextual accounts even if not immediately linked to the
study area or period49. For instance, extensive previous work on social context during the 19th
century has been done and presented by numerous authors. This work has been relied upon both to
seek coincidence with my findings and to seek insight into layers that have fallen outside of the
scope of this study.
Mapping provides evidence of what was recorded some 200 years ago. It is possible to begin to
ascertain which spatial and physical arrangements in the environment have remained in place and
which have become layered over time and replaced by other forms. On early maps the possibility
of inaccurate location of one or more physical features necessitates use of multiple sources.
Deeds of transfer and ownership, as markers of both the exchange of property and the
confirmation of lines of subdivision, were consulted for a sample of properties in the study area.
Autobiography, despite being a primary source in its own right, serves as a secondary source of
‘fact’ concerning evidence of the time. There are three series of autobiographical works providing
both a (time and context bound) commentary of the issues effecting the social context, and a set of
checks and balances for other land based data and context. For instance, they may provide a
descriptive location for something which would otherwise have to be surmised. These are the
published diaries and correspondence of Sir John Herschel (Evans et al. 1969) (Figs 8 and 9) and
Lady Margaret Herschel (Warner 1991), who kept their own personal records of their stay in the
Cape from 1834-1838, and the autobiographical work of Norah Henshilwood (Henshilwood 1972),
who lived in the area from the early 1900s for half a century, and whose visual reconstruction of
the area is useful (Fig. 10).
Figure 8 (below). Herschel’s Camera Lucida sketch of the
North access avenue to Feldhausen (The Grove).
Figure 9 (right.) Feldhausen Avenue during the period of
study.

49

I am aware that it is customary for research at the level of the Master’s Degree to be based largely, if not exclusively,
on secondary sources. It has been essential in this situation to reach beyond this to virtually exclusive reliance on primary
material. This is partly because there is so little directly usable work in the overlay of study areas, and partly because of
fundamental contradictions between existing works. I am aware that a downfall of this study is that it repeats that pattern,
but it does so with the intention of reliably referencing its own sources so that they can be thoroughly checked where
contradictions may arise with other work.
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Figure 10. Norah Henshilwood’s (1972) reconstruction of the layout of the area during the time that her family
lived there (early 20th century), with identification of places (e.g. Malay field) and ground not yet suburbanised.

The results of my investigation showed that:






This land was divided and developed over a similar period of time to the other large tracts of land
around it.
The estates linked with the pocket under study last changed hands as single entities in the 1830s.
A significant portion of this particular pocket of land was transferred directly to free blacks at its
first subdivision (see Figs 2 and 7).
Most of the owners lived on their own land, so that it can safely be said that the absentee landlord
was not the economic principle of land occupation at work in this area at that time.
Formal markers of inscription tended to lag behind the procedures on the ground in the places
where the histories of the dispossessed or illiterate are being explored.

A full socio-spatial history of this pocket
is still required. Research work has recently
been undertaken within the context of land
restitution on the nearby Protea Estate
pockets. When published, this may serve
both as a possible guide and comparison in
further work on the socio-spatial history of
the Claremont pocket. A further question
which requires exploration is what the legal
status of slaves was in relation to land
ownership as opposed to ownership of any
other sort of property.
The
motivations
for
historical
restorations are varied, but for this study it
is the current act of marginalising the

Figure 11. A cottage predating the subdivision of land
in the 19th century (corner of Protea and Ingle Road).
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already dispossessed that leaves them not even their own stories to relate to. That history cannot
be undone is accepted, but one of the characteristics that have allowed the beginnings of the
transformation of society away from apartheid practices is the restoration of diversity.
Architecture and the freed slaves
The most significant theme of this study is that of inclusion and exclusion. Tschumi’s
(2001:5) observation that “architecture was, first and foremost, the adaptation of space to the
existing socioeconomic structure” illustrates the place of design architecture as included, and of
vernacular architecture as excluded. What began as an observation of marked disjuncture in
architectural form and spatial layout in this area of Claremont became narrated by the history of
the dispossessed. That these living areas are referred to as pockets is the first clue to this. The
hints are of ‘a clump’ ‘allowed’ within the more integrated whole of the surrounding suburbs.
The term pocket is merely ‘an isolated collection of things’, and indicates a boundedness from
the ‘rest’. The exclusion of this pocket has been compounded by the Group Areas Act removals
in the 1960s and 70s when people were literally excluded. The narration of the history of the
dispossessed produces silence when tested by ‘mainstream’ markers; silence is the narration of
absence.
Until the Todeschini and Japha
report (1994) the exclusion of the
Claremont pocket (Bishoplea pocket
in this study) meant that it had
escaped the notice of even
conservation planners. That there is
no immediate evidence of the original
buildings (from the 19th century) may
indicate another absence – it is
possible that they have been ‘erased’
and replaced, or modernised beyond
recognition. Todeschini and Japha’s
Figure 12. Land on the
(1994:30) opinion that the area is
Feldhausen Estate transferred
very similar to Newlands village
between 1812 and 1840, largely to
(another pocket, geographically quite
freed slaves. Herschel gave his
close, but larger) may be accurate, but
groom a tract of this land before
it is my assertion that the Claremont
leaving the Cape in 1838.
pocket was originally largely owned
and built by free blacks and not by
‘capitalists’. My inference is that
Todeschini and Japha refer to ‘capitalists’ as absentee landlords, and if that inference is correct the
findings in my study do not support theirs.
A notable aspect of the ’original’ use of space that seems to have endured and not been
markedly erased or overwritten, is paths and access routes. There are numerous examples of where
the original route of access has in total or in part remained and become formalized in roads and
streets. One of the obscure examples of this is Protea Road, which is a major arterial route into a
sub-urban business centre. The road is central to a large grid pattern of roads, but it curves back on
itself in a rather obtuse way. This can be traced back to the boundaries between three estates
(Feldhausen, Sans Souci and the Vineyard). Today’s Protea Road actually appears to follow the
route of footpaths along the estate boundaries that were recorded on the Thibault map of 1812.
A question raised by this study is therefore, which access routes have remained across the
suburban framework and in what forms? This would require dense mapping collation over time.
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An observation on absences within this study is that the study focuses on ownership of property
and the inscriptions that mark ownership. Any dealings with property below ownership level (i.e.
rental and bartering of space for skill, etc.) were not recorded by surveying and are not studied
here.
Trade in property - land and slaves
This study was intended to gather and collate information that could reveal meanings of land
use, ownership, and the built environment created thereon. My hypothesis was that by the turn of
the 19th century the commodification of land in the colony was well established. Maximizing the
use of this commodity and the fiscal and social gain to be made through its trade was part of the
equation emphasised by the British. Who was eligible for land ownership and who was not was
linked to the fact that until full emancipation in 1838 the majority of the population were property
themselves (slaves) and had no access to capital – they were property-less property50.
Land was owned in large tracts at the turn of the 19th century and required the services of a
substantial labour force, which further clarified who was eligible and for which positions in this
hierarchy. Understanding the ways in which people had access to the commodity (land) and under
what conditions is central to understanding the distributions of power in the changing
circumstances of the century.
Slaves must have lived on the land
in these (then) rural parts. It is not
possible that they commuted as that
was the strict reserve of the elite.
Where they were physically located
and how they related to the land
both before and after emancipation
could have meant a change in this
set of circumstances. After
emancipation they were no longer
property, they were free blacks51.
They could theoretically own
property, but whether they became
property owners or not they
continued to occupy property. In
other words, the possible positions
in the equation changed but the
Figure 13. Elliott photograph of the Feldhausen homestead
general location within the social
with its unusual gable and formal parterre, demolished in the
hierarchy did not. We need to
1950s.
explore the uses and mis-uses, the
creative uses and use as resistance to which the commodity-as-need (land) was related.
The estates constituting the core of the Bishoplea pocket last changed ownership as
predominantly historically coherent single entities at the same time that slaves were emancipated. It
is possible that the injection of ‘slave-owner compensation’ capital into the Cape, referred to by
Meltzer (1994) and Bank (1991) as having shaped the Cape economy and the building boom across
50

I thank Antonia Malan for this phrase. A question which has arisen and to which there does not seem to be an accepted
answer at this time was whether slaves could actually own property (land) or not. This is a possible further area of study.
Nigel Worden (pers.comm.) commented that, as slaves did not have a legal persona they could not enter into legal
contract, it might be interpreted that they could therefore not enter into a contract of property ownership. He added that
this may be confounded by the fact that they could inherit other kinds of property and were often bequeathed goods, and
that it would be unusual for land and other property to be dealt with differently. Whether or not slaves could own land
while still being slaves remains unclear as a theoretical question, although there is no obvious evidence that they did.
51
In VOC times Company employees were granted ‘letters of freedom’ to allow them to own land and to ‘make their
own way’ as free-burghers, but hampered by arduous conditions placed upon them by the Company. It is interesting that
almost 200 years afterwards slaves were ‘granted freedom’ with conditions lasting another four years, and one of the
advantages of freedom was that property could be owned. Some 170 years later freedom has again become a recurrent
motif with particular relations to the ‘freedom to own land’.
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the rest of Cape Town, also had massive impact for the trade in property in Claremont at that time.
What the consequences were for those who acquired land at that time cannot be traced by a study
of this nature, except to note subdivisions and length of ownership. What the consequences may
have been for those who sold the land for subdivision raises an interesting set of complexities in the
Bishoplea pocket.
It appears from the documentation gathered in this study that none of the men who last owned
the land as single entities were affected by the manner of subdivision and development of the land.
Although Ross began the process of subdivision at Sans Souci (Fig. 7), the final subdivisions of his
land occurred after his death. Even had this not been the case, this was not his primary property.
Ross was a merchant who ‘believed in land’, which could mean that his attachment to the land was
largely commercial. Ross was not present to experience the consequences of the choices he had
made. Herschel left the Cape and returned to England, selling his property to an auctioneer. He had
(we must assume for a man of intellect) made an informed fiscal decision in selling Feldhausen to
an auctioneer, Jones. He knew that Jones would subdivide and auction the property. The outcome
bore no direct consequence for him and there was no vested interest on his part

Figure 14. Grove Cottage, an additional
building on the Feldhausen Estate

Jones divided the land for financial gain (Fig.
7.) although did not immediately auction it. The
divisions happened over many years (although
bulk selling was focused around 1869) and Jones
was possibly unconcerned about who bought the
properties. There are areas of remaining
uncertainty about the longer term subdivisions of
Feldhausen. One contradiction concerning Jones is
that he lived at the house for a while, and then
moved to the Stellenberg (‘smarter’) end of the
estate. He seemed to have a concern that the land
was ‘decently’ divided into larger properties,
thereby maintaining its elite status. It may be
coincidental that this type of subdivision excluded
those with less means to purchase, which
happened to coincide in some part with racial
identity. Jones almost certainly purchased the
property for financial gain and subdivision.

Boundaries and the question of integration
One of the most frequent experiences throughout this project was discovering that the possible
explanation for spatial anomalies was that they lay against a boundary. Sans Souci was in
Rondebosch and Feldhausen in ‘Wineberg’. The density of living was developed along a boundary
between one estate and another. The cultural, social, race and class boundaries between people
determined the nature of any financial gain to be made by selling land to those individuals who had
previously not had access to land, and meant that those located on the ‘edges’ were still described
as outsiders to the community in the 20th century. The boundaries and the existence of ‘a pocket’
generally, and the Bishoplea pocket specifically, are reciprocally reinforcing. The commonality of
the experience of boundedness belies the consistency, though. The boundaries of the location of
slaves while they were still slaves is absent, even from the elite estates52. Whose stories are told and
recorded and the lack of those stories belonging to people/property not integrated into the
acceptable ‘whole’, is thematic yet elusive.
The boundaries and their locations and meanings are complex and have shifted over time with
different hegemonic influences. The inscriptions of boundary have at times represented a series of
52

Sans Souci High School has photographs of the ‘slave lodge’ on the estate, but Ross did not keep slaves in a lodge,
they occupied “thatched cottages”. Feldhausen’s slave lodge disappears from the record after Fichart’s (1821)
advertisement.
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very confusing contradictions and mis-meetings of formal sets of information. I believe that
drawing conclusions as to which set of information is the overriding truth in a study as exploratory
as this is misplaced at best, and serves to cover up complexities which may, when looked at
differently, provide other information and possible meanings and interpretations about what was
actually going on.
One of the difficulties of this study was that attempting to ‘read’ inscriptions is tantamount to
interpreting subtlety in binaries. What is inscribed and accepted as the definitive ‘marker’ of
location and ownership reflects the binaries of those concepts and the very influences and subtleties
being sought are lost53. For instance there is no cadastral evidence that Sans Souci was subdivided,
though land was being transferred to ex slaves until 184454. We have on the other hand a written
record of oral evidence that land was being ‘let’ to slaves during the course of apprenticeship
(1835) in exchange for labour and without wages55. After Ross’s death this land was divided and
given to those who occupied it. We have one set of meanings that can be drawn from the written
record and another that can be drawn from oral history. This is a reflection that what actually
happened with the land while in the possession of one owner (Hamilton Ross) was not reflected to
the outside world until that owner changed, i.e. after his death some 15 years later. In other words
the very certainty which is sought by reading inscription is reflected in its shadow - is confounded
by the ‘evidenced method’ to pin it down.
One final concern over boundaries is that after emancipation the continued provision of
‘services’ and the accommodation of those ‘in service’ would have been required to keep up
lifestyle standards56. The complex issue of servants and the served - ‘close but not too close’ - and
its location in the socio-political and socio-spatial climate of the late 19th century deserves
attention, but has not been the focus of this study. An illustrative example is to observe the location
of centre to margins in the manner in which Ross and Herschel granted land to free blacks on the
‘other border’ of their land. Herschel gave away his bottom land while he lived near the top and
Ross gave away the top land while he occupied the land near the bottom.

Implications for conservation and planning
It can be concluded, even from the limited nature of this study, that the Bishoplea pocket has
previously escaped the gaze of conservation practitioners, and that the original history of the area
(in addition to its racial identity at the time of Group Areas removals) renders the area worthy of
serious and urgent heritage consideration. It is the conclusion of this study that it is precisely the
vernacular form of the buildings in this area that leaves them vulnerable to demolition and
‘development’. On the evidence of this study it is not possible to reconstruct the architectural fabric
of the Bishoplea pocket in the 19th century, but we can begin to construe the erasures and
reconstructions of the architectural fabric.
A few areas of further investigation are required. First, the social history of this land should be
explored and disseminated as a counter to the silencing of exclusion and dispossession. That this
was land developed early in suburban development by black landowners is significant. An
assessment of the existing architectural fabric should be made, both of individual buildings and of
the pocket as an artefact of architectural fabric. The existing architectural forms date to the late 19 th
century at the earliest. The continuing cycle of erasure and overwriting should be informed and
guided by further study of the socio-spatial history of the land.
The links between land, land ownership, power and status are very tightly woven. In order to
establish a reliable socio-spatial history of the development of suburbs and their sub-areas, it is
53

The conflations and separations of post colonial issues are thoroughly interrogated in Peter Hallward’s ‘absolutely post
colonial’ (2001).
54
I use the term transferred because for the purpose of this question it makes no difference whether the land was given,
bought, traded, or acquired by any other means. It is not the means of acquisition but the act of acquisition that is of
concern.
55
National Library of SA: MSB 569,1(4), p2.
56
Commentators of women’s positions in social history have recorded the high standards and high expectations of
women in Victorian Cape Town and have explained in their defence that servants were entirely necessary to keeping
house at the Cape in light of the amount of work required.
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imperative that methods and methodology capable of traversing disciplinary boundaries be utilised.
It must be said in conclusion that using two dimensional means to attempt to assess the lived
processes of the development of a suburb is not possible if viewed in isolation from studies capable
of providing depth. The physical, economic, political, social, religious, and cultural aspects that
coalesce to create a living environment requires a research approach able to explore all of these
aspects and their relations to one another in order to recreate the understanding.
There is a pressing need to find the overarching questions and the proper fit between method
and methodology across disciplines to begin to transcend the quagmire of multidisciplinary inquiry.
The need to find coherent answers, inclusive of complexity, and to traverse disciplines in the best
interests of the development of understandings that can inform architectural, planning and heritage
practice is clear. Spatial practices have and will always differ with class, race, gender and culture,
and to honour those differences with informed practice is imperative.
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The Hugenote-Gedenkskool, Kleinbosch, Dal Josaf(ph)at
Marthinus van Bart
Thank you for the opportunity to present my case, which is also the case of my people – the
Afrikaans people of South Africa.
Ek gaan vandag praat van die tasbare soewel as die ontasbare erfenis wat julle studie terrain is.
Julle kyk normaalweg na die tasbare – die geboue erfenis, maar soos ons met die voorrige sprekers
gehoor het, daar wort gepraat van slawe, daar word gepraat van Jesus, van mense wat ontwikkel,
mense wat sensetief is, mense wat onsensetief is.
Dit is the kulturele agetergrond, die ontasbarer erfenis. Ek wil na die hart van hierdie saak gaan
vandag – om terug te kom na die woord ‘vernacular’. Soos u self almal weet, kom ‘vernacular’ van
die Romyns ‘vernaculus’ wat beteken die taal van die mense van die omgewing.
Toe die Romyne Brittanje binne geval het het hulle die Kelte daar aangetref en ander mense en
die taal het hulle vernacular genoem en so ook waar hulle ookal die wêreld probeer oorhees het.
Toe Brittanje soos die Romyne, begin om die die wêreld te oorhees met sy empire bou, toe het hy
in verskillende lande, ook in Suid Afrika, mense teegekom wat die vernacular gepraat het en dit
was die Britse taktiek gewees om alles te verengels. You win the heart and the soul of the people if
you change them all into little Englishmen. That was what happened when the British came to
South Africa in 1795. They found quite a diverse people, from French-speaking, Dutch-speaking,
German-speaking, Khoi-speaking, San-speaking, Black languages – they heard this potpourri of
vernacular and decided to change this all into English. That process goes on to this very day – even
more so - and that is what I am going to talk to you about.
Ek was betrokke by die restorasie van die Hugenote-Gedenkskool in Daljosafat. Die HugenoteGedenkskool is gestig uit reaksie teen die verengelsin beleid van die Britse oorheerses in Suid
Afrika. Dit het eers begin toe toe Britse hier aangekom het. Hulle het onmiddelik begin om al the
skole te verengels, die howe was engels, al the staats administrasie was Engels. Daar was in n klein
mate toegelaat dat daar Hoog Hollands, die oorblyfsel van die ou VOC, mag steeds gebruik work.
Maar Afrikaans is getipeer as ‘kitchen Dutch’ – a language only fit for slaves and serfs. A language
to be ignored or stamped out.
First the vryburgers got themselves free from the bonds of the Kompanje, the Dutch East India
Company, who only used the Cape as a place to enhance their riches all over the world. They were
patriots, they wanted to live here, they did not want to go back to Europe. They did not have a
country overseas which they called home. They started their own language because of their
interaction with the people who were here – people like the San and Khoi. These languages were
all taken up and a new language was formed which they called Afrikaans. Afrikaans also shows
you the direction – Africa – not Europe - and they called themselves Afrikaners, from here not
Europe. This became a great nuisance to the British government who started importing British
teachers – especially Scottish teachers because the Presbyterian religion was very close to the
Dutch reformed religion, which was the major Afrikaans religion that Van Riebeeck introduced.
So the teachers and the preachers did their best to change these Dutchmen with their horrible
Afrikaans into perfect little Englishmen and good subjects of Her Majesty Queen Victoria. But
unfortunately for them it did not work out that way, because of who they were focusing their
attention on. They were the descendents of the Huguenots who had to flee for their religion from
France and the rest of Europe where the Roman Catholic Church had a demolishing influence; they
were the free burghers who wanted to cut the ropes from the Company and be free; and also others
who wanted to explore the interior like the trekboers who wanted to be Afrikaners, people of
Africa - and not subjects of some European country.
Round about the middle of the 19th century the effort to extinguish Afrikaans and the Afrikaans
culture was so strong that some of the Afrikaans leaders, and especially in the Dal Josafat area
where the descendents of the French Huguenots lived, got together and started a reaction, but not
one of enmity – it was a positive reaction. They said we must formalize and give structure to this
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Afrikaans language and this culture of ours, and we must take it further and make it big. And that is
when the Genootskap van Regte Afrikaners was established, on 14 August 1875. They built the
very first Christian Afrikaans School in Dal Josafat in 1882 and they started giving lessons in
Afrikaans. From all over the country people who could afford it sent their children there. The state
would not subsidise it and would not help it and was not pleased with this development.

Figure 1. Die Genootskap van Regte Afrikaaners wat by die Gedenkskool betrokke was, onder
Dominee S.J. du Toit.

Die Genootskap van Regte Afrikaners onder Dominee S.J. du Toit het besef dat as hulle die
boodskap wil versprei, soos die opdrag van Kristelike kultuur is, dan moet hulle vir die mense wat
ook daardie Afrikaans taal deel ‘n Bybel kan bring wat hulle kan lees. A Bible in Afrikaans did not
exist, so the people like the Khoina, who through integration became what we later called the
Coloured people, spoke Afrikaans but did not have a Bible of their own. They had a High Dutch
Bible or an English Bible, neither of which could they understand. Also the ordinary farmer and his
family were not highly educated. Sometimes it was only a soldier or sailor who would come along
and start teaching the children something. So they had a great need for a Bible in their own
language.
Die Genoodskappers het hulle daarvoor beeiver om die Bybel in Afrikaans te laat vertaal en
onmiddelik teenstand van die Britse en Buitelandse Bybel Genootskap gekry wat gesê het ons sal
nie daardie taal propageer om die Bybel in Afrikaans to vertaal nie. And it was only in 1930 that
the Afrikaans Bible was translated, because the British Society (which publishes bibles) refused to
print the Afrikaans Bible because they would not see that language in the shape of a Bible. The
Afrikaans people had to do it themselves.
In this effort to do it themselves and also print their language, the people also started their first
printing press in Dal Josafat. They set up their offices in the house of Gideon Malherbe in Paarl
with a hand press which they imported from Britain. So kon hulle geestelike geskrfte, preke van
dominee du Toit en ook van ander dominees kon hulle druk en stelselmatig het hulle ook geslaag
om hulle eie tydskrif en hulle eie koerant te kry. Die Patriot was die koerant se naam en die
trydskif was Ons Kleintjie. That was the first Afrikaans magazine.
Eventually this Hugenote Gedenkskool became a very great focus for the Afrikaans intellectual
people across the whole country and some of the best pupils arrived there to be educated. Among
them was Totius, who became the primary Bible translator. He also translated and even wrote
psalms. The printing industry and Afrikaans wine industry – KVW - all came from this focused
Afrikaans effort in Dal Josafat. In 1910 when the Union of South Africa was formed after the Boer
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War and its devastating effects, Afrikaans as a language was eventually recognised and Afrikaans
became a language in the schools. Then this privately owned school was no longer necessary and
people did not send their children there any more and it was finally closed down.

Figures 2 and 3. The Hugenote Gedenkskool in use from 1882 to 1910.

Dominee S.J. du Toit started meddling in financial affairs before the Anglo Boer War. Cecil
John Rhodes influenced him and he eventually turned against the whole Afrikaans effort. However,
he found himself in the desert. After 1910 this beautiful building fell to ruin. It was used for
farming purposes and the top storey was taken down (Fig. 4). Tien jaar gelede was van daardie
mooi gedenkskool net a murasie oor. Die vensters het nie ruite in nie, dit was net gate. Binne het
die mure begin inmekaar val en hierdie plek waar die Afrikanse taal, die Afrikanse drukkers wese,
die Afrikanse wynbedryf, die Bybel vertaling, gesange en psalms onstaan het, waar hierdie
breinkrag gekonsentreer was om front te gee aan Afrikanse taal en kultuur het tot niet gegaan.
When you go to Britain you
see that even the smallest parish
churches are beautifully kept and
there is the National Trust which
looks after everything. People go
crazy for their heritage. Here in
South Africa people don’t look
after their stuff.
Gelukkig was daar mense soos
W.A. de Klerk en ander
heldersienendes wat besef het ons
moet iets doen. Die Afrikaners
skuld dit aan die Hugenote na wie
heirdie gebou genoem is, en die
onstaan van die Afrikanse taal. In
Figure 4. The Gedenkskool in 1994 before restoration began.
about 1987 a small piece of
ground round the old ruin was
bought, or a servitude obtained. Then there was no more money and big business would not give
anything. In 1994 Die Burger was requested to try to raise money and save this building, which
was about to be demolished totally. Die van julle wat Die Burger lees weet dat ons oor die afgelope
agt jaar geld ingesamel het veral deur Kultuurkroniek. Dit het van die gewone mense gekom. Die
groot sake ondernemens wou nie gee nie.
Daarom het mense in ouetehuise het moet om te gee. Partykeer was dit n vyf of tien rand noot
met n brief daarby “ek kan nie meer gee nie, maar ek gee dit.” Ons het op die ou end 1.3 miljoen
rand ingesamel. R1.3 million was collected to restore this building. Now today it is restored. It is
being used. The lower part is being used as a guest house en bo 'n konferensie sentrum. It is
working very well. Ons bied kulturele aangeleenthede aan. Ons het a pragtige program aan die
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gang. Ons het nou die dag Piet Cilliers huldigingsdag daar gehou wat baie goed bygewoon is. Ons
het ou rolprente in the hande gekry van Totius, D.F. Malherbe, A.G. Visser wat van hulle goed
uitbeeld. Ons het gehad waar Totius loop en sy eie gedigte voordra – dit is als op video ons kon dit
wys. Ons het sprekers gekry en ons gaan daarmee aan. John Kannemeyer praat volgende Saterdag
oor Jan Rabie en hy het ‘n video wat hy gaan vertoon en ons hoop om die plek stampvol te kry.
People of the Vernacular Architecture
Society, I want to ask you today to think
about what your mission is, and to think
about the unseen heritage – the taal.
You’ve been listening to my voice – it is
also music. Language is music. It tells
something of my past - where I come
from, where my people come from. All
my words tell something. It is something
to be preserved, to be looked after and I
am asking the question. Is kennis van 'n
Figure 5. Members of the Community who drew
kultuurgroep se taal geskiedenis
together and supported the restoration of the
noodsaaklik vir sinvolle navorsing van
Gedenkskool by practical means.
daardie
groep
se
volksboukuns?
Afrikaans onder politieke druk is dus stille diplomasie duur kultuurgroepe. Onbetrokkenheid en
belangeloosheid en innerdaad dan instemmende vyandskap. Dit is n vraag wat julle vir julle self
moet vra.
Wherever I can I ask that the government and people should work together to stop trying to
kill off the Afrikaans language. You don’t hear it on the television any more. Universities and
colleges are being transformed into English-language centres of learning. If you follow the
Afrikaans press you will see debates going on – but I don’t see them in the English press.
Statistics South Africa (which I am not a firm believer in) used the census figures in 2001 to
compile the following: in South Africa nearly 6 million people have Afrikaans as home
language. Of these 20,000 are Asiatic, 253,000 are Blacks, 2.5 million Whites, and 3.2 million
Coloureds. It is not the language of the Afrikaner Broederbond or the National Party – I don’t
think they exist any more. It is not the language of an exclusive Genootskap vir Regde
Afrikaners. It is a vernacular language of South Africa. It needs to be preserved.

The following figures present the process of restoration undertaken in 2001.

Figure 6 (above) and Figure 7 (above right). Under threat of demolition, considerations of the
restoration of the building began.
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Figures 8 and 9. Restoration begins with removal of the roof and chopping off old plaster, May 2001.

Figure 10. Removal of (1910) wine vats.

Figure 11. Internal plaster removed and previously
closed window openings located.

Figure 12. Location of previous door placements.

Figure 13. Drilling and removal of vat ruins.

Figure 14. Strengthening of lower walls and addition of upper storey, July 2001.
Figure 15. Front façade plastering complete, August 2001.
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Figure 16. Rear plastering, internal and external.

Figure 17. Strengthening of internal walls and
beams replaced, Sept 2001.

Figure 18. Completion of internal and external plaster
restoration, Oct 2001.

Figure 19 and 20. Internal and external painting.

Figure 21 (above) and 22 (above right). Dedication and opening of the restored Gedenkskool building
and vision, March 2002.
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Recording and comparing buildings
Len Raymond
In this, the fortieth year of the Vernacular Architecture Society, it is fitting to look back and
see where we are and what has been achieved. As the Vernacs share their foundation date with
the preparation of the first genuine catalogue of Cape buildings (Fransen & Cook 1965) it is
most appropriate to measure current practice against this published record.
If the yardstick of success was increased interest and awareness of the vernacular, or the
enacted legislation to protect the ‘National Estate’, the performance of the Vernacs and related
organisations must be judged as a resounding success. If it were to be judged by the number of
publications, catalogues, listings and research done, it must again be judged a resounding
success. We are particularly grateful to A. Obholzer, M. Baraitser and W. Malherbe for their
monumental work The Cape House and its Interior, which like Baraitser and Obholzer’s Cape
Country Furniture, has presented us with a catalogue of what remained at a point in time
(1985), which is half-way through the Vernacs’s life span.
I, however, believe that our mission must include an analysis of the fabric that remains sorting and confirming and cross checking with research - to give us a deeper understanding of
this unique and special vernacular architecture, which I would like to refer to as ‘Cape Country
Architecture’. Like the similar-named furniture, this architecture is that built by persons for their
own use, utilising the materials and labour at hand. Function dictated form, and the style and
design depended upon memory and observation.
Now, if we ask what we (the Vernacs and associated professionals, other special interested
groups and the legislative body) have done to further our understanding, I would say we have
fared very poorly. What we have done is to shift the emphasis to archaeological, archive and
deeds research. We have ignored what we see, and this has led to misinterpretation and reliance
upon research only, without consideration of physical evidence. This can lead to incorrect
restoration and destruction of original evidence.
In justification of this I will quote some recent examples, particularly from VASSA Journals
8 and 10, and my experiences with the South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA)
and its professionals at Bourgogne.
Bourgogne farm, Franschhoek

Figure 1. Trotter drawing of Bourgogne (c. 1900).

Figure 2. Elliott photographs of Bourgogne,
in comparison with Trotter drawing

Bourgogne is famous for an illustration by A.F. Trotter (Fig. 1) and the fact that when
compared to the classic Elliott photograph (Fig. 2) it remained virtually unchanged. I think of all
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Cape Country Houses, this is one of the most treasured and recorded, both by the NMC
(National Monuments Council, precursor to SAHRA) and the Huguenot Museum, with well
funded research and conservation work carried out on it.
Mary Cook clearly stated that the front gable had been clipped when the eaves were lifted to
accommodate a corrugated iron roof, and although supported by research, as time has passed
this information has been forgotten. The Trotter drawing, showing the clipped gable with a
thatched roof and the gable on the outbuilding, became accepted as an accurate view of the
original buildings (Figs 3 and 4). This led to the authorities refusing to allow adjustment to the
front gable when the thatch roof was recently re-established. Ceiling beams run across the width
of the entrance hall (voorhuis), so it is obvious that the gable must match this width. This fact
was confirmed by notches on yellowwood planks and the thatch impression on the inside of the
gable, which ended suspended above the knyplaag.

Figure 3. Elliott photographs.

Figure 4. Elliott photographs.

Despite this obvious physical evidence we could not get permission to alter the gable and
similarly we were pressed to rebuild a gable onto the wine cellar. Fortunately Dirk Visser came
to our rescue in his typical ‘don’t be stupid’ attitude to the objections. But have we learnt? And
will the research record be changed?
For instance, Trotter drew the building
with a thatched roof in the 20th century
although the previous owner, a Mrs le
Roux, had informed the Museum that it
was destroyed by a fire before 1898. But
this information was discarded in favour
of the evidence of the Trotter drawing. An
examination of the physical evidence
would have proved that Trotter used
artistic licence and Mrs le Roux would
then have been taken seriously. When
removing the Victorian door to the wine
cellar ‘solder’ (which Trotter drew as a
simply built gable) we uncovered a date
Figures 5 & 6. Date inscribed on the ‘solder’
which settled any arguments about its
door adds to information concerning the cellar’s
original form (Figs 5 and 6).
construction and form.
There were also theories presented as
to the development of the household. Once again these theories ignored the physical evidence of
the beams, which clearly indicated the actual development pattern. The physical evidence was
confirmed by later archeological evidence. If the researchers had spent time studying the small
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visible elements and correlating these, the correct theory would have been confirmed. Instead
we try to make the physical evidence fit the archival research package.
This has a knock-on effect and is the area where we as educators, investigators and recorders
are falling down. Not only are we failing, but we see evidence of this lack of appreciation of the
elementary in other restorations of what should be fine examples of vernacular architecture.
Witness Bletterman House in Stellenbosch Village Museum, where the thatch line mould is
completely misplaced; the gable at Rhone, where nobody (except Mary Cook) noticed the loss
of the side pilasters of the gable. Here again, a critical observation can be confirmed by an
examination inside the roof. In general terms our lack of attention to detail is leading to
restoration which creates a general impression while ignoring the specifics of the place itself.
Figures 7, 8 and 9. The gable at Bourgogne in the process of restoration.

Buffelskraal, Hex River (VASSA Journal 8)
In this article (Pretorius 2002) the decline in
our observation and understanding is most
clearly illustrated. Buffelskraal is a most
important Cape Country House and was visited
by every traveller in the 18th century. It was the
only comfortable house on the travellers’ route
beyond Tulbagh until late in the 18th century
(Figs 10 and 11).
Figure 10. Buffelskraal.

When you remove the modifications from
after 1770 you can see how it links up in detail
with all the other buildings for which we can
establish a date from about 1750. Mary Cook
knew this, but there was a problem. The title
deed showed a building south of the river, where
the c.1830 building stands, while the classic mid
18th century house stood north of the river. The
matter was made worse by Cook mixing up the
details in the published description. Unnoticed
by Cook, the survey diagram was shown with
‘North’ pointing down, not up.
Based on the physical evidence, in the
Journal article all the features of the second
house are described as being 18th century while Figure 11. Clovelly (left) and Buffelskraal (right).
the other house (that the author thinks appears on the diagram) is dismissed as being
“substantially altered” at the time when the gable was added. (The building was converted into a
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T by the addition of a tail and the external woodwork was replaced in about 1840.) The author
then makes up a story to justify why the second house described by Cook could have been built.
Fransen and Cook understood the importance of the 18th century house they were looking at.
Do we? The article in VASSA Journal 8 corrects the error of the north pointer but ignores the
physical and other research available. Margaret Cairns has stated that “the lower house could
not have been built until about 1840”.
An investigation into Buffelskraal’s two buildings is a fabulous opportunity to illustrate the
very best of the earliest Cape Country House (now Clovelly) and to compare it with a Cape
Country House which was restricted by constraints of material, workmanship and transport, and
which gradually developed through a progression in styles and influence, yet maintained its
essential elements i.e. a recognizable style with unique characteristics.
The buildings on Buffelskraal are important both for their similarity and their differences. A
comparison of the gables, internal doors, windows, beams, front doors, timber types and wall
cupboard illustrate a century’s gulf between these two buildings. When these are crossreferenced to surrounding buildings of similar age, we establish a pattern that goes a long way
towards a better understanding of the Cape Country House and its development. These two
houses represent almost both ends of the Cape Country House period and prove the durability of
the vernacular.

Figure 12. Crossreferencing and
comparing elements
from Buffelskraal and
Clovelly with buildings
of similar age.
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Kalbaskraal (VASSA Journal 10)
The survey published in December 2003 (Van Graan 2003) again brings home this lack of
understanding of what we are looking at. Kalbaskraal was in the process of demolition when it
was recorded by a Vernac team. The cover of this Journal illustrates a pair of very special
doors, possibly from elsewhere, and the article dates these to about 1780. On what basis was the
Kalbaskraal door dated 1780? How do we make a statement like this without reference to
similar details in published works?

Figure 13. Doors at Kalbaskraal, Malmesbury and Melaka.

Notice the panel design (Fig 13.). All these types of panels have been dated elsewhere to
very early 18th century (and they are related to early wall cupboards). The original front door of
Meerlust is dated ± 1679. Compare Obholzer et al. (1985: 163, illustration 436) and also
Malherbe’s classic photograph in the Elliott tradition from Groot Vondling (1985: 220,
illustration 622). It is interesting to note that the Malmesbury Church was built ± 1747. Its
original doors are gone but photographs can be compared with the front door of the Church built
by the Dutch in Melaka, completed 1750 but started in the late 1740s (Fig. 14).
I suggest that – like Clovelly above - we have touched on the
very essence of the earliest examples and not recognised what
we have seen. The Melaka doors open another avenue of
investigation. Was joinery imported complete? This is the type
of question we should be investigating.
The survey of the main house at Kalbaskraal, apart from the
history, never got to grips with what exactly was being
recorded. I am not sure why. First, I doubt that Fransen and
Cook are referring to this building when they wrote: “… it is
half hipped”. The surveyed building has a full hipped roof.
Fransen and Cook would have mentioned the other buildings
and the werf wall, which were demolished prior to the survey.
In its 1980 form the house was not a T, nor is there any reason
to date it 1810.
The survey itself lists most facts but does not arrange them
in
an
order that would be of any value later. It concentrates on
Figure 14. The Church built
the form of the building and the social focus but fails to
by the Dutch at Melaka
describe the details that provide us with the clues. What was being surveyed was a Cape
Country House with a strong English Regency influence. It had a central front door (Fig. 15),
horizontally divided (the old frame was there but had been altered to accommodate a single
door) with pilasters and entablature over (which had been demolished to accommodate a
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veranda), corner pilasters and a clipped front gable of which the string course mould still
remained.
There are key elements omitted from the survey: door frame, pilaster and entablature and
string course mould. There is no mention of the 8 x 6 yellowwood beams with single grooved
moulding and 12-inch planks in the front wing, the roughly squared beams in the back that show
by their spacing and lack of nails that they were not covered by planks but originally covered by
riet or sparretjies. The roof was originally thatched (the truss pegs were visible on the beam
ends). None of this is recorded and an accurate assessment is thus impossible.

Figure 15. The front door at
Kalbaskraal.

Figure 16. Internal
fireplace at Kalbaskraal.

Figure 17. Detail by which
to differentiate.

The beams in the front wing are most important as they match and date the house to a
number of similar houses in the vicinity (Loedolf house, old fishery in Malmesbury, Rozenberg,
19 Bain Street, Wellington and Nantes View). When you look at these buildings you will find
similar doors, windows with the same paneled jambs (not described), string course moulding
and, in some cases, gables. What you will also see is where it is different: the single width, the
single row of rooms, the internal fireplace (Fig. 16) and the loose pin hinges on the wall
cupboard. It is these elements, much like the brick plaster imitation to the side pilaster, the 3pane fanlight above the front door, the 150 mm floor planks, the skirting moulding, and the 9 x
3 beams in the back wing, that tell you that it was redone ± 1880–1900. What about the internal
fireplace? No comment is made on its importance.
These small elements tell the story irrespective of the shape of the ground plan or the social
focus, which tells us very little about the architecture.
While we fail to publish and record the parts that make the whole, restorations and
renovations will continue replacing old details with modern off-the-shelf substitutes until there
is so little genuine left that we will not be able to distinguish it. If you read a building correctly and this can only be done by analyzing the small details and then sorting them out - you then
know where to look for research documents. Our work at Klipfontein and Wilde Paardekloof
provided examples of this.
Vernacular architecture is not in the library, deeds office or the archives, it is in the country,
and that is where we must look for and record it. The written record should always be secondary
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to what we can see. It is our responsibility to record information accurately so that it can
confidently be used for research and collaboration purposes.
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The material world of Hendrik Cloete’s Groot Constantia
Yvonne Brink
Introduction
On December 11 1778 Hendrik Cloete wrote in a letter to his friend Hendrik Swellengrebel
Jr.: “I bought Groot Constantia from Mr. Jan Serrurier for ƒ60,000, Indian valuation, also
paying ƒ30,000 for moveable property” (Schutte 1982:55). On July 8 1779 Swellengrebel wrote
back, congratulating Cloete on the purchase. What I am going to discuss is Cloete’s reply to this
letter dated March 30 1780. These letters are part of a remarkable set of documents on the
Colonial history of the Cape, the correspondence of Hendrik Swellengrebel Jr., edited by Gert
Schutte and published by the Van Riebeeck Society in 1982.
The letter is mainly about the changes Cloete had made to the place after a mere 15 months’
occupation. Especially interesting is an Appendix comprising a list of the moveable goods
purchased for ƒ30,000 and ranging from a large dining room table in 5 pieces to 3 lanterns and a
child's pot (Schutte 1982: 111-118 and 331-333). The “goods” also include sixteen male slaves.
The letter is of interest to archaeologists because the focus falls heavily on material things.
First I give some background information about the place and the people. Next I discuss various
things that we can learn about this early Cape farm by examining the material cultural objects.
Finally I try to explain how Cloete’s writing offers an understanding of the way in which the
everyday-functional and the symbolic uses of material cultural objects can come together and
mesh. The discussion is therefore about the relationship between Cloete and his possessions, but
it is also about the relationship between the landowning correspondents - one European, the
other Cape colonial. The two relationships are closely linked.

Figure 1. Constantia in 1710, by Stade.

Figure 2. Constantia in 1740, by Heydt.

The place and the people
In July 1685, 891 morgen (about 800 hectares) of land was granted to Governor Simon van
der Stel by the VOC. He named it Constantia and built a mansion on it either the same year or
early the next (Figs 1 and 2). He planted the place with forests and vines and already in his time
it had a reputation for good wine (Fransen 1983).
After Van der Stel’s death in 1712, the property was divided into three portions - Groot
Constantia, Klein Constantia, and Bergvliet. The lots were sold in 1716. Groot Constantia,
measuring 224 morgen, changed hands regularly in the manner of Cape farms and in 1759
Jacobus van der Spuy paid 45,000 gulden for it. Fransen believes that the deterioration of the
place after Van der Stel’s death was mainly due to Van der Spuy’s inefficiency. He bases this
argument on the fact that after twenty years of ownership Van der Spuy sold to Jan Serrurier for
53,000g, i.e. only 8,000g more than he had paid. In the same year (1778) Serrurier sold to the
wealthy Hendrik Cloete for 60,000g (Fransen 1983).
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Hendrik Cloete
Hendrik was the great-grandson of Jacob Cloeten who was granted 20 morgen of land on the
Liesbeeck by the Company in October 1657, the year in which free burghership was first
instituted (De Villiers and Pama 1981). This makes Cloete a fourth generation free burgher
farmer.
Hendrik was born in 1725 and died in 1799. When he purchased Groot Constantia at age 53,
seven of his eleven children were still under eighteen years of age and probably living at home
(De Villiers and Pama 1981). His purchase can thus be explained in terms of a need for more
dwelling space. However, most families of that size managed without twelve-roomed mansions,
so other desires were at work. Besides, he already owned the comfortably appointed
Nooitgedacht near Stellenbosch, and several other properties. Prestige, therefore, seems to have
been a factor, as well as, perhaps, the challenge of bringing the rundown farm back to full
production.
The Cloetes brought permanence to the ownership of Groot Constantia. It remained in the
family for four generations, spanning more than a century. There can be little doubt that it was
Hendrik Cloete who effected the alterations to the house. Fransen (1983) believes this occurred
around 1792, as the ‘new’ wine cellar is dated 1791 and was probably built first. I want to
question this date of 1792.

Figure 3. Floor plans and elevations of Cloete’s alternations.

A glance at the floor plans might give the impression that Cloete’s alterations were relatively
minor (Fig. 3). This is misleading. The appearance of Van der Stel’s mansion changed radically
in that only the main floor of the once three-storeyed structure remained. One major alteration
was the doubling of the width of the dining room through incorporation into the main axis of
what had been a flat-roofed, semi-open gallery. This seemingly simple change, however,
entailed large scale and costly construction work. Doubling the span of a pitched, thatched roof
means that the height has to be doubled as well, as the angle of pitch for thatch must not exceed
50°. The whole of the roof and the attic storey of the Van der Stel mansion therefore had to be
removed and the roof replaced (Fransen 1983).
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Figure 5. The old level (left) and the new
(right), seen from the side.

Figure 4. An exceptionally tall gable.

The high new roof resulted in an exceptionally tall gable, and I cannot help wondering
whether this is not, perhaps, what Cloete really wanted to achieve: to be the highest of the local
‘Most High’ (Brink 1992), as attested to by his gable (Figs 4 and 5). However, entertaining was
a major factor in the everyday life of Hendrik Cloete and some of the first changes he describes
were made specifically for the benefit of visitors. So perhaps the roof was altered in order to
have a dining room large enough to comfortably accommodate the enormous stinkwood table in
five pieces and the 54 chairs he purchased with the moveables of the estate.
In endeavouring to understand Cloete’s main motive for the alterations one must, however,
consider the possibility that the roof probably needed replacing anyway. One of the lots Cloete
purchased comprised 400 bundles of reeds, suggesting that the roof was in poor condition.
Perhaps Van der Spuy sold because he could not afford proper repairs to the dwelling.
Whichever aim was uppermost in Hendrik Cloete’s mind, though, replacing the roof gave
him a huge dining room which could accommodate guests with ease, and the tallest gable in the
Cape. The question is: would Cloete have been content to wait for twelve years before achieving
these aims, while coping with a leaky roof? It does not seem likely that he would.
A second major construction operation involved leveling the land in front of the house to
eliminate the small, high stoep (Fransen 1983) and replacing it with a long, low one in keeping
with what had by that time become a rural Cape building tradition. Interestingly Cloete
mentions ‘sinking’ the entrance to the werf-complex before he wrote his letter in March 1780.
Earth moving on such a scale at that time must have been a slow and laborious undertaking and
the earth must have been dumped somewhere. Would Cloete have moved all that earth twice?
A large amount of earth was needed to level the facade for the new stoep - so much, in fact,
that the operation turned Van der Stel’s bottom storey into the ‘dungeons’ we see there today.
With soil from the sunken entrance going begging, I tentatively suggest that Cloete had already
planned the alterations to the stoep when he sunk the entrance, knowing that he could use this
earth for filling up the front (Figs. 6 and 7). The fact that he built the perimeter wall 9 feet high
– high enough to take the fill – before he wrote the letter supports my argument. It is therefore
possible that alterations to the Groot Constantia house were done shortly after Cloete wrote the
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letter in 1780, and not as late as 1792. Fransen admits that his argument for this date is
somewhat problematic. This question is worth further investigation.

Figure 6. The sunken entrance avenue
(photo A. Malan).

Figure 7. The lower retaining wall
(photo A. Malan).

Hendrik Swellengrebel junior
Cloete’s correspondent was a third generation colonist whose grandfather came to the Cape
in 1679. His father, also Hendrik, was Governor from 1739-1751. The Governor sent his sons to
study in Holland and Hendrik Jr. never returned except for a visit from February 1776 to March
1777. During his stay he undertook several journeys inland and became very interested in local
politics. “The Cape was in turmoil and on the brink of the burgher revolt against VOC
hegemony. Known as the Patriotbeweging, it officially began in the year Cloete bought Groot
Constantia (1778). Swellengrebel tried to understand both sides and to suggest solutions. It was
even rumoured that he might become governor, but according to Schutte, he talked rather too
much and was too openly critical of the VOC to be appointed. While he was rather too
progressive for the VOC, he was not progressive enough for the Patriotte” (Schutte 1982).
Swellengrebel made useful contacts during his stay and corresponded with several people
after his return to keep in touch with Cape affairs. Cloete was one who readily obliged in
response to Swellengrebel’s quest for information, not least, according to Schutte (1982),
because he was in favour of more freedom of trade for the free burghers and Cloete needed
more favourable deals for marketing his wine.
The relationship between the two men is, however, more interesting than one based purely
on commercial concerns. Swellengrebel had entered the eighteenth century Regents’ world at an
early age and understood their mentality. Cloete, on the other hand, saw himself as a local
landed aristocrat. He had good contacts among VOC officials, but also fully understood the
Patriot mentality.
By this time there were clear status divisions among the free burghers themselves and Cloete
was not altogether in favour of too much support for the riff-raff among the Patriotte (Schutte
1982). It is clear from his letters that he took care not to go too far in disclosing political secrets
to Swellengrebel, possibly because he was wary of Patriot revenge – but perhaps also because
he did not completely trust his friend.
The Appendix
I tried to bring some rough kind of order to a very jumbled list of goods by dividing the 99
lots (some of which consist of single items) into six categories – excluding the slaves, which top
the list. These are: viticulture; transport; animals; household; repairs and maintenance; and
sundries. But the categories are unstable as many artefacts could have been used for more than
one task, or in more than one place. Some lots consist of a number of items, but I only counted
the lots, e.g. 300 empty bottles is counted as one lot. It is not possible to reach any sort of
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meaningful total by counting the items. Too often the precise number of items in a lot is not
given, e.g. “a few” wine presses; “one lot of vineyard knives”; “some taps”; “two or three beds”,
and so on. So the categories serve as no more than a guide and make no claim to accuracy. This
discussion covers subjectively selected items only.
One would expect the list to be heavily weighted in favour of viticulture. But this is not the
case. The household section has more than double the number of lots. Early on in the letter
Cloete mentions the need to buy more furniture, and it is clear that he had re-equipped the
cellar, but he does not mention the need for more equipment for the vineyards, even though he
says he had planted 10,000 new vines.
The most valuable items in this category are three stills and a cooling vat, which I think were
for brandy making. Wine was pressed by trampling the grapes in large vats, and he purchased
one of these along with “a few” vats for containing the grapes between picking and pressing.
The remaining items are containers for liquids – enough to hold 90 leaguers, i.e. almost 50,000
litres – and small tools: spades, hoes, vineyard knives and saws.
The Appendix sheds a considerable amount of light on other activities on the 120 morgen
Farm. Dairying, especially, seems to have been important as he purchased 82 breeding cattle as
well as dairying equipment in the form of 20 buckets, 6 funnels, 10 dairy platters and a churn. A
large corn sieve and a buijtel kist, a large type of chest used for sieving flour, indicate the
growing of wheat. A related item is a baker’s kneading trough suggesting baking in large
quantities, but it is not possible to judge whether these products were for sale or for farm use
only. The same goes for brewing, which is indicated by 8 hogsheads and beer pipes. Schutte
(1982) describes the latter as rectangular vats. Hogsheads are wooden vats or barrels with a
capacity of about 232 litres, making the total volume for beer about 1,856 litres. Even though
this does not include the beer pipes, brewing does not seem to have been a large scale
commercial activity.
The letter and its Appendix give us very little information about the 16 slaves. We know that
they were men, but we do not know their origins, their ages, their physical condition, their
marital status or their religious beliefs. The list gives no clues as to what they wore, where they
slept, or what they did when they were not working. But it does give clues as to what they were
eating, and tends to confirm reports from elsewhere that they lived mainly on a diet of rice and
fish. The list includes 6 rice tubs. The Dutch word is balien and a balie is a big barrel, so 6 of
these could hold a large quantity of rice. A boat, with 3 dragnets and fishing lines, speaks for
itself but it is doubtful whether they fished on a commercial scale. The yield was probably
enough to feed the slaves on the common varieties, with the tastier species going to the dining
room table. The same can probably be said of wild birds, as there are 2 fowling pieces on the
list.
The farm was thus entirely self-contained with meat, fish, bread, fruit, dairy products and, no
doubt, vegetables available – not to mention wine, brandy and beer. With a braai spit also on
the list, and given the space and the setting, the parties at Cloete’s Groot Constantia must have
been very pleasant affairs.
Considering the many and varied activities, the large house, and entertaining on a grand
scale, I think the 16 slaves as well as the additional 16 he purchased soon after must have
worked hard and were not there merely ‘for show’, although at times they served this purpose
too. In mid-December 1788 Cloete wrote saying he needed at least 50 slaves for the efficient
running of the place (Schutte 1982:405).
Transport, both for farm products and for people must have been a major problem and a
time-consuming factor in 18th century farming operations. Not surprisingly, then, the Appendix
includes 41 oxen and six horses, as well as 4 ox wagons, one horse wagon and a carriage,
besides various bits of saddlery and so on.
Repairs and maintenance items suggest a smithy: cooper tools, hoops and other ironwork,
and an anvil. Items like scaffolding, 206 wooden planks, a long ladder, buckets for lime and the
400 bundles of thatch indicate building repairs.
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Besides the outsize stinkwood dining room table, and 54 chairs – of which 36 were yellow
wood and 16 “ordinary” but in zoort (i.e. matching), there were other household items which
suggest entertainment and/or a certain degree of luxury. These are 10 large and small tables, 30
paintings, a couch, a sideboard, a copper chandelier, 4 shelves with porcelain, 4 bird cages and a
standing clock. Interestingly, the number of chairs almost equals the number of spades, pick
axes and hoes taken together. There is very little kitchenware on the list, the most notable items
being “some” kegs for fish and meat, seven large “tin” (i.e. pewter) platters and a copper kettle.
A pipe rack and two wooden tobacco boxes indicate the ubiquitous pastime of smoking,
while a commode with tub, the child’s pot and 2 shaving bowls give us a peep into the more
personal side of everyday life in the eighteenth century.

What was Cloete aiming for?
To understand what Cloete was aiming for in writing about his possessions in such detail we
need to go back to his correspondent and the latter’s lifestyle in Holland. Although
Swellengrebel completed his studies and was admitted as advocate in 1775 he never racticed
as a lawyer. Instead he chose to live the life of an aristocrat and Regent on the luxurious country
estate, Schoonoord, near Utrecht, which he had inherited from his father in 1760. Swellengrebel
spent his time managing the estate, growing exotic plants in his nurseries, and indulging in
intellectual pursuits. He dabbled in botany, zoology, ethnology and geography, building up a
substantial library in the process (Schutte 1982).
Besides satisfying a desire to keep abreast with the political situation at the Cape, his
correspondence was aimed at furthering his interest in these disciplines. Cloete indulged him by
sending seeds, specimens of plants, curiosities from the landscape, and information on animals
and people.
I believe that for Cloete the correspondence reinforced the constitution of himself as
gentleman farmer and member of the Cape elite, and provided him with the opportunity of
setting himself and his way of life at the Cape against that of the landed aristocracy in Europe.
His friendship with Swellengrebel must have given his status aspirations a considerable boost.
Both material culture and writing played a complex role in Cloete’s strategies. Daniel Miller
(1987) has explained how, instead of unifying their owners with farm labour, utility artefacts
such as agricultural implements can work in precisely the opposite way. According to Miller
objects can effect a detachment of the agriculturist from the world of labour and a transference
of the person to a world of leisure. I believe that by writing at length about his material
possessions at Groot Canstantia Cloete was engaged in distancing himself from the world of
physical labour, thus constituting himself as a person of leisure equal to his counterpart in the
Netherlands.
However, constructing this gentlemanly identity was not a simple matter for Cloete. Even
though he might have had close contact with a number of VOC officials, he was still under
VOC rule. To the VOC as an institution he would have still been nothing more than a free
burgher farmer and therefore subject to their processes of belittling and maligning. His requests
to the Company and their replies attest to this (Leibbrandt 1905), as do other letters in Schutte’s
volume. Company officials had always looked down on the free burghers and continued to do
so until the very end of the VOC period of occupation. In one of the letters to Swellengrebel by
an unnamed person we find the following remark: “The colony is expanding - yet consumption
lags, and therefore commerce cannot be stimulated, because most people are lazy; they all want
to be lords and masters, make pleasure trips, go hunting. No one is interested in work and
everyone, even in the lowest classes, wants to live in luxury” (Schutte 1982:318). In a letter
dated 10 January 1780 by another unnamed correspondent (the same one?) the writer wonders
why the burghers do not want to work, then answers his own question: “You know as well as I
do that they are too lazy”; his remedy: “It should be possible to make regulations to force them
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to work” (Schutte 1982:326). These are but two of numerous examples dating from Van
Riebeeck’s time, where the burghers are made to bear the stigma of laziness.
So Cloete had to take great care in distancing himself from direct engagement with
productive labour. On the one hand he needed to appear as a man of leisure to equate himself
with Swellengrebel. On the other hand, he had to appear as at least industrious enough to avoid
accusations of laziness very easily directed at free burghers by local officialdom. We must also
remember that Cloete was never quite sure of whose side Swellengrebel was on. This was
important in view of the possibility of his becoming Governor.
How did Cloete achieve the image of a man at once at work (therefore not lazy) and at
leisure (therefore not directly engaged with tilling the soil)? I see the cellar at Groot Constantia
acting as a mediating space in Cloete’s process of identity-structuring. The cellar was an
ambiguous space and already distanced from the labour involved in the products that fed it.
More factory than farm, it was connected to secondary rather than primary production. In
addition, its products, wine and brandy, result from an ambiguous process involving both ‘art’
and ‘science’. For reasons beyond its commercial importance, the cellar was therefore a suitable
setting for Cloete’s coming to terms with his own ambiguity and it is not surprising that it was
Cloete’s pride and joy. He lavished a great deal of attention and money on the cellar soon after
purchasing the place by adorning it with new fustage consisting of “butts and leagures made of
beautiful wood all yellow and oiled” (Schutte 1982:331).
Significantly Cloete took over the wine-making himself, even foregoing his afternoon nap in
order to do so. He sat in the cellar all day “beside the winepress, without a jacket and in thin
trousers” (Schutte 1982:332). By doing full-time duty in the cellar Cloete could swear off
possible connotations of free burgher laziness, while notably making the point to Swellengrebel
that he normally wore a jacket and did not dress like a labourer.
Being-in-the-cellar was also a process by which Cloete could demonstrate the resolution of
his ambiguity to visitors. It was a place where visitors would be shown and allowed to sample
the fruits of what was ambiguous (at once artistic and scientific) production. Rather than
ordinary free burgher “farming”, being-in-the-cellar spoke of estate management, the
occupation of landowners in Europe - Swellengrebel’s occupation.
If Cloete lacked the well established unity of identity that Swellengrebel enjoyed, in
attempting to achieve equality he also possessed something that Swellengrebel did not. Cloete
had slaves. Slaves could enhance the status image of their owners enormously, even by their
mere presence, for example in family portraits and other portrayals of their owners.
Slaves, however, were more than static symbols. They were active participants in the process
of the distancing of their owners from the world of labour and their transference to the world of
leisure. By doing the rough and dirty work in lieu of the owner, slaves immediately raised the
owner’s status to that of manager. One particularly interesting lot connected to slavery in
Cloete’s Appendix is three megaphones of the type used on ships. A loudhailer is a highly
appropriate artefact for emphasising the distance between the labour world of the slave and the
leisure world of the owner, yet it also bridges this distance. In carrying the voice of authority
across the space separating management from labourer, it shows that the manager is on duty and
in full control.
Another artefact which points to the distance separating Cloete from physical work is the
pipe he is smoking in the sketch. Long-stemmed pipes were usually only smoked by the elite.
Labourers preferred the short-stemmed variety as they were obviously less cumbersome and less
likely to break as the smokers went about their duties (De Cunzo 1995). By selecting the longstemmed type Cloete demonstrates that, in spite of being very busy, he has time enough for
leisure - time to gather with friends, or to sit quietly enjoying his smoke. Having the time to do
things peacefully and quietly was the hallmark of the 18th century man of leisure. Time to study
and classify exotic specimens, to nurture exotic plants, to read books, to write letters, to think
about the world and form opinions about its problems - these were the non-material luxuries the
elite could afford.
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But Cloete could never abandon himself to this kind of life completely. He had to remain
ever watchful of local officialdom frowning upon a free burgher farmer with too much leisure
time. So Cloete first explains to Swellengrebel how busy he is, before demonstrating that he has
the time to indulge in the luxury of writing, time to describe at length the changes he has made,
to copy a list of goods several pages long, to describe the diet of the secretary bird, and to report
on experiments with wild cotton and Barbary sheep. Being-in-the-cellar keeps Cloete fully
occupied and allows him time to write. In the cellar he is able to strike a balance between
appearing as a hard-working farmer, and remaining a gentleman.
By sending Swellengrebel suitable information and specimens, Cloete was actively
participating in Swellengrebel’s intellectual pursuits, showing that he understood the intellectual
mentality and shared his correspondent’s desire for ‘scientific’ knowledge. The same can be
said of his grasp of Swellengrebel’s political astuteness and his awareness of the care
Swellengrebel had to take in expressing his views, while subtly intimating that he, Cloete, had
to play the same game. Knowing when to withhold information was another aptitude they
shared.
Conclusion
I think analysis of this letter shows that Cloete’s writing was part of a complex strategy of
constituting himself as Swellengrebel’s Cape counterpart, not only in terms of wealth, material
goods, and social status, but also in terms of mentality, and intellect. While writing about his
possessions and how he had worked to improve them, Cloete was also writing about himself,
revealing how he worked to come to terms with personal ambiguity, to reinforce his identity as
elite free burgher farmer, and to claim recognition for the higher social status of which his
material possessions served as emblem.
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Slave accommodation at the Cape: questions of space, time and attitudes
Antonia Malan
Introduction
This paper investigates evidence for slave accommodation at the Cape in the 18th and 19th
century. There has been vigorous debate about ‘putting slaves back’ into cultural history
museum displays, heritage sites and rural estates on the Cape tourist and wine routes. Former
interpretations of material culture, social relations and the cultural landscape are widely
acknowledged as skewed by not taking into consideration the contributions of the very people
who built, maintained and occupied the structures we analyse and interpret. The ‘reinscription’
of slavery was so significant ten years ago that it was exceptionally emphasized in the National
Heritage Resources Act of 1999. ‘Sites of slavery’ were to be identified, restored and interpreted
(Fig. 1). Thus it became an obligation for researchers and heritage impact assessors to seek out
these hidden corners.
I was also provoked by a short piece written some years ago by Mike Nicol and titled ‘A
denied slave heritage in buildings’ (source unknown):
“Slavery … shaped South Africa. While the truth of
[these] words can be traced through the country’s social
history, it can also be found in the architecture – and in
some surprisingly recent buildings. For instance, in 1989 a
housing development was completed in a suburb of
Stellenbosch, based on the flat-roofed style of many old
buildings in Cape Town and Stellenbosch. But the
architects … went a step further and included a bell tower
sited in a public open space which resembles an assembly
area …
Why did [the architects] include a slave bell tower? …
Of all the architecture from the slave period, the bell tower
most significantly represents the power of one group over
another. … [As Robert Shell wrote]: “The architectural
device was not only unmistakably hegemonic and
symbolic of both work and religion but it was also
Pavlovian in its division of the day into dop, work, dop,
work and dop”
The architects have no explanation for the presence of
the bell tower … But while they may not have considered
the symbolism of their slave bell tower … neither have the
people living in the suburb. Perhaps they don’t notice it, or
Figure 1. The bell tower at Morgenhof
think about its implication. Perhaps they consider it quaint.
near Stellenbosch
Yet there are two issues here: a failure to understand
(photo A. Malan 2004).
the nature of the Cape’s slave legacy and a failure of imagination. … But to be generous: if this if a
failure of knowledge it is because the slave legacy has been deeply buried and denied. … Lack of
knowledge, of course, leads to an inability to imagine the life of a slave let alone feel the power of the
bell. Yet if this society is to be ‘transformed’, then confronting our history is a useful place to start.”

In this paper I attempt to take a wider look at the evidence for slave accommodation in the
18th and 19th centuries, and to inspect past attitudes and present opinions about slavery and
domestic social life. I consider ‘received wisdom’ handed down to us by casual word of mouth
and authoritative print, challenge the notion that the past was uniform, timeless and unchanging,
and discuss how ideas about space and the ways we arrange our built environment reflect the
relationship between ourselves and others.
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Received wisdom: generalisations
First let us consider ‘received wisdom’. A review of the architectural literature on slave
accommodation in the Cape tends to be repetitive, if not tautological. For example, because
slaves had ‘quarters’ therefore an outbuilding that is not obviously the wine cellar or stable must
have been those ‘quarters’.
De Bosdari summarised contemporary beliefs about Cape
architecture for the benefit of local and non-South African readers
of the 1950s: “[T]he main reception room gives on to a courtyard
which is paved and may contain an ornamental tree. Beyond the
courtyard and quite separate from the house are slave-quarters and
an outside store-room. Between them and the house is a trellis
supporting a vine.” A typical Town House plan illustrated this
description, which we can recognise as Koopmans-de Wet House
in Strand Street. (Fig. 2) About the country houses, he wrote:
“[O]utbuildings consist of a ‘Jonker’s’ House, a wine-cellar,
stables and slave-quarters, near which there is a slave-bell to
summon slaves to and from their work: there may also be a
pigeon-house with side-courts used for cock-fighting ...” (De
Bosdari 1964:30-35).
Anyone familiar with poking around old farmsteads and
historic town houses has heard the statement: “... and here are the
slave quarters”. You are then shown an outbuilding, sometimes
with metal rings set into the wall, or a room with barred door and
window, or a dank cellar. At the farm of Hoogstede I have been
shown slavenkuijlen - narrow tunnels dug into the side of a slope
behind the now-demolished farmhouse.
Figure 2. Koopmans-de
De Bosdari was not unaware of such uncritical interpretations.
Wet house floor plan
He
pointed out that the cellars below the house at Groot
(De Bosdari, 1953).
Constantia (Fig. 3) “are described as slave-cellars, although it
seems doubtful whether possessions, as valuable as slaves sometimes were, would be housed
underground” (De Bosdari 1964:35). What passes through my mind is the same question: since
enslaved chattels were some of their owner’s most valuable assets, why would they be
deliberately housed under such bad conditions? Or were they?
The early emphasis on the surviving gabled homesteads of
the rural Cape gentry initially skewed our understanding of
Cape vernacular architecture as well as the dynamics of family
and slavery on farms of a different scale (Fig. 4). Since the
1960s, we now understand better the range of rural colonial
circumstances that existed at the Cape. There have been studies
of individuals and families by slave historians and
genealogists, work on household inventories and studies by
economic historians. Research published in the 1990s revealed
numerous new sources on slavery.
The period of slavery at the Cape runs from midseventeenth to mid-nineteenth century – an enormously long
time that covers the origins, development and maturity of the
colony. Slave ownership spread with the colonists from Table
Valley to the Orange River in the north and Fish River in the
Figure 3. Groot Constantia
east. No wonder, then, that the question of slave
‘dungeons’
accommodation may be more varied and complex than
(photo A. Malan 2005).
previously assumed.
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Figure 4. Illustration of rural estate at the Cape by Robert Jacob Gordon, 1780s.

Country, town and dorp
The majority of farmers were neither gentry nor wealthy, and probably lived more as an
extended ‘family’ of relatives, with a couple of slaves and labourers helping in house and fields
(Guelke 1989:82-84; Schutte 1989:301-302). “[A]t the pinnacle of white society was a small
landed gentry, who lived well off large farms or plantations worked by scores of slaves … The
rest of the white farmers by dint of steady hard work and with the help of slave and family
labour kept themselves in the middle of free settler society at the Cape” (Guelke 1989:84).
Many farmers barely scraped a living from agriculture, while stock farmers spread far and wide,
adopting many of the strategies used by their Khoi herders (Fig. 5).
Thus most farmers’ material culture hardly lent itself to accommodating slaves in special
quarters. Rather, an intimate relationship between owner and family and slave was more likely
to be reflected in their sharing of food and roof. Court cases and veldcornet reports to the local
landdrosten bear testimony to such close, and sometimes violent, interactions (Penn 1990, 1999;
Ross 1993:155-165).
The other result of our skew towards the gentry’s estates has been a neglect of the
architecture and social life of town (Fig. 6) and dorp. The range of households in Cape Town
and Stellenbosch was considerably broader than is generally perceived and depicted - and rich
and poor lived side by side until well into the nineteenth century. It has also been widely
assumed that town and country developed along similar lines, but work with inventories that
reveal house layouts from now-demolished buildings indicates that there was increased
differentiation through time (Malan 1993).

Figure 5. Trekboers’ encampment, by Robert
Dingley circa 1814 (from Eliens 2000).

Figure 6. Cape Town circa 1740, by unknown
artist (MuseumAfrika).
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Society
The economy and daily life at the Cape was based on almost universal slave labour. Already
by 1731 slaves formed 42% of the recorded urban population (Worden et al. 1998:60). About a
third of these slaves lived in Cape Town while rural slaves were concentrated in the wine-lands
of the south-western Cape. Robert Ross suggested that: “Cape Town was a much freer place
than the platteland of its hinterland” (Ross 1984:12). A feature of Cape Town was the presence
of widespread, small-scale, domestic slavery, often associated with skilled artisanship (Worden
1985). (Conditions at the Company Slave Lodge in Cape Town were different, however
(Worden et al. 1998:60-61).)
Remember too that slaves, exiles and convicts were brought to the Cape from a variety of
places, as geographically and culturally diverse as Angola, Mozambique, Madagascar, India,
Ceylon and the numerous East Indies islands. They brought with them an ‘eclectic mix’ of
cultures and languages, and a variety of notions of vernacular architecture and social space.

Figure 7. The Storm family and their slaves
(Stellenbosch Village Museum).

Figure 8. The fish market in Cape town, Charles
d’Oyly 1832.

From contemporary descriptions we gain a picture of the effect that slavery had on ordinary
life and particularly the dual role of slaves: on the one hand as economic assets and care-givers on the other as potentially dangerous (McKenzie 1993). How did the intimacy or distance
between owner and chattel vary, and was it expressed and maintained spatially in the
household? (Fig. 7). Certainly, in the public spaces such as street and square, the town slaves
were able to meet freely with each other and the colonists, sailors and soldiers (Fig. 8).
When slaves went ‘home’, where did they work, eat and sleep? At a Commission of Enquiry
in 1836, for instance, a slave-owner mentioned that the slaves who were hired out, “are
generally married, and live in houses hired by themselves, sometimes at the house where their
Wives reside”. Another, however, explained that it was “contrary to the Law of the Colony for a
Slave to live independently” and that ‘Coolies’ “generally come home to their Master’s house in
the evening” (Theal 1905:487).
Was there a hierarchy of slaves within a family? We know something of the occupations of
slaves, which ranged from intimate personal attendant to lowly water and wood collector. There
were young and old, healthy and infirm slaves. There were docile slaves and rebellious slaves.
Would each household have a variety of slave places within it: from sharing the bed of the
master to being locked up in a shed, from the warmth of the kitchen, to the draughty loft of an
outbuilding?
A picture of sharing space and family ‘affection’ should not be over-emphasised, however.
Slavery is oppressive and demeaning, and enslavement is physically and psychologically violent
(Ross 1983a). The spaces that slaves occupied, therefore, can be expected to vary as widely as
did the relations between people. Intermarriage - and concubinage - between settler men and
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slave women clouds the ‘master-slave’ relationship. There was also a category of free persons
known as ‘free-blacks’: manumitted slaves, ex-convicts or political prisoners (Elphick & Shell
1989:214-224; Ross 1993:72-74; Heese 1984). Thus, ex-slaves could - and did - own slaves.
Time and attitudes
Can we presume to equate life in the seventeenth or early eighteenth century with that in
1780, let alone after 1820? The Cape colony changed dramatically over that century and a half,
including peoples’ attitudes towards their houses, slaves and social proprieties. The intersections
of status, occupation, class and race - and gender - also varied and changed in time and across
space.
An architectural example is how the difference between Boer and Brit is made obvious by
the way that rooms were located, named and arranged in their houses. The pattern for the VOCperiod at the Cape is that you entered a house directly into communal multipurpose spaces of
‘voorhuis’ and ‘galdery’, while the British pattern was of privacy and separation and
specialization of room functions, and where reception rooms lay behind closed doors off a
narrow central passage (Figs 9 and 10).

Figure 9. Plan of late 18th century Cape-style
house (Walton 1989).

Figure 10. Plan of early 19th century British
style house (Fransen 2004).

Other attitudes requiring reconsideration are those of the researchers themselves. Slave
historians have been chided for uncritical bias in their approach. Women are rendered invisible
compared to their male counterparts, and their contributions are expressed in negative terms and
usually reduced to numbers or factors of fertility (Van der Spuy 1991). Free women in fact
could be fixed property owners and slave owners, and their sons and daughters received
equitable inheritance. Women’s contributions to the architectural history of the Cape, and
especially the material culture in the domestic domain, need to be more carefully thought about.
Evidence
What evidence is there for slave accommodation in the Cape? I recorded the room names
recorded in the inventories of 805 properties in the extreme southwestern Cape between 1700
and 1850. There were 515 documents for Cape Town, 251 farms and 39 were located in ‘dorps’.
Of these room-by-room listings (and it is the same with those in the Stellenbosch archives),
remarkably few households had slave ‘quarters’ named as such: only 3% in my sample.
There were a handful of slave-houses (slavenhuys) and slave-kitchens (slavenkombuis), and
a couple of references to work-houses (werkhuys). There is little patterning either in time,
location or relationship with the number of slaves on a property. They are invariably
outbuildings (listed after the kitchen and associated service rooms) - never rooms within the
main dwelling. The sorts of items listed in slave houses are implements, stores and equipment
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(Fig. 11). I believe it unlikely that slave rooms were not listed because they were empty and so
there was nothing to be inventoried.

Figure 11. Inventory of contents of a ‘slave
house’.

Figure 12. Inventory of slaves.

How, then, can we interpret this sparse information? What is the explanation for the scarcity
of recorded slave quarters? Were they just work places, rather than for resting and sleeping?
I suspect the explanation lies in our expectations and the questions we are asking. We expect
separate and distinctive slave quarters, but cannot find them. So, we need to re-phrase the
question: what sort of accommodation might have been available and how will we ‘see’ it?
An advertisement in The Cape Town Gazette & African Advertiser of 1801 describes a
property in Burg Street: “… a house and premises, with store and stabling, dwelling for slaves,
two stories high, with a back gate, two water pits …”. And another in 1828: “To let, on
reasonable terms, the house, no.24 Castle-Street, containing 3 large lower and 7 upper rooms;
likewise 2 stables, coach-houses, forage lofts, slave apartments and various other out offices”.
These suggest that separate slave accommodation was a desirable feature for letting or selling a
town house at this time. This is interesting, and gives us a place and date to work with.
Other documented slave quarters
Another place to look at accommodation for slaves is the Company Slave Lodge. There is
some evidence that, despite crowded conditions, ‘family’ units were occasionally recognised
within the building. Company slave women were sometimes manumitted and married by their
European consorts, and their children legitimised. These families would become ordinary freeburghers and live in dwellings of their own - even purchasing slaves themselves.
Some alternative Company slave accommodation was probably to be found in the Castle.
Despite Company slaves having their own Lodge, those associated with the military and
government at the Castle may have lived within its walls - they certainly spent much time there.
Slaves would be occupied in the kitchens, stables and workshops. Officials who dwelt in the
Castle would also have had their household slaves close to hand at all times.
In private households slaves could be items of conspicuous consumption as well as labour,
with a variety of tasks from raggedy boy doing ‘the dirtiest work’ to well-dressed lady’s maid.
Within a wealthy house there could be 30 people within the extended ‘family’ of owners and
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chattels (Fig. 12). Ages would have ranged from babies to the old and infirm. Did these slaves
share accommodation within the household, or were there a range of places for them? If a
household owned more than a certain number of slaves, would there be separate accommodation
for them?
There is little direct evidence.
Extant ‘slave quarters’
At Koopmans-de Wet House Museum there are rooms called slave quarters. But on what
basis are these rooms named the slave quarters and who decided to call them slave quarters in
the first place? Was it Dr W.F. Purcell of Bergvliet, head of the Restoration Committee in the
early 20th century? On what basis does
Robert Shell (1994) later allocate rooms
precisely to men or women slaves (Fig. 13)?
Another place to look at is the classic
rural estate, Vergelegen. There are copious
documentary records - even pictures - of a
Slave Lodge (Fig. 14). Archaeologists
located and excavated the remains of the
Slave Lodge to find the ‘material culture of
slavery’ (Markell 1993). They found floors,
hearths, foundations - even a slave herself
(Sealy et al. 1993), but these told us little
about the slaves’ lives in the Lodge.
Other examples of estates where slave
quarters are well documented include
Meerlust (Fig. 15) and Elsenburg. But how
reliably attributed are the supposed slave
Figure 13. Plan of Koopmans-de Wet house with
buildings at farms such as De Nieuwe
labelled slave quarters (Shell 1994).
Plantatie and Spier?

Figure 14. Slave Lodge at Vergelegen.

Figure 15. Slave quarters at Meerlust.

How can we continue our quest? One source to consult is the most experienced of vernacular
architecture researchers. James Walton (1989:17) suggests that during the first half of the
eighteenth century the most noticeable developments of the Cape farmstead were the increased
number of buildings erected for specific purposes, such as wine cellars, slave quarters and
stables, and the replacement of the 3-roomed rectangular dwellings by the T-plan house.
Then, he adds (Walton 1989:42): “[t]he more formal lay-out of the Boland farmstead in the
last decade of the eighteenth century and the first quarter of the following century varied
considerably from farm to farm but the features which characterised the farmsteads of that
period were the H-plan farmhouse … a long wine cellar and a corresponding long building
which housed the barn, wagon shed, labourers’ quarters, blacksmith’s shop and other parts of
the farmstead which had formerly been separate buildings.”
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In general, therefore (Walton 1989:94): “[m]any of the Boland wine farms have a building
which is pointed out as having been a slave house. These differ quite widely in architectural
character. Those at Boschendal and Rhone were long buildings divided into individual rooms
for the slaves and later for farm labourers. That at Vergelegen is shown in Thiel’s picture as
having been a long thatched building with half-hipped ends … The buildings at Contermans
Kloof, Tygerberg, and Libertas which are considered to have been slave quarters are freestanding buildings with a fowl-run attached at one end.”
Following Walton’s example, what we need now do is formalise all the information we can
find and formulate some new questions. What are the features or attributes common to rural
slave quarters that are described, depicted or documented on rural estates (Fig. 16)? Are there
chimneys or internal hearths? Are the buildings positioned next to the wine cellar but further
from the house? When were they built? Were they built at the same time as a later Cape-style
homestead (like the H-plan house)? Is there a correlation between the gabled rural gentry’s
house, his wine cellar and slave quarters, as neatly summarised by de Bosdari, described by
James Walton and interpreted by Martin Hall (Hall 1995)? Was this a package that was a
phenomenon of only the larger estates of the later eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries?

Figure 16. Farm werf layouts (Walton 1989).

Space, time, semantics and race relations
If the ‘classic Cape manor house’ package was localised in space and time, what was the
pattern on smaller slave-holding farms? What is the correlation between size of house, number
of slaves and presence of slave quarters? Were women slaves also quartered in outbuildings?
There are some small houses with only a handful of slaves in the inventories, yet there are
named slave houses. Was it something to do with the attitudes of the people who made the
inventories? Why did the appraisers (often neighbours) name one farm’s outbuilding the ‘slave
house’ and on another farm call a similar structure the ‘carpenter’s workshop’? Are slave
quarters large open buildings or small single-room cells? Is there a loft, so that slaves were
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actually quartered above workshops and barns (Fig. 17), thus leading to ambiguous naming
practices by the appraisers?

Figure 18. Protea, by Charles d’Oyly.

Figure 17. Steps to loft at Bien Donné
(photo A.C.J. Oakes).

The wealthy estate of Alphen in Constantia was first recorded with a slave house in 1738.
The building, next to the house, was pulled down in about 1819 and replaced by a new wine
cellar, and the slaves were relocated elsewhere. By 1920 the farm labourers were living in a row
of small houses well away from the main house.
This sequence starts sounding familiar to anyone who has researched farm house histories,
and begs a new series of questions. Did the pattern of slave accommodation change over time?
If so, what was the context? Was it a matter of emerging and changing race or class relations? Is
there a correlation between changes in relations between owner and slave, ex-owner and exslave, employer and labourer - and changes in accommodation? How was the balance
maintained between dependence on slave labour and fear of slave insurrection?
Where does the following example fit into the pattern (Fig. 18)? At Protea (previously
Boschheuvel and now Bishopscourt) we are told: “The domestic servants lived in the two still
extant wings at the sides of the homestead’s courtyard. In 1848 most or all of the freed
agricultural labourers had huts which formed a hamlet near the farm’s western boundary with
the Kirstenbosch boundary and had probably lived there in earlier days”. Protea Village
survived as an independent tenant settlement with substantial cottages, a chapel and graveyard
until ‘removals’ and demolition. How commonly did this happen, but the place has now been
forgotten or obliterated?
The slaves and then the ‘volk’ of Vergelegen were gradually distanced from the manor
house. First the slave lodge was flattened and a ‘hamlet’ of dwellings built further away, then a
new cluster of houses was erected, and now the estate’s employees are resettled in Strand.
During the early 20th century, where else do we find farmers building clusters of labourers’
cottages to replace accommodation near the dwelling house? Why? Is there a connection
between slave emancipation and slave accommodation in the mid-19th century; between
‘racialisation’ of social and labour relations and servant and worker accommodation in the 20th
century; between our perceptions of the past and our experiences in ‘apartheid’ South Africa?
We are not necessarily talking about a very distant past, or even a finished past, but a past
that informs the present (Figs 19 and 20). I first drafted this paper in 1997, before the NHRA
placed obligations on researchers to include slavery in identifying places of significance for
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heritage conservation. I now believe that an over-emphasis on slavery may have distracted us
from thinking about some bigger issues. It is not slavery, as such, that needs our attention, but
the way a simplistic view of slavery is symptomatic of a more general lack of critical awareness
and curiosity. Slavery is almost a metaphor for other unknown, hidden, disgraceful or recently
forgotten pasts that are so difficult to admit and acknowledge (Fig. 21).

Figure 19. Ploughing in the 1770s, by Jan
Brandes.

Figure 20. Ploughing in the 1970s
(photo R.J. Malan).

Figure 22. Souvenir of a pageant in 1935 to
mark the centenary of slave emancipation (from
Worden et al., 1998).

Figure 23. Image of Boschendal (from website
promoting the sale of ‘Founders Estates’, 2005)

Conclusion
I ask questions around the topic of slave accommodation at the Cape rather than providing
neat answers. The architectural framework of slavery is only one facet, but is a most important
and relatively under-estimated resource. How people construct their material world is an
expression of their thoughts and beliefs, and their position in society. By selecting only certain
iconic expressions of slavery, we limit our understanding of a more nuanced history (Fig. 22).
There has been a flood of new purchasers or redevelopers of Cape properties and thus there
should be opportunities to reconsider interpretations through restorations and house histories.
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Our tourist industry and associated colonial history are being reoriented towards ‘cultural
landscapes’ and ‘social responsibility’ (Fig. 23). There are various initiatives for establishing
Cape sites on global tourist architectural and slave routes. Unless we rigorously inspect the
material foundations on which these recreated sites are to be established, many old myths
around slavery and slave accommodation will be perpetuated.
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SESSION THREE:
APPROACHES AND APPLICATIONS: HERITAGE CONSERVATION

Towards a sustainable vernacular architecture
André van Graan
Why have we lost so many of our rural vernacular buildings? Is the loss inevitable? What, if
anything, can be done about it? I believe that we are too often concerned with the materiality of
the loss. We perceive the loss in terms of the architecture, without really attempting to
understand the problem holistically. Yet I believe that it is precisely this holistic understanding
that will give us pointers to a way of sustaining our vernacular heritage.
Bound within a complex of interdependencies, it is inevitable that if one of the elements is
withdrawn or invalidated, the entire system becomes unstable when the synergy and balance
that exists between the built form, human activity, climatic factors and available materials is
disrupted. Rural settlements did not arise spontaneously, but are inextricably linked to human
need and expediency. They are, also inevitably, not eternally enduring, but cyclical in nature. As
Franco Frescura (1988: 59) aptly described it:
When expressed in material terms and applied to artefact, the cycle of life may be seen as a
process of creation, function, and decay. Thus the dwelling is drawn and moulded from
nature, it lives out its own given life span and once the function is gone, it decays back into
its natural components. The process of function of the dwelling is in itself subject to its own
internal cycle of life, with man and his activities holding the balance intact.
Amos Rapaport sought to identify the characteristics of vernacular architecture in his
seminal book House Form and Culture (1969). He described the folk tradition of building as
“the direct and unselfconscious translation into physical form of a culture, its needs and valuesas well as the desires, dreams and passions of a people.” He went on to describe the first
characteristic as one of models and variations, but the type remains constant even though
individual examples may vary. The specifics were deterministically derived: these include
family requirements, size, and the relationship to site and microclimate. He considered that it
was the outline of the dwelling that was in the mind’s eye. The form responded to context and
available resources “without conscious aesthetic strivings or stylistic interests”. Materials,
construction and technology are to Rapaport modifying factors rather than form determinants.
They do not determine what is to be built but rather facilitate and limit spatial enclosure.
Vernacular buildings have as dominant characteristics: the lack of theoretical or aesthetic
pretensions; they respond to site and climate; they respect people and are the result of a
collaborative process that is shared in common. There is a shared image of life; an accepted
model of buildings, a small number of building types, and an accepted hierarchy.
Remove these factors and the remaining material culture loses validity as it is replaced by
new value systems, as it is disrupted by political forces such as forced removals and lack of
security of tenure, economic realities that have driven people from the platteland to the cities for
well over a century. These include drought as much as changing fashions that bring a plutocratic
cast to simple farming, much as the Palladian villas of the Veneto reflected the newly
discovered bliss of rural life in 15th century Italy. Aggrandisement and urban value systems
supplant the rural realities of survival, poverty and simplicity. Changes in technologies have
changed farming methods and building materials. These changes have moved into the
communal psyche and the skills that sustained rural vernacular buildings, inevitably vanished
before the onslaught of post-industrial building materials and a media-driven culture that created
aspirational models out of the suburban dream of the bungalow.
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Heritage bodies are greatly concerned about the loss of vernacular heritage and there are
frequent calls made for their retention. But unless the vernacular ecology is clearly understood,
there will be neither change in the loss of buildings nor any reversal in the deterioration of
buildings in rural areas. Issues that relate to community participation, skills training, and the
linking of these to job creation are central to the development of a sustainable rural vernacular.
Without a consideration of community within the framework of legislation that is frequently
contradictory, there can be little hope for meaningful retention of vernacular buildings beyond
the desires of an urban elite. The role of education and the potential for tertiary institutional
involvement would make a significant difference to the creation of a sustainable rural
vernacular.
Rapaport (1969: 35) identified a number of reasons for the disappearance of the vernacular
as a valid form of building. These include:
1. A greater number of specialised building types.
2. The loss of the common shared value system with a concomitant loss of an accepted
and shared hierarchy.
3. The premium that is placed today on ‘originality’- often merely for its own sake.
But how then are we to reverse an apparently inevitably process? Certain factors are largely
beyond the control of those concerned with heritage. Migration of people from the rural
hinterland to cities cannot be artificially contained, and the loss attributable to climatic and
economic change difficult to reverse. But there remains a sizeable rural population that resides
in settlements that often have considerable historic significance.
Central to the sustainability of the rural vernacular is the re-justification and reinstatement of construction methods and knowledge that were discarded in the post-industrial
era. As energy inefficiency and the use of scarce resources have led to crises on a global scale,
the education of both designers and builders have turned back to sustainable technologies such
as were used to create rural vernacular structures in the past. The director of CRATerre-EAG at
Grenoble University in France, Hubert Guillaud, asks: ‘What has become of the teaching of
those building cultures which demonstrated mankind’s building genius? Is there not an actual
impoverishment, a laminating by dominant modern building cultures that impose themselves
‘transculturally’”? He goes on to ask: “Is abandoning this universally shared cultural heritage, to
which so many communities have contributed, not comparable to watching another Library of
Alexandria burn?” (Garnier 2001: 2).
He questions modern education practices that have disregarded traditional building
practices as obsolete and he points out that “education conceals whole areas of debate on the
skills and resources that are capable of improving living conditions” and thus fails in its
purpose.
The head of the department of architecture at the University of Makere in Uganda, Dr.
Nawangwe, observed: “In the past the horizons of architectural education have often been
limited to principles of construction and the aesthetics of design ... Students must be able to
empathize with the cultural base of Uganda’s and Africa’s civilization”. He goes on to complain
that: “technology, as taught in architectural curricula, is not persuasively linked to materials and
techniques that are available and appropriate in many regions of Africa; instead it is often
linked, at least implicitly to architectural forms found in Western countries and the technologies
that support those forms” (Garnier 2001: 2).
As Philippe Garnier of CRATerre observed in an article on education in architectural
schools and building technology institutions: “One finds virtually a total failure to take
traditional building cultures and local skills and knowledge into account in training
programmes” (Garnier 2001: 3).
Sustainable building is defined by Houben (2001: 5-6) as “not only the act of building,
but also the cycle of construction with all its associated subjects and cross sectors. Sustainable
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construction is not restricted to technical aspects, or linked only to materials production and
building processes. The non-technical aspects – social, economic and cultural - are of equal
importance”.
Herein lies the seed that Rapaport identified as the characteristics of the integrated
nature of traditional vernacular buildings and settlements. If these are implemented they will
establish a viable basis for the development of traditional building skills that make little or no
use of scarce resources, yet provide vital rural skills training and potential employment. This
would not only perpetuate the vernacular building traditions, but also provide the means for the
restoration and repair of historic vernacular structures. These, in turn, can potentially lead to
improved tourist potential in rural areas that have a restricted economic base.
Thus I believe that if we wish to ‘save’ our rural vernacular heritage, we need to tackle
the issues holistically, and the development of traditional building skills will play a significant
role in the sustaining of the remaining architecture of the platteland.
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‘Restoring’ corn mills in the Western Cape
Joanna Marx
I would like to start by putting the topic in context. It is part of a theme, about what used to
be and what has changed in the 21st century. Before we go local, let’s go general.
If you look at old literature you will find that the miller was invariably sketched as a mean,
thieving person who stole your meal, and they all had beautiful wives and daughters, and there
was lots of music for water mills. That has changed. If you go to a mill now you find delightful
people enjoying what they are doing. The difference is that in those days the miller was making
a living, and quite a hard living too. You have to grind the flour whenever there was anything to
be ground. You might have to work 24 hours a day to get through your load. If it is a windmill
you grind when the wind’s favourable. Now, millers are friendly people because they are
enthusiastic about what they are doing, they love it but it is not their job for most of them. There
are still some traditional millers – in fact there is a Corn Millers’ Guild in England. I‘ve been a
member of the British society since 2002 and I am a member of the international society also,
and that gives us lots of knowledge from outside which is what we really need here, because we
have a small base.
If we go local we start with Mostert’s Mill. It is the only surviving windmill in this country,
but there are loads of watermills. The more you learn about mills the more interesting they
become. With a little help from overseas you get quite far. We are now at a stage where you can
distinguish regional features. We found quite a lot of those when we were up in Graaff Reinet
on a recent excursion.
Our mill culture here developed from the need to have meal to make your bread. In the late
1930s, when all the wheat boards, fruit boards, potato boards and so on were created as political
instruments, the little old farm mills fell into disuse. Government introduced stringent
regulations for hygiene, and you had to pay to register. Most farmers said “forget it”. At the
time transport had improved and there were steam roller mills in the towns so they took their
grain to town and had it ground there. The farm mill was of sentimental value perhaps, but as a
useful article it was suddenly marginalized.
Our mills are mostly in disuse. There are a few that are being used, but not really
commercially. There are modern stone grinding mills that work with electricity, of which more
and more are being brought into use because the public doesn’t really like spongy loaves, they
like real wheat bread made out of real corn where you put it in the top and it comes out the
bottom and that is it. So there is a subculture which is interested in the product.
There are beginnings of sentimental stirrings that people want to restore their mills. But in
the process they are left to their own devices and have lost the traditional skills. It is two
generations now since that legislation and there are very few people who can remember
standing in the mill while their grandfather ground flour. People go in there and they say “Oh,
we’ll just sort this out” and in the process they destroy everything all the evidence. The mill gets
put together the way they think it ought to work.
Those of you who know William Morris’s teachings will recognize that little statement
because that is what the Victorians did – they restored buildings the way they thought they
should look, not the way they were.
We’re faced by exactly that problem. I am looking for advice and input on this one. What
should we do about this question? Do we tell people: “just see that it is weatherproof and leave
it – lock it up”. How can we transfer skills? Is there a reason to revitalize these mills, apart from
tourism? We all know about Holland – there are 900 mills there – but fewer people know that
there are 400 in England and there is a brisk trade in tourism there. Also education, because
mills demonstrate old principles of engineering and other things.
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Where do we go? At Mostert’s Mill we concentrate on our own mill. We’re a tiny group.
The Friends of Mostert’s Mill is a daughter of the Vernacular Architecture Society but we are
not getting much parental guidance yet and we need it. We need to expand, to think wider. We
really are looking for some input, some ideas about how we might broaden the possibilities for
our historic corn mills to be retained.

Mostert’s Mill is open to the
public on most Saturdays when
their volunteer millers operate
the mill. If you would like to
see the Mill in operation or
purchase some flour, the
‘Millers’ would be delighted to
see you and show you around.
The contact number to
ascertain whether the mill is
open is 088 129 7168, or if you
wish to speak to someone about
the mill, please phone Neville
Boyd at 021 7625127 or 082
357 9190.

Detail from a water-colour by S.C. Malan, ‘Table Mountain from Salt River’, 1839
(from’ Solomon Caesar Malan: Aquarelles at the University of Stellenbosch’, Cape Town: Human &
Rousseau).
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Project ‘Restoration Genadendal’
Wendy Arendse
[The original version of this paper was presented at a Symposium in Delft in November 2004.]

Introduction
Nelson Mandela (former president of South Africa) was so impressed with Genadendal when
he visited the town in 1995 that he honoured the town by renaming his Cape Town residence
after it. Genadendal means ‘Valley of Grace’ and it is indeed grace that has enveloped the town
from its inception to the present. From humble beginnings, the ‘Valley of Grace’ became a
beacon of light and a wellspring of inspiration. It’s pioneering spirit and unique advances in
important fields of human endeavour soon distinguished it from other rural settlements in the
country.
Genadendal, the oldest Moravian mission settlement in sub-Saharan Africa, encompasses a
rich religious and cultural history dating back to 1738. George Schmidt, a Moravian missionary
of German descent, came to serve the impoverished and dispersed Khoi people who were on the
brink of extinction at that time. There is much evidence of this history in the form of historic
buildings on the werf (historic church square), in historic dwellings in the village itself (Fig. 1),
in the crafts and in the stories of its people.
Genadendal furthermore boasts a number of ‘firsts’:
 It has the first formally constructed bridge over a major river at the Cape, the
Beinbrecht Bridge (Fig. 2);
 It was the first industrial town in South Africa and at one time the second largest formal
town in the country;
 It hosted the first teachers' training college in South Africa;
 It has the oldest pipe organ in South Africa;
 It has the oldest fire engine in South Africa;
 And the first kindergarten in South Africa was established here.

Figure 1. Old photograph of Genadendal.

Figure 2. Beinbrecht Bridge.
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Background
In 1999 the Western Cape Provincial Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport (DCAS),
previously known as the Department of Environmental and Cultural Affairs and Sport
(DECAS), embarked on a project to develop Cultural Tourism in Mission Settlements. It was
decided that Genadendal would be the first Mission Settlement to be developed, for reasons that
will be explained later.
It was important to provide a holistic approach to development and cultural/heritage tourism
and discussions were held with key stakeholders including the community, other government
departments (both provincial and local) and tertiary institutions to meet this objective. In
addition, DCAS aimed to realise the potential of foreign investment in the development of the
settlements, in particular Dutch and German investment because of the close social-cultural
historical connections these countries had with South Africa through their missionaries.
The mission station is considered to be common cultural heritage between the Netherlands
and South Africa in particular, since the headquarters of the Moravian Church in Zeist (The
Netherlands) is closely linked to the historic Moravian mission stations of the Western Cape and
especially with Genadendal. Because of the positive work performed by the Moravian Church
with slaves in the service of the Dutch West India Company (WIC) in the West Indies, the
Church was allowed to send missionaries to the Cape, which was at the time under the rule of
the Dutch East India Company (VOC).
Apart from being the oldest and culturally most significant mission station in South Africa, a
number of other reasons justified the choice to commence at Genadendal for the implementation
of a long-term integrated conservation plan. Summed up in the final report of the Mission
Settlements Research Project executed by the University of Cape Town (Japha & Le Grange
1995: 2-3) are the following six considerations.
1) Genadendal has many of the developmental problems that have been identified as typical of
mission settlements, such as high unemployment (forcing the economically active to seek
work elsewhere and leaving behind the very young and aged people) and neglected local
agricultural practises;
2) The settlement has been subject to diverse interventions over many years, which were often
executed in an un-coordinated and ad hoc fashion, among which were ongoing initiatives to
improve infrastructure and develop new areas that could be integrated in an overall planning
scheme;
3) Greater Genadendal is faced with more general problems related to its natural and culturally
modified landscapes, including under-utilisation and low productivity of agricultural land,
invasion of alien plant species and deterioration of the historic irrigation system in the
valley;
4) The long history of conservation efforts mentioned earlier, that included the establishment
of the Moravian Mission Trust Fund and subsequent conservation projects on the mission
werf since 1986 with the restoration of numerous buildings, the founding of the Genadendal
Museum and the establishment of a nursery;
5) Genadendal has the advantage of already being legally constituted as a quasi-municipal
area, meaning that there are various channels to accessing resources that made a multiresource brokering approach feasible to fund an integrated conservation and development
plan;
6) Last but certainly not least, the Genadendal area has the potential for sustainable and
integrated development, because it is conveniently located near major transport routes
within the Western Cape region, thus easily accessible to regional markets and tourists. The
marketing of the cultural-historical resources of the settlement, the maintenance and
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sensitive development of recreational resources and ecotourism, the development of smallscale agriculture and perhaps even commercial farming could all be exploited.
The report concludes by saying that in Genadendal “an already established community
initiative [existed] to try to develop a plan for the settlement involving various agencies. This
initiative arose from an umbrella community organisation, representing 22 separate
organisations in the village, the Genadendal Community Development Trust (GCDT)” (Japha &
Le Grange 1995: 3).
In short, the necessary commitment, infrastructure and opportunities for a complex, longterm rehabilitation programme all existed in Genadendal, which made it eligible for a subsidy
from the Dutch Government.
Apart from the numerous academic studies completed on the town, various agencies and the
community itself completed a number of surveys through the years to determine development
possibilities within the town. In the foreword of one funding proposal Mr. L. H. Fick, Former
MEC of Planning, Agriculture and Tourism, Western Cape Provincial Government wrote:
“The success of this project could serve as an inspiration and stimulus for other
conservation and development projects in South Africa, providing a role model
for replication in the rest of the sub-continent” (Van Papendorp et al. 1997).
Approved Funding

Part of the discussions held in 1999 included the possibility of utilising the Rural
Housing Subsidy (RHS) funds within the Department of Housing to rehabilitate housing
in rural areas. Casidra (previously known as LANOK), which is a Public Entity within
the Department of Agriculture, successfully applied to be the Implementing Agent of
the project. This project was to be a ‘first’ in the Western Cape. In 2000 the Housing
Board approved the application and confirmed that funding would be made available for
the rehabilitation of 400 houses within Genadendal and its outstations over a number of
years.
In 2001 the DCAS, via the Western Cape Cultural Commission (a Public Entity
within the Department), collaborated with Delft University of Technology (DUT) in the
Netherlands to work together on the restoration project in Genadendal. In May 2001 a
business plan was submitted to the Dutch Ministries of Foreign Affairs and of
Education, Culture and Science for consideration for a subsidy under the so-called
HGIS-C fund (Homogene Groep voor Internationale Samenwerking – Cultuur).
The proposal included the following areas to be addressed:











A Conservation and development plan for Genadendal;
The development of the social-cultural and economic functions of Genadendal through
the upgrading and restoration of historical buildings on the historical kerkwerf and
dwellings in the village (it was noted in the proposal that the RHS would be utilised to
rehabilitate more homes within the village);
The upgrading of the historical-cultural landscape;
Local traditional labour will be utilised in the restoration process, thereby providing
practical skills and much-needed employment;
Training programmes dealing with the integration of mutual heritage between South
Africa and the Netherlands will be developed and presented. These will include
workshops, master classes and symposiums involving South African tertiary institutions
(in particular, the University of Cape Town (UCT) and Dutch institutions (TU Delft);
The development and mentoring of crafters in the historical crafts, eg. Herrnhut knives.
Skills training in entrepreneurship and business will be undertaken;
Small-scale businesses and tourism will be stimulated in the process (guesthouses
together with other tourist attractions are planned, for example);
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Cultural tourism will be actively marketed to attract tourists to Genadendal.

In July 2001 funding for the project was approved for an amount of € 1,015,763.96
over three years with commencement in October 2001. The TUD and the WCCC would
steer the project jointly. Other South African role-players were requested to participate
in the project in order to provide an integrated plan. The RHS project was to be an
integral part of the project as its contribution provided the bulk of the South African
contribution.
Aim of Project

The project is a pilot and is intended to be an example of an integrated approach in
which conservation is embedded in a programme of sustainable development. At the
same time, as a 19th century Moravian mission station in the Western Cape Province, it
represents a type of heritage that is currently not figuring on the World Heritage list.
The primary aim of the project is to improve the living and working environment of the
local population and to provide future generations with a reference point in which they
can reflect and look for their own way forward, having restored their dignity and pride
in themselves and the town again. The project seeks to empower and develop the local
community by transferring various skills to the community in order for them to
effectively participate in the job market after the completion of the project.
Planning

Key to the project was planning to ensure that it ran smoothly once implementation
commenced. The Steering Committee (WCCC and DUT representatives) met in
December 2001 to work on the Agreement of Understanding, an initial plan of action as
well as to determine when to launch the project.
Additionally, a local project team was set up which included the Project Manager,
the appointed consultants and representatives from the local community to give input
into the project. This was of paramount importance since the local community would
need to ensure that the restored elements are maintained beyond the end of the project.
Project Launch and initial key stakeholder workshop

The project was launched and the Agreement signed in Genadendal on Wednesday 6
February 2002 with extensive media coverage – radio, newspaper and television. On the
same day a workshop with key stakeholders was held (see Annexure 1).
Each of the stakeholders committed themselves to contributing to the project in cash
or kind (through their services or materials) and to working with the community in
some way to develop the skills base.
Implementation

Governmental obligations
It was essential for international collaboration that a Governmental Body within
South Africa accepted responsibility for the project to ensure accountability; hence the
Agreement was made with the WCCC to be the conduit of the international funds and to
monitor and report on the project. The WCCC is a Public Entity that resides within the
DCAS, a Provincial Department of Government within South Africa. It is therefore
required to adhere to the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) and other Acts that
govern the functioning of government. Within this framework numerous checks and
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balances are required to ensure accountability and transparency regarding public funds.
Important as these checks and balances are, however, they tend to slow down processes
causing delays in the implementation of projects. Apart from obtaining approval from a
number of signatories, final ratification is required by a committee, which sits once a
quarter. In pressing situations the process of ratification can be sped up to a degree, but
is still time-consuming.

Figure 3. Heritage Day display, 2003.

Figure 4. Thatchers.

Figure 5. Thatching the gemeentekamers next to the church.

Employment of key personnel
The long and drawn out process to find the right key personnel such as the architect,
the quantity surveyor and the contract manager prevented the project from commencing
as quickly as originally planned. However, important lessons were learnt which will
benefit future projects in this regard (see Annexure 2).
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Training and empowerment of artisans and contractors
Thatching is an art that has slowly begun to die out in Genadendal, and many houses
are being re-roofed with metal roofs. However, to provide an historical streetscape in
Berg Street most of the roofs needed to be thatched again (Figs 4 and 5). Eleven men
and women completed training in December 2002. The group initially worked with a
qualified thatcher and have since gone on to register themselves as a company,
successfully tendering for work in Genadendal and beyond the village. Genadendal
Thatchers are seen as the first success story of the project. A visitor to Genadendal,
when she saw the quality of their work in Berg Street, promptly hired them to thatch her
home in Constantia, Cape Town!
The National Department of Labour was approached to provide training (utilising
their own funds) to artisans in the building trade. These trainees were to be employed in
future contracts, thereby providing much-needed skills and employment within
Genadendal. Boland College was appointed to complete the training in bricklaying,
plumbing, plastering, painting and decorating. Training was completed by December
2003 and the contractors have since employed some of the trainees (Figs 6 and 7).
Others are being employed in the RHS project.
There was a need for a comprehensive business plan to be formulated in order for
residents of the community to become economically more active in different trades –
craft, hospitality, heritage tourism, etc. – at the completion of the project (Fig. 3). A
young woman was selected to complete a short course in the writing of business plans.
At the end of December 2004 African Equations was appointed to complete a business
plan for the community. They did this by involving community representatives in
workshops to ascertain their needs, and then formulated a plan. This business plan can
be used by the residents to commence viable economic activities in the town.
The building contractors were previously only used as labourers, where large
companies or homeowners would purchase their own materials and the contractors
would provide the labour to complete the work. This placed the contractors in an
invidious and an economically disadvantaged position. They would never be able to
grow their businesses and become independent contractors. John Engel, the Contracts
Manager, has acted as a mentor to the contractors, working tirelessly with them to
provide the necessary knowledge and business acumen. He has helped them obtain the
various registration forms required to become legal companies and to be able to tender
on an equal footing with other contractors outside of Genadendal. He has also obtained
credit facilities for them, previously barred because of their status.
Before the implementation of the construction phase commenced, the Project
Manager negotiated with the relevant Governmental bodies to reduce the onerous tender
documentation required for contracts. This was done specifically for the project in order
to empower previously disadvantaged communities as it was important to provide entry
level documents which would be comprehensible to the contractors. Training was given
to the contractors on how to complete the documents and to work out acceptable tender
amounts.
As a result, some of the contractors have begun to tender successfully on work
outside Genadendal. This will aid them in sustaining their businesses after the
completion of the project. It should be noted that some of the contractors were
originally (and continue to be) small-scale agricultural farmers. But because of the
uncertainty of adequate sales of produce in the agricultural field it has become
necessary to branch out into other areas of work.
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The agricultural sector is an important source of income for many in the village. The
majority of the community are, however, only seasonal workers. It is the intention of the
project to clean up the agricultural land that has been overgrown with alien vegetation.
It can then be used by the local community for small-scale farming enterprises, or
merely to feed their families and to provide some income by selling the produce within
the community. The Department of Agriculture has been requested to provide assistance
in this regard.

Figure 6. Erf 361.

Figure 7. Erf 353, February 2004.

Assistance from other Departments / Organisations
A number of departments and organisations have already come on board in providing
assistance in achieving the goal of an integrated approach to development within
Genadendal (see Annexure 3).
Lessons learnt for future projects

Initial lessons have already emerged that will be helpful in future projects.
The necessary skills
One of the objectives for the settlement Genadendal is to enrich the local population
among whom there is a high degree of unemployment. The most direct way of doing
this is to stimulate small local contractors from the direct vicinity to apply for contract
packages to execute work. They can employ local people. One condition to applying for
contracts is that women have to be employed.
Contractors who are not from the immediate vicinity can be asked to employ people
from Genadendal for this restoration project. Those who wish to be employed in this
work will need appropriate education or training, the provision of which is a further
goal of the project.
In order to provide the kind of motivation required to improve the future of the
community demands the appropriate education and training and costs time. It would be
ideal for a project that includes these types of interventions to be set in a time frame
such that during the research period in which the details and plans are prepared, the
local population acquires the necessary skills for the tasks ahead.
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A policy issue is also at stake here, because the project is unique and it deviates in
many ways from the normal governmental procedures regarding tendering, contracting,
etc. (Arendse 2003). Completely new documentation has to be developed for this
purpose. Much work has already gone into the development of tender documents
(required by law) that include local builders in Genadendal. Under normal
circumstances all of the local builders would have been immediately excluded since
they lack the necessary infrastructure to qualify for the tendering process. There are
ongoing discussions on how to circumvent current government regulations regarding
the process. The local project team has voiced its concern about the delay in the
implementation phase of the project because of the complicated tendering and
procurement processes.
Constraints in scope, time and execution
Constraints to the project appeared immediately after the signing of the MOA. The
MOA is based on previous studies such as those completed by the University of Cape
Town. The studies were good but had to be updated. This accounts for the selection of
the buildings to be restored and the related budget within the framework of the HGIS-C
subsidy.
The determination of the cost of intervention has to be realistic. In a country such as
The Netherlands calculations of costs is a task of the architect, but in some countries
including South Africa it is a quantity surveyor who works in close cooperation with the
architect to calculate the cost of the building materials.
The architect is appointed after making application and passing through selection
procedures. After the commissioning of the architect the research was started by
recording the visual situation. Information was gathered by taking stock of the
functional use of the buildings, the heritage value of Genadendal and the state of repair
of the buildings and dwellings. This led to a Conservation & Use Plan (C&U Plan) and
separate plans for individual buildings.
The original budget on which the subsidy was based shows estimated costs related to
the original goals. Because the plans were updated (C&U Plan) the original objectives
differ from those previously stated. In consequence of the acceptance of the newly
determined objectives for restoration, the original budget has had to be changed. The
donors must accept that a certain degree of controlled flexibility is necessary in order to
permit the change in the plans and to amend the specifications in the budget. It should
be noted that variations in both time and funding should be taken into account when
working with (especially) historical buildings. The 'Netherlands Culture Fund'
subsidised the restoration part of the integrated project - in cash (Euro) up to a
maximum of 42%. Their counterpart will pay the remaining 58% in cash or in kind in
SA Rand.
Basically, the ‘in kind’ contribution means that during the project the counterpart
will contribute the 58% from various funding sources. One of these is the Rural
Housing Subsidy Fund which can be used to rehabilitate many dwellings within
Genadendal and its outstations. Improving the quality of houses by solving leakage
problems and repairing cracks in walls and windows will require all the subsidised
funding. Dwellings that have a heritage value will be repaired and will be provided with
a ‘top-up’ subsidy from the budget of the Dutch Culture Fund towards specific
restoration aspects, such as the replacement of a corrugated iron roof by a thatched roof.
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With the rigid control of the budget according the MOA several problems occur. The
first arises from variations in currency exchange rates. The relationship between the
Euro and the Rand at the time of signing the MOA was about 1:10. In the first year of
the project, research and planning was undertaken and no interventions took place. The
exchange rate then changed to 1:8 as the SA Rand grew stronger. Because the SA
contribution was mainly in kind in relation to the restoration process, this meant that
only 80% of the anticipated sum was available for necessary restoration activities.
This problem has been solved by dual activities. From the Netherlands side there was
understanding and an allowance was made to increase the amount of money for
restoration and to save money from the budget of the training program (workshop,
conference and the setting up of a master class studio at the UCT), the salaries
(architect, quantity surveyor, contract manager, engineer, archaeologist, landscape
architect and others). From the South African side the Project Manager and part of the
Contracts Manager’s salary was paid by the DCAS, and a successful application was
made to the Department of Treasury to exempt the Genadendal project from VAT and
to utilise that money for further execution of the construction works.
The second problem arises from the fixed subsidy percentages. If, for instance, the
rate of exchange were to change in the other direction and the value of the Rand should
fall, an increasing number of Rand would have to be contributed by the receiving
country to balance the subsidy. Agreement has therefore been reached that the original
amounts in Rand for SA and in Euro for the Netherlands as stated in the Business Plan
will remain fixed without reference to the percentages. To circumvent problems this
could be considered as general advice for international projects.
A second piece of advice is to keep projects as short as possible, after the
construction timeframes are determined and confirmed by the architect and quantity
surveyor.
A separate problem for such an international project arises from the fact that
expenditure has to be audited. In SA the financial year ends on the 31st of March, while
in the Netherlands the financial year ends on the 31st of December. One of the countries
must therefore accommodate to this difference.
Conclusion

The RHS project commenced in July 2004 and at the time of writing has yet to be
completed. It has presented a number of concerns that need to be addressed, such as
aesthetics, labour-only contracts, too little funding available for proper restoration of the
dwellings, etc. (Also, it is a pilot project.) The Department of Housing, together with
Casidra and the DCAS, aim to find solutions to most of the concerns.
At discussions of the Steering Team in October 2004 it was agreed that the project
would be continued for another three years in order for the RHS project to be completed
together with the Dutch-funded one. Many lessons have already been learned in the
project, namely planning processes, discussions with and buy-in of key stakeholders,
structural and constructional solutions, educational processes, and most important the
economic development of the community. No doubt, many more lessons are yet to be
learned!
With the adoption of Genadendal as an integrated project for mutual cultural
heritage, both of the counterparts (WCCC with the architect Lucien le Grange and
advisors, and the Faculty of Architecture of DUT) have provided not only information
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and time but also the spirit and will to take this project to a successful conclusion. From
this article it may become clear that this involves far more than architectural and
technical issues. Social aspects such as how to involve the local population in the
restoration work and also how to obtain labour for the future needs in the fields of
agriculture, horticulture and tourism is an important part of the contribution.
The additional time allotted to the project will provide the space to assess what we
have learned, return to the drawing board and improve on the processes to achieve our
objective of an integrated project in which conservation is embedded in a programme of
sustainable development. We will then be able to determine just how successful the
interventions have been.
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Annexure One
Stakeholders included representatives from the following departments/organisations:
Genadendal Moravian Werf Committee; Genadendal Museum; Genadendal Tourism Committee; Genadendal
Development Trust (GENOT); Genadendal Strategic Development Trust (GESOT); Other representatives from
within Genadendal; South African Heritage Resources Agency (SAHRA); Delft University of Technology /
UNESCO; Historical Archaeology, UCT / Vernacular Architecture Society; Peninsula Technikon – Architectural
Technology and Community Projects Office; Cape Technikon – Housing and Development Research; Overberg
District Municipality; Department of Planning, Local Government and Housing; Department of Agriculture;
Casidra (previously known as LANOK); Western Cape Tourism Board; Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport
(previously known as Department of Cultural and Environmental Affairs and Sport).

Annexure Two
Soon after the launch an advertisement was placed, a brief of the project was provided and potential architectural
companies submitted initial intents of interest. After rigorous interviews Lucien le Grange Architects were awarded
the contract as Principal Consultant to the project. The architect’s initial task was to provide a Conservation and
Use Plan of Genadendal as well as Conservation and Building Guidelines for use in the village. The latter document
was distributed to each household, as well as the Church, the Municipality and other key stakeholders.
A similar process was followed to procure the services of a Quantity Surveyor and Slabber Fick Associates
was formally appointed in November 2002 – although they commenced operations in September of that year
establishing the scope of the work in relation to the available funding.
A Contracts Manager – John Engel – was appointed within the Quantity Surveyor’s team to work with
contractors on site and to assist them in registering their companies formally with building and governmental bodies.
Structural problems are rife in historical settlements and a Structural Engineer, Henry Fagan & Partners, was
appointed.
After one of the Steering Team discussions it was decided that a business plan should be formulated to stimulate
economic development within the community as a direct intervention of the project. African Equations was
appointed for this purpose at the end of 2003.
Oryx Media Productions was appointed to direct and record the events of the project on video. They were also
required to interview the local community and record the skills and economic progress of the individuals.

Annexure Three
The Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport (DCAS) provides the project management and financial
services support to the project. (Heritage Western Cape, along with the WCCC, resides within the department.) This
department is the driving force of the project.
The Moravian Church of South Africa has contributed in the maintenance of some of the historic buildings on
the werf.
Genadendal Community members have given of their time voluntarily to serve on the Local Project Team in
order to provide input.
Genadendal Museum has freely made available Hallbeckhuis (one of the historical buildings in its care) as a
meeting room. The museum has also assisted with some of the landscaping and cleaning of the historical elements on
and around the werf. The director of the museum has, in addition, provided essential research materials to ensure the
authenticity of the work completed in the village. The museum displays an exhibition each year in celebration of
Heritage Day and the themes in the last two years have provided much education around the restoration project.
The Department of Economic Development and Tourism provided partial funding for the restoration of one of
the historic buildings on the werf – Wederhuis – for use as a guesthouse. Casidra completed some of the work in 2001
and the balance of the building was completed in 2004. Furniture has been purchased and the guesthouse is
operational. This Department will be requested to provide tourism support towards the end of the project as well.
The Department of Housing has provided funds for a Rural Housing Subsidy (RHS) as discussed under
“Background” above. This subsidy, although not adequate enough to completely restore a dwelling, assists in the
rehabilitation thereof. The subsidy, regretfully, does not allow for contractors to provide full “supply and fit” services
– so labour-only contracts are negotiated with artisans. This project at least provides employment for some and makes
homes more habitable.
The Department of Housing has also provided free architectural services to Casidra as well as administrative
assistance and have completed the plans necessary for scrutiny by the Municipality. Lucien le Grange Architects have
provided their services to ensure that the plans are within the Conservation Guidelines, as the plans need to be
approved by Heritage Western Cape – the Public Entity within DCAS authorised to ensure that the conservation of
the province’s heritage is maintained.
Casidra is the Implementing Agent of the RHS project. They have provided far more input than required,
including financial support to complete the project. Casidra has also completed other projects, including training
components, within the town utilising funding from other Government Departments. These all combine to provide a
well-rounded approach to development.
Genadendal Development Trust (GENOT) has provided administrative assistance in audits and the collection
of documentation within the village.
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Theewaterskloof Municipality has provided some infrastructure (sewerage, etc.) in order for ablution facilities
to be built as extensions to the houses in Berg and Carl Jonas Streets. They have also waived scrutiny and connection
fees, which are normally payable with any construction work. The Municipality is in discussion with the Department
of Transport and Public Works to provide adequate drainage facilities to alleviate the structural problems currently
occurring in some of the streets. Initial surveys have been undertaken to ascertain the extent of damage and to find
solutions.
The Department of Agriculture will provide assistance with the cleaning up of the agricultural land within the
village. Initial surveys have been undertaken. However, because Genadendal is partly church- and state-owned
specific work cannot be undertaken since it requires a body to take responsibility for the maintenance thereof. This is
a complex problem that will need to be addressed by the affected bodies.
The National Department of Labour provided funds for the training of building artisans.
The Provincial Administration of the Western Cape provided funding for cleaning up of some of the landscape
near the river.
The Directorate of ‘Working for Water’ within the National Department of Water Affairs and Forestry has
also provided funding for the cleaning up of alien vegetation.
The Department of Social Services provided funding for the training of crafters in wire-work. These crafters
will be able to earn an income when more tourists are attracted to the town.
The National Department of Arts and Culture has provided funding for the further development of the existing
potters – ‘Khoi-style’ pots are produced and sold to tourists.
Employees of the Genadendal Museum have begun making the Bedermeier couch and laced riempie chairs
modelled off the historic ones displayed in the museum. The chairs were sold at a handsome price on Heritage Day
(24 September 2004), which indicates the need for the craft to be continued. They have also assisted in landscaping
elements on the werf. Dr. Isaac Balie has provided invaluable research on the town, the buildings and cultural
practices.

Restored houses in Genadendal (photos A. Malan 2005).
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The horns of a dilemma: housing and heritage
Nicolas Baumann, Sarah Winter & Henry Aikman
Introduction
This paper seeks to establish the extent to which the concept of cultural landscape can
contribute to the understanding and management of heritage resources on a macro scale. It
focuses this discussion on the context of a series of competing socio-economic and
environmental concerns as being expressed through the Spatial Development Framework
currently being formulated as part of the Integrated Development Programme for the Overstrand
Region on the south-east coast (Fig. 1).
The paper thus briefly refers to various definitions referred to in the National Heritage
Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) and UNESCO’s Operating Guidelines for the World Heritage
Convention (1995). Other policies and principles relating to cultural landscape management are
also referred to.
These terms, policies and principles are then applied to the understanding of the broader
cultural landscape of the Overstrand Region. This takes place within the analysis of various
development dynamics: emerging resort development; urban expansion; major linkage routes
being programmed which are likely to transform the landscape; but particularly the need for
housing to meet the increasing housing demand and to address the backlog, estimated at some
6500 units and requiring 300ha of land.

Figure 1. The SDF spatially integrates the strategies of the Integrated Development Programme in a
sustainable manner.
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Methodology

Understanding the term ‘cultural landscape’
The term ‘cultural landscape’ is not specifically defined in the NHR Act. However, Section
3(i) states that “heritage resources of South Africa which are of cultural significance or other
special value for the present community and for future generations must be considered part of
the national estate and fall within the sphere of operations of heritage resources authorities.”
Section 3(2)(d) makes specific reference to “landscape and natural features of cultural
significance.” Elsewhere “cultural significance” is defined as “aesthetic, architectural, historical,
scientific, social, spiritual, linguistic or technological value or significance.”
The analysis of cultural landscape is regarded as a critical aspect of the identification and
management of heritage resources. Cultural landscapes provide the essential context for a
variety of heritage resources which can take a variety of forms, from fish traps evident along the
Overstrand coast, to the scenic routes with traverse the area. While the identification and
protection of specific heritage resources may be regarded as being in a state of dynamic flux, the
cultural landscape provides a more enduring heritage management framework. .
It could be regarded as the tapestry within which all other heritage resources are embedded
and which gives them their sense of place and meaning.
The definition of the modern concept of landscape, concerned both with process and pattern,
can be distinguished from the origins of landscape as a word describing the visual impression of
a tract of scenery.
Critical to the identification and management of cultural landscapes are the following:

The need for typology of landscapes.

The need for methods for evaluating landscapes.

The need for appropriate means to manage landscapes.
Landscape Typologies
The development of a typology is essentially the result of a descriptive and analytical
process. It identifies and classifies landscapes by their types by taking account of the following
factors, inter alia;

Physical factors

Human use of land

e.g.:
geology
landform
drainage
soils

e.g.:
farming systems
forestry and other land uses
settlements
recreation
transport systems

CULTURAL
LANDSCAPES

Natural Factors

Cultural factors

e.g.:
eco-systems
species (flora/fauna)
weather patterns

e.g.:
aesthetic values (visual, etc.)
association (historic,
artistic)
vernacular traditions

The UNESCO Operational Guidelines for the World Heritage Convention (1995) identified
three main types of cultural landscapes derived from the following characteristics:
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Designed landscapes, landscapes clearly defined and intentionally created. This
embraces garden and parkland landscapes most frequently constructed for aesthetic
reasons (gardens/public spaces; parks/settings to monuments or ensembles).
Organically evolved landscapes, usually resulting from an initial social, economic,
administrative and/or religious imperative and which developed its present form by
association and in response to the natural environment. Such landscapes reflect the
process of evolution in their firm and component features. They fall into two subcategories:
o A relic (or fossil) landscape in which the evolutionary process came to an end
at some time in the past, either abruptly or over a period. Its significant
distinguishing features are however still visible in material form. The fish traps
and shell middens at Hangklip and the old leper colony at Hemel-en-Aarde are
examples of this type.
o A continuing landscape which retains an active social role in contemporary
society closely associated with traditional ways of life, and in which the
evolutionary process is still in progress. At the same time it also exhibits
material evidence of its evolution over time. The village community of Elim
may be considered as a cultural landscape of this type.
The associated cultural landscape, where powerful religious, artistic or cultural
associations of the natural landscape are significant, rather than material cultural
evidence which may be insignificant or even absent. They reflect belief systems (sacred
places), aesthetic preferences and associations with writers, poets, painters, events,
battles. The artistic community associated with Onrust may be regarded as an example
of this type. Similarly the role of Hangklip as a place of escape in the early colonial
period is an example of this category of landscape.

These categories are reflected in different international approaches to the understanding and
analysis of cultural landscapes. For instance the Australian Heritage Commission has a national
mandate to identify places of cultural significance and lists them in the Register of the National
Estate. The Register includes significant cultural landscapes as well as more spatially limited
sites, buildings and structures. Cultural landscapes have been grouped into the following types:
 Associative landscapes, including landscapes of religious meaning;
 Landscapes which reflect cultural processes which are still active;
 Places related to a single historic activity or period;
 Places which represent layers of history;
 Places which demonstrate the dependence of historic activities on natural systems;
 Linear landscapes;
 Thematically linked places within a landscape;
 Places representing multiple themes/multiple values (Read, Ramsay & Blair 1994: 14).
These eight types fit into the three UNESCO types of designed, evolved and associative
landscapes.
Another approach is to emphasize different, possibly conflicting, readings, of the landscape.
Such readings are important in terms of the fundamental impact they have on landscape
management.
At the one extreme is the concept of landscape “as nature” where the driving force is to
return everything to a natural, pristine state. At the other extreme are the anthropomorphic and
phenomenologically based concepts of landscape “as artefact”, “as wealth”, “as ideology” and
“as aesthetic” where nature is seen as passive, bearing the imprint of different kinds of human
intervention. Integrating concepts which emphasize the symbiotic relationship between man and
nature include concepts of the landscape “as habitat”, “as a system”, “as history” and “as place”
(Motloch nd).
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Figure 2. The Bot River and Bot River/Fisherhaven landscape zone. Arising from an assessment of the
cultural-historical environment, various distinctive landscape/ morphological zones were identified; a
combination of topography, historical and social forces and settlement patterns. This provided a
conceptual framework for assessing significance.

Evaluating landscape
While the development of a typology is descriptive and analytical, the evaluation of
landscapes involves the exercise of value judgements (Fig. 2). While there would always be an
element of subjectivity, opinion should be as informed as possible.
Criteria for the assessment of significance of cultural landscapes are also important in multicultural and dynamic contexts where it is clearly evident that a number of often conflicting and
changing values are attached to landscapes. What may be regarded as a pristine natural
landscape by some, for example the coastline between Betty’s Bay and Rooi Els, is regarded by
others as a resource, or as wealth.
The following provides a checklist for the evaluation of cultural landscapes. It should not be
regarded as exclusive but rather as a prompt to evaluating the significance at this macro scale.
Checklist of items for evaluating cultural landscapes:
Landscapes as a resource
 The landscape should be a resource of national or regional importance in terms of rarity
and representivity.
Design quality
 The landscape should represent a particular artistic or creative achievement or represent
a particular approach to landscape design.
Scenic quality
 The landscape should be of high scenic quality, with pleasing, dramatic or vivid
patterns and combinations of landscape features, and important aesthetic or intangible
qualities (vividness, intactness, unity).
Unspoilt character/authenticity/integrity
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The landscape should be unspoilt, without visually intrusive or polluting urban,
agricultural or industrial development or infrastructure. It should thus reveal a degree of
integrity and intactness.
Sense of place
 The landscape should have a distinctive or representative character, including
topographic and visual unity and harmony.
Harmony with nature
 The landscape should demonstrate a good example of the harmonious interaction
between people and nature, based on sustainable land use practices.
Cultural tradition
 The landscape should bear testimony to a cultural tradition which might have
disappeared or which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human history, or which is a
good example of traditional human settlement or land use which is representative of a
culture (or cultures).
Living traditions
 The landscape should be directly and tangibly associated with events or living
traditions, with ideas or with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of high
significance.
(After Rössler 1995 & Phillips 1995)
There are clearly different values attached to the above. Different socio-economic and
cultural groupings are likely to have different readings of the same landscape. Methodologies
need to be developed to establish these different readings in multi-cultural environments.

Figure 3. An old photograph of Hermanus. Landscapes are almost always dynamic and vulnerable
and it is the retention of this sense of place that will do the most to save them from degradation during the
process of inevitable change.

Managing cultural landscapes
The requirements for managing cultural landscapes are complex and challenging and
different in nature to the management of specific natural or heritage sites. This relates largely to
the interrelationships between cultural and natural elements as well as the significance of these
elements in their own right.
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Understanding and managing cultural landscapes is particularly complex in multi-cultural
and dynamic environments such as the Overstrand where there are frequently competing
demands made on and values attached to such landscapes. The integration of cultural landscapes
management into broader planning processes is thus essential.
The following principles can be identified:
 Landscape protection requires the presence of a viable local economy. Landscape
resources are inevitably needed to ensure that development is sustainable and landscape
management thus needs to be integrated into development planning. Thus the
management of an organically evolving cultural landscape is directly related to the
management of the local economy and change.
 Landscape protection requires the support and involvement of local communities.
Protection should thus be seen to be in the interests of such communities and should
involve, inter alia, educational mechanisms and local powers of decision-making.
 The basic resources of the area (natural and cultural) should be recorded, analysed and
protected and appropriate mechanisms should be put in place for monitoring and
review.
 Planning and management in the area should involve the public discussion of options.
 Regulatory control mechanisms are inevitably necessary but they should be flexible and
respect the rights, interests and needs of local people.
 The traditional knowledge of local people in sustainable land use should be respected
and supported.
 No cultural landscape can survive in isolation from the areas around it.
(After Phillips 1995)
The understanding and management of cultural landscapes is thus regarded as a fundamental
component of a planning process. When landscapes are invested with cultural meaning for the
inhabitants of a place, as is clearly the case in the Overstrand, the consequences can be strong
and positive. Landscapes have the capacity to create a sense of belonging and attachment to a
place. This progressively reinforcing relationship is regarded as a universal experience and
helps give identity and stability to both community and individual.
A primary social consequence of this for heritage management is the importance of a sense
of place when considering the creation, continued development and conservation of cultural
landscapes. Landscapes are almost always dynamic and vulnerable and it is the retention of this
sense of place that will do the most to save them from degradation during the process of
inevitable change (Fig. 3).
Application to a case study: the development of the Overstrand Region
A heritage study formed part of the Spatial Development Framework (SDF) for the entire
Overstrand Municipality, compiled in terms of the Municipal Systems Act (No. 32 of 2000).
The purpose of the SDF is to spatially integrate the strategies of the Integrated Development
Programme in a sustainable manner.
Specific objectives include the following:
 It should spatially reflect the vision of how the municipality should develop.
 It should reflect the needs of the inhabitants.
 It should spatially integrate the strategies of the various sectors.
 It should provide a legally binding spatial framework which promotes sustainable
environmental economic and social development.
 It should set out objectives that should guide the desired spatial form of the area.
 It should serve as an information source and policy guide to inform and direct land use
management.
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A multi-disciplinary team was established to provide the development prospective, to
analyse the status quo and to formulate a development strategy including integrated spatial
policy proposals. Disciplines included planning and land use, environmental, heritage,
infrastructure services and traffic and transportation specialists.
As part of the “reality check” to establish the overall socio-economic parameters and
development issues affecting the study area the following should be noted:
 The 2001 census data indicated a total population of 66,472.
 The growth rate increased from 7% for the period 1985–1996 to 14% for the period
1996–2001.
The implication for this very high in-migration rate are:
 The need for a massive increase in low income housing provision.
 High levels of unemployment and low levels of affordability.
 Pressure on community facilities and infrastructure.
Specifically with regard to housing the planning study made the following critical findings:
 A housing backlog of 6500 units and the need for an additional 300ha.
 Community facilities hardly meet minimum standards in terms of location, accessibility
and level of service.
 There is a relatively uncoordinated settlement pattern with increasing evidence of urban
sprawl.
 A shortage of urban land to accommodate growth.
As part of the base line study the various disciplines established a range of constraints and
opportunities to guide the development process. Perhaps understandably within the overall
Overstrand context it rapidly became evident that most of the land was accounted for in terms of
environmental sensitivity and cultural landscape sensitivity.
For example, the environmental study identified high levels of irreplaceability of much of
the vegetation and that the ongoing loss of untransformed or undisturbed areas would severely
compromise the realization of conservation targets.
Key considerations included:
 The need to retain untransformed land for biodiversity conservation purposes.
 The need for “process corridors” of well connected areas of coastal renosterveld to be
maintained and protected.
 The critical need for the conservation of the freshwater ecosystems of the Palmiet, Bot,
Klein and Uilenkraal rivers.
 That areas regarded as “irreplaceable” should be excluded from further development .
 The need to strengthen the contribution to biodiversity conservation of the areas
adjacent to the areas already under formal conservation management.
It is inevitable that in the case of the Overstrand trade-offs are required in meeting both
development and conservation objectives. The greatest challenge from a heritage perspective
was to articulate and define the issues in a manner, which was concise, accessible, strategic and
defensible. In many respects the biodiversity argument is well ahead of heritage, i.e. in terms of
general acceptance of terminology, criteria and processes.
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Understanding the heritage context in terms of overall development dynamics
The conceptual framework used in the analysis of the cultural historical environment
comprised two main components; a temporal and thematic analysis combined with a spatial
analysis. This provided the basis for nalyzing the cultural-historical environment at various
scales and levels.
Temporal and spatial analysis
Based on an investigation of various source material, a chronology of the processes and
events which have shaped the history and heritage of the study area was compiled. A summary
table is indicated in Table 1. The chronology is organized in terms of the various periods which
reflect the broad patterns of South African history. It provides a useful basis for the
identification and assessment of the various roles or themes of a place over time and how these
are represented in terms of remaining material evidence, associational links between places,
events and people, and the sense of history of a place. The various roles and themes represented
in the Overstrand over time include the following:















Surveillance
Fortification
Fishing
Recreation
Slavery
Religion
Displacement
Refuge
Scenic beauty
Leper-colony
Cultivation and production
Urban expansion
Natural amenity.

In terms of the documentary source material used for this study, there are gaps in
this chronology. Furthermore, some of the information included in this chronology
requires further investigation.
In terms of the historical overview undertaken, it is important to note that its primary
objective is not to provide a detailed narrative of the history of the Overstrand area, but
to highlight those events, process, etc which have shaped the physical fabric, memory,
associations and character of the cultural-historical environment.
Spatial analysis
The cultural-historical environment of the Overstrand was analysed at various scales as
outlined below.




In terms its regional role within the Western Cape, including those special qualities,
which distinguish the Overstrand from other regions such as the Boland or West Coast
regions.
In terms of broad morphological zones that make up the Overstrand region, e.g. the
Hemel en Aarde Valley and Greater Hermanus sub region.
In terms of the special precincts within these morphological zones, e.g. historical town
cores and rural landscapes of scenic beauty.
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In terms of individual element within these morphological zones, e.g. complexes,
gateways and nodes.
In terms of lines which traverse or define the landscape. These may take the form of
edges, routes, riverine corridors, scenic frames, etc.

Arising from an assessment of the overall structure of the cultural-historical environment,
various distinctive landscape or morphological zones were identified, which are a combination
of topography, historical and social forces over time, and settlement patterns. The identification
of these zones has less to do with defining heritage significance than providing a conceptual
framework for assessing significance. Landscape zones identified were as follows:
1.
Hangklip-Kleinmond: including Rooiels, Pringle Bay, Stony Point, Betty’s Bay,
Kleinmond
2.
Bot River and Bot River/Fisherhaven area
3.
Greater Hermanus: including Hawston, Onrust, Vermont, Hermanus and Hemel en
Aarde Valley
4.
Stanford: including surrounding farmlands
5.
Greater Gansbaai area: including Gansbaai, Kleinbaai, Franskraal, Pearly Beach,
Buffelsjags
6.
Baardskeerdersbos/Viljoenshof: including surrounding farmlands
7.
Routes and Passes: including Houw Hoek and Akkedis passes

Figure 4. Lanscape elements.

Spatial information, including heritage precincts and individual elements was mapped on
1:50,000 topocadastrial (1997) maps and later converted onto GIS (Fig. 4). Categories of
heritage resources mapped included the following:
Areas Precincts
Fishing/holiday villages
Mountain backdrop/edges
Combined mountain/river/beach condition
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Coastal Plateau
Wetland/marshes
Nature Reserves
Scenic Routes
Individual Heritage Sites
Building/complexes
Burial grounds
Recreational aras/outspan areas
Topographical features
Vegetation of stature
Farming/grazing sites
Archaeological sites
Shipwrecks
The accompanying Table 2 provides an analysis of each of the identified landscape zones.
The analysis of each of the heritage resources included the following:
 Role of the resource in the broader context.
 Chronology (what period reflected / layering).
 Heritage significance.
 Vulnerability.
 Suggested grading / Management status.
Lessons learned
Cultural landscapes as dynamic processes
The cultural landscape cannot be regarded as a static component but is constantly in a state
of flux and change. More so than buildings and structures it has the ability to reflect a wide
range of processes and is multi-layered by nature. This dynamic requires a different
conservation approach to that actually applied to buildings and structures.
Cultural landscapes require a multi-disciplinary approach
Cultural landscapes, by definition, encompass a broad range of disciplines, including
agronomists, botanists, landscape architects transport and urban planners. It is necessary that a
multi-disciplinary approach be adopted when interventions are being considered in sensitive
landscapes.
Cultural landscapes need to be integrated into planning processes
The Overstrand planning process emphasized the valuable role which the understanding of
cultural landscapes can play in forward planning. They provide the framework against which
different planning scenarios can be tested and evaluated, and trade-offs established.
Cultural landscapes reflect a range of values and different readings can often be in
conflict
The Overstrand experience reveals the wide range of values and perceptions often attached
to the same landscape. The Bot River Lagoon for example, is for some a landscape of high
scenic beauty. For others, it is a resource for the harvesting of fish. The emotions attached to
these landscapes are frequently powerful and enduring, capturing, as they do, the different
elements contributing to a “sense of place” and thus a reference point of community culture and
identity. These different readings often result in fundamentally different approaches to the
management of cultural landscapes. For example, in Pringle Bay it was evident that there were
very conflicting attitudes to the notion of some form of development control ranging from full
support to a perception that such control would interfere with property rights.
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It is evident that innovative processes and structures will be required to understand and
mediate the different values attached to cultural landscapes and the management implications of
this.
Conclusions
The Overstrand Spatial Development Framework provides the means for guarding
development programmes in the region in terms of the Integrated Development Programme.
Inter alia, it identifies the need for an additional 300 hectares of land to meet the existing
housing backlog and to accommodate future demand.
The multi-disciplinary approach and the understanding of the cultural landscape embedded
within the region allowed for informed judgments to be made regarding the heritage and
environmental implications of the various interventions proposed. It thus allows decisionmakers to be aware of the trade-offs necessary in making decisions relating to large-scale
development projects. In particular the understanding of cultural landscapes emphasized the
importance of the context of individual heritage resources whether they are buildings, routes or
precincts, the way in which they are interrelated at different scales and the nature of these
critical linkages.
While the terminology of cultural landscape analysis is useful in being able to identify
different types of landscape and thus their relative significance, the Overstrand example also
pointed to the wide range of readings and values attached to different landscapes. It is inevitable
that in a multi-cultural and transforming society such values will often be in conflict. While the
analysis of landscapes can contribute to making such values explicit, it is evident that new
methodologies will be required to better understand and mediate the different values of
landscape held by different groupings within the region.
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Table 1. Matrix indicating predominant themes affecting the landscape, and current
associated evidence
Period

Predominant themes impacting the
landscape

Evidence in the physical fabric of the
place

Early History



Pre-Colonial
Landscape





Use of the area by small groups of
hunter-gatherers
Seasonal Use of the landscape
Semi-nomadic pastoral existence
Development of small village settlements
(Matjieshuise) related to water sources
Development of trails related to
movement of cattle/sheep and people
Early contact between settlers and Khoikhoi; competition for grazing and land
Development of early stock farms beyond
the recognised boundaries of the Cape
Gradual displacement of the Cape Herders
and settlement of farmers at a number of
“Veeposten” in the study area
The use of the area by runaway slaves,
strandlopers, deserters and sailors
(“Drosters”)






Increasing evidence of perpetual quitrent
tenure grants
Increasing permanence of farming
activity
Development of other agricultural
enterprises eg. Flower farming and apple
farming
Development of subsistence fishing
activity
Emergence of small villages
Upgrading of transport routes and public
works programmes
Use of study area for outcasts from Cape
Town Society
Need for local timber industry related to
the discovery of gold and diamonds in the
Vaal triangle
Planting of exotic trees, mostly noninvasive, to act as windbreaks and to
provide shade for homesteads and
villages



Displacement of local communities in
terms of Group Areas legislation
Attitude to what constitutes a heritage
resource in the 1960s
Strategic location and nature of landform
providing opportunities for surveillance
and warning
Enduring role of the area as a place for
social recreation and fishing
Formal acknowledgement of areas of
high scenic beauty, environmental quality
and botanical richness




Dutch Colonial
Period (1652-1806)






British Colonial
Period











Period of Union
and the Apartheid
Republic Period
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Cave Dwellings
Shell middens
Fish Traps
Present movement routes reflecting early
stock trails and VOC trading routes
Archaeological evidence of early Cape
Herder kraals to be established
Cadastral boundaries reflecting early
tenure systems
Outspan areas at river crossings (only
names remain)
Farmsteads dating from the late 18th
century. (eg Kleingriviers Vallei
(Stanford))
Little Physical Evidence of “Veeposten”
remain
Archaeological evidence in caves (Rooiels
Cave)
Reflected in cadastral pattern in the
landscape
Development of substantial homesteads
Continuing evidence of flower farming
activity, particularly in Kleinmond
vicinity, and apple farming in the
Grabouw area
Local Fishing communities at Kleinmond,
De Kelders, Buffelsjag
Continued existence of early fabric in
Sandown bay (Kleinmond),
Hermanuspietersfontein, Stanford and
Baardskeerdersbos by 1850; Hawston
(1860), Onrust (1903)
Extension of the railway line to Caledon in
1902
Hemel and Aarde leper colony to 1847
Commercial timber farms in Grabouw
district
Late 19th century fish factory remains at
Sea farm
Characteristic windbreaks and clumps of
trees evident in the landscape
Character of Jongensklip harbour at
Kleinmond and adjacent relocated housing
estate
Proclamation of Verwoerd’s holiday house
as a national monument
Existence of large number of camping and
caravan sites, hotels
Remaining fabric of fishing industry at
Stony Point
Declaration of UNESCO Kogelberg
Biosphere and large number of declared
nature areas

Table 2. Examples of heritage analysis at a precinct scale
Contact
Position
ROOI ELS - PRINGLE BAY - BETTY’S BAY - KLEINMOND
Louis Van Heerden
Tel: (028)272-9105
Date: 5.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann

Ex Chair: Betty’s Bay
Ratepayers Ass.
Chair: KOBIO

Mrs Nunn
Tel: (028) 272-9404
Date: 5.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann

Acting Chair: Betty’s
Bay Ratepayers Ass.
Botsoc. Committee

Rolf Attwell
Tel: (028) 272-9617
Date: 06.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann
Mike Stekmire
Tel: (028) 272-9122
Date: 30.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann and Sarah Winter

Member: Betty’s Bay
Ratepayers Ass.
Local historian

Advocate Eleanore van der
Horst
Tel: (021) 423-7682
Date: 08.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann

Chairman: Betty’s Bay
Heritage Trust

PRINGLE BAY
Ian Cushney
Tel: (028) 273-8589
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann












Chairman: Federation of
Ratepayers Assoc.
(Betty’s Bay, Pringle
Bay and Rooi Els)

Need to treat cadastral boundary of Farm 559 as single
entity.

Importance of strategic approach; not to conserve
everything. (Harfield Village Special Area controls as
possible example).

Emphasis on environmental heritage and context;
individual villages settled within a landscape.

Betty’s Bay as one integrated coastal plan ecological
system; need for protection of overall system.

Agreement on Rooi Els to Bot River as one heritage
management area.

Section 10 of Structure Plan as a community endorsed
document.

Significance of environmental context, in particular
dramatic sweep from mountain to coast.

Need to promote indigenous gardens.

Need to implement guidelines contained in Section 10,
particularly burying of overhead telephone wires.
Relevant documentation and contacts provided.


STANFORD
Bea Whittacker
Tel: (028) 341-0430
Maureen Walters
Tel: 082 450 3970
Date: 09.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann

Chair: Stanford Heritage
Committee

Need for effective implementation of Section 10 of
Betty’s Bay Structure Plan.
Application of Kogelberg Biosphere principles to built
form.
Need to express different character of villages within the
area.
Dynamic nature of mountain/coastal system; high energy
zones.
High water tables with seasonal wetlands limiting
development densities.
Key components: structure of landscape/ scenic beauty /
flora and fauna / sense of peacefulness.
Heritage a function of the environmental context.
Confirmation of sites identified.
Importance of indigenous vegetation for private gardens.
Identification of private fynbos nature reserve, Erica
Ave., Dawids Kraalbaai.






Chair: Pringle Bay
Ratepayers Assoc.

Issues Raised




Member: SHC; Architect
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Importance of indigenous fynbos context.
Number of sub groups within Pringle Bay; spatially
expressed with different views on nature and form of
development control.
Generally in favour of some form of control related to
heights, material and colours.
Core conservation area promulgated with buffer area.
Guidelines document produced; monthly meetings of
Committee with Overstand Building Surveyor in
attendance.
Need for protection of structures outside core area e.g.
“spookhuis”.
Need for protection of overall context, e.g. historic farms
further up the valley.

GANSBAAI
Mr Flip Fourie
Tel: (028) 384-0311
Date: 28.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann; Sarah Winter
and Henry Aikman
FRANSKRAAL
Mr and Mrs Fourie
Tel: (028) 388-0218
082 2558 509
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann; Sarah Winter
and Henry Aikman
HAWSTON
Rev. Edwin Arrison
Tel: (028) 316-3470
084 735 1835
Date: 29.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann; Sarah Winter
and Henry Aikman
Doris Maree
Tel: (028) 315-1695
Date: 29.01.04
Interviewed by Nicolas
Baumann; Sarah Winter
and Henry Aikman
Mrs Julie Albers
Tel: (021) 976-4378
Date: 03.02.04
Interviewed by
Nicolas Baumann;

HERMANUS
Wendy Hofmeyr
Tel: (028) 312-1421
Nicollette Lloyd
Tel: (028) 312-3771
John Simpson
Date: 27.01.04
Interviewed by
Nicolas Baumann; Sarah
Winter

Ex Council Member, local
historian






Museum curators






History of Gansbaai as spill over from original
settlement at Stanford Cove.
Limited number of heritage worthy structures.
Erroneous location of spring to the east of original
location which has been covered.
Good early panoramas, (late nineteenth century) in
municipal buildings.
Local museum on water’s edge on location of original
structures.
Need for expansion.
Important link with Dyer Island from mid-nineteenth
century.
Most of the original structures have disappeared, apart
from factory on Dyer Island.

C.O.P.E. Chairman




Need for social upliftment programmes.
Upgrading initiative around harbour.

Author: Hawston Stories



Splintered social grouping, structured largely around
religious affiliations; poaching issue.
Main heritage resources include harbour area, inland
water system including graveyard and the Kraal
(Outspan area).



Ex Councillor

Hermanus Heritage
Committee



Importance of mountain context, particularly slope of
Klein Hangklip.

Rooiels cave as a significant archaeological resource.

Nature of erf 155 and archaeological report conducted by
Roland Yates in 1999 indicating stone-age artefacts.
To contact:

Andre Wagenaar (cave archaeology) (028) 273-8424

Rita Blake (Mossel Bay), author of Rooi Els Story.

Dr Tertia King (Inhabitants Association) (028) 2738438
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Regular meetings of committee with Building Surveyor
(IS) in attendance .
Good working relationship.
Committee expanded to include Onrust/Vermont and
possibly Hawston. Councillor appointed as member but
no formal recognition as sub-committee of council.
Draft proposed conservation area with buffer tabled. (see
attachement). Plus artefacts, gateways and historic
routes.
Draft list of potential Grade 2, Grade 3A structures
forwarded (see attachment).
Threat of business zoning in core conservation area.
Key role of cultural tourism in heritage management.
Categories of concern to Committee listed. Need to be
expanded to include signage, arterial routes and
gateways.
Need to prioritise heritage management strategies.

Protecting special buildings, sites and environs: the potential roles of NGOs
Stephen Townsend
Point of departure
If the endeavours of non-governmental organisations to protect the environment are to be
effective, these endeavours and behaviours will have, of necessity, to be carefully directed. Each
of the many actors involved in the use and development of land have a quite distinct role and
responsibility: and the interests of the property owner, the developer and the professionals in the
development team, the officials and the political leadership (be they elected or appointed) of the
statutory authorities, and of the wide range of interested and affected parties (including special
interest NGOs like VASSA) are often in tension, if not direct conflict. This is especially so in
those cases concerning special buildings, sites and environments.
It is presumed that those parties who recognize and understand the mechanisms of the
system and their own powers and limitations are most likely to be effective in their roles. The
converse is also presumed: that is that NGOs who act in an ad hoc manner and without
understanding the legal system 57 are likely to be ineffective and disappointed.
It is the intention to explore the roles of all the players in these matters in this paper,
emphasizing the potential contributions of NGOs like VASSA, in the hope that such discussion
will contribute to our thinking about the protection and development of special parts of the
environment, specifically the historical townscape.
Introduction
Special buildings, sites and environments require, by definition, special responses from
developers, their development teams and from the authorities. A variety of difficulties, pressures
and issues that are rather different from those in other more mundane circumstances must be
dealt with by all parties in the design, application, scrutiny, consultation/commenting and
decision-making processes. The most significant sets of factors in these circumstances include
the following:
 the ordinary demands and expectations of the client (the brief and budget, in short, the
proposal);
 the development rights and development potential associated with the site 58;
 the development team’s own expectations and expertise, and importantly, the skill,
experience and standing of the specialists in the team who are responsible for the
assessment of the specialness of the building(s), site and environs and of the impact of
the proposal on that specialness;
 the specialness of the site and the environs, and the extent to which that specialness has
been identified in advance;
 the laws protecting this specialness;
 the position and attitudes of the authorities as spelt out in formal policies and in their
daily actions, be it the local authority, the heritage resources authority or the
environmental management authority (and each authority has both a component
comprising officials and a decision-making component in the form of a committee of
elected or appointed members); and
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I shall, for the sake of simplicity, refer only to the local zoning schemes (which are themselves regulated through
the Land Use Planning Ordinance of 1985) and to the National Heritage Resources Act of 1999 (the NHR Act).
58
I must, at the outset, point out that rights are simply the converse of the legal constraints: rights are what the law
permits and, in some cases, what are legitimate expectations.
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the position and attitude of interested and affected parties, be they nearby property
owners, special interest bodies or NGOs, or society at large.
In order to design and propose buildings that respond appropriately to or involve special
buildings, sites and the environs and that are appropriate investments, the property owner or
developer, the development team, the authorities and the interested parties alike, must each take
all of these factors and pressures into account, although it is self-evident that their different
interests and roles will determine different foci.
The primary influences in the management of special buildings, sites and environments
Let us now examine each of these primary factors and influences in a little more detail and as
they apply to managing the development and the protection of special buildings, sites and
environments.
The demands or needs and expectations of the client/developer
Satisfying the demands or needs of the client/developer is the essential precondition or
primary goal of every proposal; and good sensitive design presupposes a good client as much as
it presupposes a good or sensitive designer. These demands are as follows:
 the scale and nature of the building(s) required for financial feasibility;
 the budgetary limitations;
 time limitations within which the design is to be developed, statutory approvals
obtained, building contracts negotiated and the building work completed; and
 the nature of the investment, that is, speculative, for own use and/or long-term
investment. Ordinarily, in speculative developments, the time required for designing,
documenting and obtaining approvals is not negotiable from the client’s viewpoint.
This, inevitably, imposes significant pressures on the development team.
Ordinarily, even typically, interested and affected parties and special interest NGOs, in
particular, are disinclined to be concerned with the client/developer’s needs. In strategic terms,
this is often a mistake because such knowledge and understanding of the differing interests can
enable a negotiation of sorts (more about such “negotiations” below).
Development rights
In the historical centres of small towns the “bulk” rights do not ordinarily create buildings
significantly out of scale with the historical environs but in the larger centres and cities such
rights are often a significant source of conflict. If the parties involved in designing, commenting
on, scrutinising or approving a development proposal do not all understand the true nature of
these rights, such conflict will be irresolvable through any sort of negotiation or compromise
(more about this below too):
 the clear and easily quantifiable components of the development rights include the
permitted floor area/bulk factors, permitted building types/uses, limitations regarding
heights and setbacks, and requirements like parking and access; and
 the design team and/or developer may have what they feel are legitimate expectations
regarding both the interpretations of the substantive components of the development
rights and the time within which statutory approvals will or should be granted; but
 in cases involving special buildings, sites and/or areas the ordinarily clear and
unassailable development rights are usually hedged or complicated by other
requirements imposed, most often, via environment- and/or heritage resource-oriented
regulations and restrictions. These restrictions are real but are very seldom quantified
and are, therefore, very difficult for the development team to allow for. Indeed, even the
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most experienced officials from the statutory authorities are often unable to advise an
enquirer as an outcome or how long the process will take 59.
Accordingly, in cases involving special buildings, sites and/or environments the developer
and the design team must contend with this tension between real property rights and presumed
monetary value on one hand, and often rather vague (and often belatedly imposed) restrictions
directed at preserving significance or environmental character and quality on the other.
The development team’s expertise and attitude
The development team’s primary responsibility must be to the client, but there will often be
tensions within the design team over the protection or preservation of fabric or character.
Indeed, in many cases the impact assessor (environmental or heritage) will be torn between the
mutually contradictory responsibilities of describing an adverse impact and motivating the
benefits of the proposal. Also, the attitude of the development team (including the
client/developer him/herself) regarding the factors described above can have a very significant
impact on the process leading from early design to statutory approval and ultimately to
construction. Ideally, the development team’s attitude should include:
 a self-conscious recognition and understanding of the distance/disparity between the
development rights and the environment-oriented restrictions;
 a sensitivity to the special qualities of the site and environs and a will to do more than
satisfy the brief; and
 a willingness and ability to negotiate with the authorities and with other property
owners and interested and affected parties.
Indeed, the designer’s or design team’s credibility, both as an inventive and creative designer
and, with the impact assessor, as an insightful and sensitive protector or enhancer of
architectural, historical and/or environmental significance, is very often the all important factor
in successful projects. Designing in special environments always requires the sharing or
congruence of values and a willingness to compromise between often intractable differences.
In a nutshell, the design team’s responsibility is threefold:
 to satisfy the client’s brief on time and within the budget;
 to negotiate agreement with the authorities (potentially local, provincial and national;
planning, heritage resource and environmental) and any interested and affected parties;
and
 to design a building that responds appropriately to the site and environs and is good
architecture.
Self-evidently, this is a tall order.
The specialness of the site and environs
The specialness of the site and its environs requires a very careful analysis of:
 the architecturally, historically and visually significant buildings on the site;
 other significant components or characteristics of the site, the landscape, etc;
 the significant buildings adjacent to or near the site;
 the morphology of the setting (both physical and historical);
 the character of the environs; and
 the historical/political/social associations of the site and environs.
In many old towns the character and significance of the environment has often been analysed
in several phases in the past twenty-five years, though in some cases this research is patchy and
unreliable. However, the research that has been conducted, however amateurish, is an important
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These very considerable uncertainties are discussed in rather more detail in my paper, “Towards Sustainable
Management”, in the Proceedings of the Planning Africa Conference, Durban, September 2002, South African
Planning Institute.
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reflection of public interest, awareness and concern for the historical townscape and cultural
landscape.
Importantly, however, it is a requirement of the NHR Act to consult with affected and/or
interested communities in establishing the cultural value of buildings and places. I must add en
passant that establishing the degree of significance is, however, the responsibility of the
authorities (but more about that below).
The legislation, regulations and procedures aimed at protecting the environment
Strictly speaking, these limiting restrictions are part of the development rights, but they do
not ordinarily, on the face it, impact directly on the quantifiable rights created by zoning
schemes. Rather they set up performance criteria that must be satisfied before the quantifiable
rights may be enjoyed:
 zoning schemes often include controls relating to the specialness of the site or environs,
for example, the zoning scheme may protect both buildings and the character of the
environs in declared conservation areas, and the scale of buildings in special areas;
 the National Heritage Resources Act, which came into effect on 1 April 2000, contains
several significant new provisions: for example, heritage resources are (or will be)
classed in three grades of significance which determine the controlling authority (local,
provincial or national), the requirement for impact assessments in certain cases, the
requirement for any alterations to a sixty-year old building to be approved by the
provincial heritage authority unless delegated to a competent local authority) and, most
importantly in the context of this paper, the registration of conservation bodies who
must be consulted regarding their stated interests (more about this below); and
 the Environment Conservation Act and its regulations, in concert with the National
Environmental Management Act, identify a number of activities (various forms of
construction) and various changes of land use (for example, rezonings from public open
space) which require environmental impact assessments (EIAs) or, at least, scoping
studies. This Act does not often, or should not, come into play in the historical centres
of urban areas so it will not be given further attention here.
It must, however, be said that what I have called “performance criteria” are, for the most
part, procedural rather than substantial. The laws set out the procedures and processes that must
be followed; but very few authorities have developed adequate substantive policies or
guidelines that adequately integrate or take account of:
 the procedures that must be followed;
 the relative significance of the environmental and/or cultural resource that is to be
protected;
 the development rights and market demands; and
 the relationships between these three factors.
The position or attitude of the authorities
The attitude of the authorities vis-a-vis the environment and development, how they see their
own responsibilities and how they see other authorities’ responsibilities, are also of profound
importance to the NGO that is trying to influence both the design team and the statutory
authorities who will, ultimately, approve or refuse the proposal:
 the laws describing the development rights of each site (the zoning schemes) are usually
straight forward, concrete and quantifiable (even if framed in awkward language), and
the local authority usually seeks to approve building plan applications that comply with
the zoning scheme, even if the rights enable development that the authority itself may
think is inappropriate;
 laws protecting special quality or character inevitably require value judgements and, by
definition, discretion from the officials and their political leadership: this demands the
proper and appropriate depth of assessment of the nature and vulnerability of the
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significance of the site and environs, and proper understanding of the impacts of the
proposed development; it is often these judgements regarding significance and impact,
which must be made by the officials even if interested parties have strong opinions, and
which are seen by designers and development teams as “subjective” and which often
lead to conflict between development teams and authorities; and it is the qualitative (or
value-laden) nature of all such judgements that suggests and necessitates obtaining
opinions from a range of interested and expert parties; and
 appropriate balancing of the clear quantifiable development rights against the
limitations imposed via the qualitatively-oriented protective restrictions is often very
difficult and demands clearness of mind, a strong sense of fairness and often not a little
courage from the authorities and their officials.
There are also a number of other significant factors that influence the way in which the
development team may experience the authorities’ influence:
 the authorities do have different responsibilities and roles which can lead to difference
and conflict between the authorities;
 differing constituencies and patronage can often lead to conflict;
 different training, experience, ability and insight of the officials in each authority can
and will also lead to conflict or difference; and, perhaps most importantly,
 the way in which the authorities give information regarding both the substance that any
application must address and the procedures that will be followed in scrutinising, in
public consultation, approving and who may appeal decisions will be of considerable
import.
Interested and affected parties
Interested and affected parties can usually be categorized as either an affected property
owner or as someone with a special interest, although the interests of these different categories
are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
First, adjacent and nearby property owners will be interested in any development and will
react to protect their property values, the amenity of the environs and their own rights as they
perceive them:
 in areas zoned predominantly for residential use, property owners will resist any/all
development they perceive to affect their privacy, their views, the density of the
neighbourhood, the potential for nuisance, the intensity of traffic and the character of
the environment generally (these responses are often characterised as nimbyism);
 occasionally (indeed, increasingly frequently, at present), groups of property owners
may join together in response or opposition to a particular development proposal and,
although it may appear (especially to them) that they are interested in environmental
character and quality, but their attention, focussed on the individual case, inevitably
wanes once the proposal is approved or refused: their real interest is the currently
proposed development rather than the conservation-worthiness of the place or environs;
 ratepayer associations are likely to take the same positions as the near-by property
owners, but they can (or should) take a broader view based on accumulated experience
and the interests of a wider group of property owners;
 in areas zoned for business and commercial use, property owners are usually rather
more sanguine about development and are less likely to resist because they believe that
investment implies confidence in local property values and therefore benefits their own
property value.
 Second, the concerns and positions of special-interest groups and non-governmental
organisations are or, by definition, should be known and predictable:
 such groups range from the regional Institute for Architecture’s heritage committee to
groups like the Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa (VASSA) and the
Simon van der Stel Foundation;
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in certain special areas local ratepayers associations do take on a consultative role vis a
vis the environs in addition to their more conventional roles as, for example, the role
played by the City-bowl ratepayers’ association’s conservation subcommittee;
 in other special areas, geographically-based special interest groups play important roles,
for example, groups like the Friends of the Liesbeeck and the Wynberg Village
Conservation Association play important roles in their geographical areas of interest;
and
 the media can and do play an important role in publicising potential impacts or
informing the wider public and, while often sensationalist and even provocative, the
press does play an important role in obliging the authorities to take appropriate care in
its decision-making.
It is worth mentioning, even if in passing, that the demands of interested and affected parties
are often at odds with the requirements of the authorities, and that they (the IAPs) may also not
accept the authorities’ position vis-a-vis the development rights.
The goals of NGOs
After that rather lengthy introduction or scene setting, we can now consider what NGOs can
do and which actions are likely be more or less successful. We do, however, need first to define
our goals or criteria for success in this context.
I shall assume (simplistically for the purposes of this discussion) that it is a goal of special
interest NGOs like VASSA to play a positive role in the protection or conservation of
historically interesting and significant (vernacular) architecture and of the historical townscapes
and cultural landscapes. Some argue that this requires that NGOs like VASSA take on a
‘watchdog’ role.
I shall also assume that “conservation” means “the entire complex of the intellectual and
other activities involved in the process of the recognition or identification and evaluation of
culturally significant buildings, places and environments, and all of the activities aimed at the
transmission of such identified buildings, places and environments into the future in the interest
of all humankind” (Townsend, 2003, p16) 60. In essence (and again simplistically), this involves
just three steps:
 identifying and describing the cultural value/interest of buildings, places and environs;
 evaluating the relative significance of those buildings, places and environs; and
 managing the use and re-development of those buildings, places and environs.
It is clear that NGOs have a role to play in each of these processes. Indeed, the NHR Act
requires that the authorities take account of interested and affected communities in identifying
cultural value, in setting policy regarding the system of grading (the system of establishing the
degree of significance) and vis-a-vis the use, re-use or demolition/alteration of significant
buildings, sites and places.
The rôles of NGOs
Identifying and describing significance
It is self-evident that the identification of heritage resources is the first step in the creation of
a rational and effective management system: identification, description, recording, listing and
mapping are all components of this activity. It is also self-evident that a law that sets out to
protect vaguely or ill-defined objects will, self-evidently, be very difficult to administer.
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I must add that this definition is not very different from either Brandi’s definition in his 1963, Teoria del Restauro,
most easily found in translation in Price et al, 1996, pp230-231, or from the definition in the 1994 Nara Document of
Authenticity, most easily found in ICOMOS, 2001, p95); but my definition does include the evaluation of significance
not found in these other two definitions.
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Also self-evidently, NGOs have a singularly important role (and a very real opportunity) in
this arena: the authorities have an enormous task before them and it is one that they cannot do
without assistance from civil society. Indeed, the National Heritage Resources Act is redolent
with references to the importance of heritage resources in or to the community, the importance
of consulting affected communities and the public at large, and the necessity of seeking
comment from the public. This is also, probably, the arena which individuals and civil society
can best and most appropriately assist the state. Indeed, I argue that the initial identification of
the objects of significance is the responsibility of the public at large. Put differently, a
‘watchdog’ that is unclear or not specific about what it is guarding will, inevitably, always be
too late.
I argue, therefore, that special-interest NGOs like VASSA, if they wish to play a constructive
role in conservation, must take an active role in identifying the objects of their interest. They
must advise the appropriate authorities of their interest in these objects and they must ensure
that the authorities list, register and map these objects in a way that is accessible to and a part of
the mechanics of scrutinising development proposals by the authorities. 61
Evaluating significance
Evaluating the degree or the extent of the significance of an identified or listed heritage
resource is the immediate next step. This must, however, be the responsibility of the heritage
authorities, although (as I have said) the legislation requires that the authorities must set policy
for this process and must consult with the public and IAPs in this regard. Special-interest NGOs
would do well both to have an input into establishing the system devised for evaluating
significance and to understand the system and the implications of the evaluations.
As described above, the NHR Act establishes a three-grade system which also determines
the responsible authority: Grade I resources are the responsibility of the national agency,
SAHRA, Grade II resources are the responsibility of the provincial authority (locally, Heritage
Western Cape) and Grade III resources are the responsibility of the local authorities (when
deemed competent: there are no local authorities yet deemed competent in the Western Cape).
While it is clear that this system of grading is and must be the responsibility of the heritage
authorities, a special-interest NGO that does not understand the effects of grading is unlikely to
be effective in persuading the authorities (or an uninformed and antagonistic developer) of the
relative importance of a particular building or place and is unlikely to be effective in assisting
the authorities to negotiate a satisfactory compromise.
Managing development
Managing development is often conflict-ridden and controversial: imposing conservationoriented controls is always so. This is, however, not so much because developers resist controls
per se (and we do need to remember that we all become “developers” when we need to improve
or alter our own properties): the real cause of conflict is the surprise of a belatedly or
inappropriately imposed limitation (and I include here belatedly amended administrative
processes that extend the time necessary for scrutiny and decision-making).
The NHR Act provides for “conservation bodies” to register their interest with the applicable
provincial heritage authority in a “geographical area” or a “category of heritage resources”
(Section 25(1)) and the responsible heritage authority must engage with the conservation body
in the re-development of any heritage resource it has declared its interest in. This is a singularly
important provision and it (potentially) empowers every conservation body that wishes to take
part in conservation-oriented management of development. I must add, too, that HWC did
promulgate regulations in this regard in August 2003 62, but to date not one single special61

I have previously discussed criteria for listing in a 1993 article, “Architectural and urban conservation in the
dawning second Republic”, pp29-31, in Architecture SA, May/June 1993: the criteria for listing must, of course, be
articulated but that is another subject.
62
See Sections 21 and 22, Provincial Gazette No 6061, 29 August 2003
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interest NGO has responded to this opportunity. Special-interest NGOs that do not respond to
the opportunities created by law for their involvement in development-control should not object
(indeed, have no grounds to) when the proponents of development and the authorities exclude
them (the conservation bodies) from such processes.
Special-interest bodies that have declared their interest in identified heritage resources in a
particular “category” and/or in a “geographical area” must be drawn into the scrutiny of
development proposals by the authorities. Indeed, developers and their development teams will,
in many cases where such interest is recognized, approach such a body in advance of making a
submission; and in such cases discussion and negotiation usually leads to compromises that
satisfy both developer and the special-interest NGO. Indeed, this has been happening for many
years in cases where the authorities, local government and heritage resources, have been able to
involve bodies like the Cape Institute for Architecture’s heritage committee or the City Bowl
Ratepayer Association’s conservation subcommittee.
In this new situation (established by the NHR Act), there is no need for special-interest
NGOs to act as ‘watchdogs’: the NGOs are, or can be, an integral part of the legal system. The
NGOs’ roles are, or should be, very different; and, if the opportunities created by the NHR Act
are taken up, the NGOs will be both more effective and less disgruntled about the management
of heritage resources generally. I must add, if in passing, that an NGO that chooses this route
will, of necessity, have to establish its own ‘bureaucracy’ with a mandate to speak on behalf of
the NGO; this, of course, takes commitment and fore-thought.
NGO successes to date
To date very little research measuring or assessing the success of conservation-oriented
management has been conducted in South Africa: as a consequence, we do not have a definitive
or sure basis for assessing the efficacy of conservation-oriented controls or the actions of the
participants in these endeavours. Indeed, this is true in most countries.
In a first attempt to evaluate the success or otherwise of the conservation-controls in the city
centre of Cape Town, I conducted a very detailed survey of ten projects approved and built
during the life of the last version of the old National Monuments Act (that is, from 1986 to
2001). The survey comprised two parts: the first entailed the very detailed assessment of the
negotiations and approval processes of the ten buildings and the success, or otherwise, of the
controls to protect the environs; and the second analysed the attitudes of the numerous parties
involved in the approval processes 63.
The findings of the survey show, first, that improved and successful designs 64 were
frequently achieved during the period analysed; second, that their success was usually, at least
in part, as a direct consequence of the controls; and, third, that one NGO, the Cape Institute of
Architects had been singularly effective in its endeavours to encourage conservation-related
control of development. The study also shows, notwithstanding the controls and the
considerable efforts of the authorities and IAPs, that the controls do not necessarily ensure
successful designs.
It does however seem that the successes have four things in common:
 the ready availability of sufficient information regarding the significance of the fabric
and the environs, regarding policy and procedures, and the capability and commitment
of the authorities to give appropriate and timeous responses and assistance or
encouragement;
 clients who recognised the importance (sometimes belatedly) of the environmental
issues, of public opinion and the power of the authorities;
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This survey was carried out between September 2001 and October 2002 and formed the basis of my doctoral thesis
(Townsend, 2003).
64
The criteria for success are discussed at some length in Chapter 1 of the thesis.
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designers who managed to negotiate compromises incorporating the clients’ demands,
the opinions of interested and affected parties, and the authorities’ requirements with
sensitivity and creativity; and
 an appropriate balance of power and an acceptance of this balance by the several
parties.
Of course, judgements are always qualified; and the most important qualification in these
cases, however, is that the package of development rights created by the zoning scheme, which
both establishes the monetary value of land in the historical centre and gives property owners
real power in the inevitable process of compromise, are real rights and that they cannot be
wished away, however convenient that may often appear from a conservation or environmental
point of view.
Conclusions
Given the intentions of this paper as set out at the beginning, there are a number of
conclusions that can be drawn or inferred from the above discussion. The most important of
these are:
 first, the cultural value and interest of the special buildings, sites, places and environs
must be described and identified in advance of development proposals with the
involvement of, indeed, in large part by, special-interest NGOs;
 second, the authorities must, with the input of special-interest NGOs and at their
insistence, establish the policy for and the system of significance (the gradings) so that
those special buildings, sites, places and environs can be regulated by the authorities in
a clear and publicly defensible manner;
 third, it must be recognised that the assessment of the impact and appropriateness of
proposed development is an activity in which special-interest groups represent the
public at large and that such interactions should not be between developers and
authorities only;
 fourth, that special-interest NGOs must register themselves as “conservation bodies” in
terms of the NHR Act and describe the categories of heritage resources in which they
are interested;
 fifth, each special-interest NGOs that does take this step will need to establish its own
‘bureaucracy’ to act and speak for the NGO on these matters; and
 sixth, special-interest NGOs and the authorities alike must recognise property rights and
property values as essential characteristics of the urban environment and, indeed, of the
local, regional and national economies, and that these rights are protected by the
Constitution which seeks to balance private rights and public interest.
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